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AIDS; THE HUMAN DIMENSION
SAFES TRUST

in the future to be

Quem de entre nos podera agora e no futuro rei v indicar estar

completely immune to the scourge of Aids and its enormous
human and social consequences? For, such is the nature of
the disease that appears to have become a virtual epidemic
that hardly any family can, with confidence, claim to be
completely out of reach of its claws. But, as the main feature
articles herein seek to convey, the statistics might reveal
only the tip of the iceberg; it is a matter of time before our
various countries begin to feel the full import of its economic
and social dimensions. For the time being, the disease
appears confined to the poor, feeding the myth that it is an

completamente imune do flagelo do Sidae das suas enormes
consequencias humanas e sociais? Pois tal é a natureza da
enfennidade que parece ter atingido as propor^oes de uma
epidemia a tal ponto que nenhuma famflia podera, com
confianga, afirmar que esta completamente fora do alcancc
das suas garras. Mas conio os artigos contidos nesta edigao
procuram ilustrar, as estatfsticas sao apenas uma ponta do
icebergue; é apenas uma questao de tempo antes que todos
os nossos pai'ses comecem a sentir os efeitos completos das

African and/or Third World disease. Of course, there are

dessa maneira

Which

one

obvious

of

us

can

claim

now

or

why the Aids epidemic should manifest
loudly in such poor regions as Africa, not to mention
the related problems of trying to contain the disease in an
environment of scarce economic resources, particularly
those necessary for the provision of drugs and medical
facilities. So, the scourge is likely to worsen rather than
abate; the prospects are too bleak and frightening to
contemplate.
What can be done? We want to believe that a global
strategy to deal with this problem is being intensified, even
if such commitment has waned in some quarters in the
growing belief that Aids is a disease synonymous with
reasons

itself so

Africa. We commend the work of the World Health

Organisation (WHO) and in particular those of its staff that
have sought to contain both the missionary-type approach
to, and the commercialisation of, the problem of Aids. For,
these twin problems do tend to immobilise the search for
both the real cause of the HIV-virus and therefore also its real

scientific truism to state that
only will the
drug companies continue to make a killing, but also, the
world will grow apathetic and fatalistic towards a problem
which, as we should expect in this era of scientific
achievement, cannot be beyond human resolution.
In the meantime, let the education campaign continue in
earnest, informing us about the need for both prevention, but
also about the need for compassion for those already afflicted

cure.

Clearly, it is

more

than

a

unless the researchers discover the cause, not

with

a

disease to which
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no

human is immune.Q

suas dimensoes sociais e economicas. Por agora, a
enfermidade parece e.star confinada aos pobres, alimentando
o mito de que se trata de uma doenga do
Terceiro Mundo. Claro que existem razöes obvias para que

epidemia do Sida se manifeste tao abertamente em tais
regiöes pobres com a Africa, para näo mencionar os
problemas associados de tentar conter a doenga num
ambiente de escassos recursos economicos, particulannente
aqueles que sao necessarios para a distribuigao de
medicamentos e prestagao de servigos médicos. Portanto, o
tlagelo devera piorar em vez de diminuir; as perspectivas
sao desoladoras e alannantes para contemplar.
O que é que podera ser feito? Queremos acreditar que uma
estratégki global para lidtir com este problema estara a ser
intensificada. mesmoque tal empenho tenha decrescido em
alguns cfrculos na crescente crenga de que o Sida é uma
doenga associada com Africa. Louvamos o trabalho da
Organizagao Mundial da Saiide (OMS) e em particular o
dos sens funcionarios que se tém empenhado em tentar
conter quer o tipo de abOrdagem missionaria quer a
comercializagao do problema do Sida. Pois estes dois
problemas tendern a imobilizar tanto a procura da causa real
do virus VIH como portanto a sua cura, Claramente, é mais
do que uma verdade cientffica declarar que a menos que os
investigadores decubram a causa, näo so as empresas
a

fannaceuticas continuarao

a

fazer lucros.

mas

também

o

mundo continuara

apatico e fatalista em relagao a um
problema que. como é de esperar nesta era do alcance
cientifico, näo pode estar para além da rcsolugao humana.
Por enquanto, é neces.sario continuar detenninadamente
com acampanha de
sensibilizagao, informando-nos acerca
da necessidade de prevengäo e de compaixao para com os
que jä sofrem de uma doenga a que nenhum ser humano é
imune.□
3

FIGHTING ANTI-FOREIGN
HOSTILITY IN GERMANY

LETTERS
Wå7l»«

‘

Amidst news of various acts of hostility

against foreigners living in Germany
ancestry, history, and culture, the a new
training course for African TV
people of Rwanda have generally j
'
journalists
and cameramen
co-existed peacefully throughout
! opened recently at the International
history. The socio-economic
Institute for Journalists in Berlin,
; substructure contributed immensely
I
Recent developments in Africa are
I to the evolution of the groups at the
I super-structural level. In a society in [ well obseived here, some with great
; which the heads of cattle
you owned
satisfaction, others with great
was both a symbol of power and
concern. There is a growing
I

ROLITICAI.

&
ECONOMIC

-

Opposition Parties in

■

Zimbabwe

„

j

rnovement in Germany against

prestige those who possessed them
came

to be known

as

Tutsis, Those

who tilled the land came to be
<
•

^

:

fightwing activities and activists,
There are many Germans ready to

I known as Hutus irrespective of their i help and assist people from

<

! "ethnic

4
Marriages o1 Convenient
•

tKtwMv* MlBrview

*

tipnowm f*roMoft. Malawi and ZWrMTaOwa

origin". The first censustaken |

in Rwanda.,, categorised anybody ;
j with ten or more heads of catfle as ,
i

Afonso OtOaliMno

’

Ulrich Makosch

Tutsis. In them, the groups contain
rudiments of classes formation."

Berlin

Germany

(Genocide in Rwanda, page 26

I

RWANDA: AFRICA’S NEW

1994>
While for most of the known history i

KILLING FIELD

1

the

kings in Rwanda were Tutsis, not
all Tutsis were nobles or of royal
ancestry. In the same way the
excesses of the current Hutu dynasty

This is to point out some errors in
John Ediin's piece on the above

developing countries to cope with
The prevailing problems of our fast
changing world in a better way.

I
1

IRRESPONSIBLE TEENAGERS
Allow

me

space to air my views to

all

teenagers.

topic which appeared in your May
Parents and teachers of Zimbbwe,
edition. For far too long, we look at in Rwanda cannot be attributed to
let us unite so that we can overcome
Africans through European glasses fj-ig rest of the Hutu who live in the i the problems of our children. If that
and therefore misrepresent Africa,
sourt of behaviour is not controlled
same poverty conditions as the Tutsis
This is particularly truth of the
soon, it means we will ruin our
and Twas." (ibib)
i
genocide going on in Rwanda. The
It is European colonialists who i country,
media misrepresentation of the I
Wake up you teenagers, keep
divisive
began
articulating
tragic events as HUTUS Vs TUTSIS ; falsehoods that Tutsis were not ' yourself from intoxicants and hard
belittles the origin of the genocide. '
Africans,
because of
"their i drugs. Concentrate on your studies
in his piece, Ediin writes that
intelligence and outstanding | and other producitve activities,
"minority Nilotic Tutsi people who peculiar physical characteristics", ; Proposals among yourselves are also
are fighting a bizarre three year
The Catholic church and European
other disappointing things whh result
worto wrestcontrol from the Bantu-i colonialists went further to
say that
in AIDS, unplanned homes and
descended Hutu..." "...rival tribalthe Tutsis originated possibly from : unwanted pregnancies,
rooted armies fought pitched | Greece, Arabia,
The state must bring about tough
Abyssinia (Ethiopia)
battles..." "The Tutsis, believed to
or could even be of Semitic origins,
measures if one is caught smoking
be of Ethiopian or Somalian origin
I It is like the lie by some European mbanje. Parents should discipline
invaded the two territories around i historians that Great Zimbabwe was
their children since charity begins at
the 16th Century..." (page 22).
built by some Arabs, the current
home. If the situation is serious now.
The people of Rwanda quite often
genocide in Rwanda is more political what about the coming century?
categorised as Hutu, Twa and Tutsi ' than communal,
! Edinglon J. Rusakaniko Ziki
are neither ethnic groups; nottribes '
Napoleon Abduiai
Bikita
I

in the conventional definition.

Sharing a

common

language,

London

i

uk

Masvingo

j Zimbabwe

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be addressed to: THE EDITOR. P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, HARARE, Zimbabwe
Letters must include writer's full name and address and may be edited for purposes of clarity or space.
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THE SCOURGE OF HIV
AND AIDS IN AFRICA
Fernando

T

Goncalves

HE ongoing debate over the origins

Immunodeficiency
(HIV), which weakens the

of the Human
Virus

human body’s natural resistance to illness

ultimately leading to the Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS),
and inevitably resulting in death - is far
from over. “It is like trying to establish
the sex of the angels,” remarked an AIDS

-

activist in Harare.
In

Europe and North America, certain

scientists claim that the HIV virus originated
from the green

monkey of Central Africa.

Africans, however,

see

themselves

once

victims of Western stigmatisation
and argue that the virus is man-made, having
been developed in the United States military
laboratories as part of a research programme
for biological warfare.
However, as the somewhat academic
debate rages on, people all over the world
again

as

continue to die in their thousands as a result
of the
cure.

disease, against which there is no
AIDS victims have been from all

walks of life,

throughout the globe. They

have been world acclaimed pop

and movie

and their clients, feminists
and male chauvinists, the rich and the poor.
stars, sex workers

The scale of the

problem has prompted

world leaders to call for immediate action in

the human race from near
extinction. For the first time in history,
order to prevent

CLEMENT CHIRUME

Marching

leaders of the Southern African Frontline

meeting with the Global Coalition
recently issued a joint
statement calling for international assistance

States

adults worldwide, over

for Africa (GCA),

in Sub-Saharan Africa.

to

on

eight million were

One of the reasons why the AIDS epidemic

combat AIDS.

is

Data has shown that nowhere else in the

specialists explain, is that while in Europe
and America the virus spreads more
commonly among homosexuals, its main

world has the disease claimed more victims
than in Sub-Saharan Africa. In

1993, the

Organisation (WHO)
estimated that of the 13millionHIV positive
World

Health

Sapem June, 1994

more

severe

in the sub-continent,

mode of transmission in Sub-Saharan Africa

is heterosexual

sex.

AIDS Day
According to WHO, of all HIV cases
diagnosed worldwide, 71 percent had been
transmitted through heterosexual contact,
as compared to seven percent contracted
through injections or drug use, five percent
by blood transfusion and 15 percent through
homosexual behaviour.
As the disease spreads, one death occurs
after another and therefore funerals have
5

COVER STORY
become part and parcel of daily life.

Funerals
frequent that in Uganda, for
example, people attending such ceremonies
shrug their shoulders and in a sign of
resignation, simply say: “It is a question of
time.” Uganda hit the headlines in the late
have become

1980s

as

families and who may have had sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs) and who usually

so

pay for sex. On the female side, those
categorised as being in the high risk group
are single mothers without income who are
in the 18-25 age group, have
involved in commercial

of the countries in Africa

one

are

where the

epidemic was having its highest
toll, with villages being completely wiped
out. “Then the sexual behaviour
improved a
bit, but now it has changed again, as people
are losing
hope,” said one nurse who is
involved in health training projects in East
Africa; at least one in every six Ugandan
adults is said to be HIV positive.

WHO establishes
alcohol

current

trend is

not

reversed, 10-15 million

children worldwide will have lost
both parents

by the

year

one or

2000. In

one

Ugandan village, a woman in her sixties had
to take care of her 25 grandchildren after her
own

six children had died of AIDS.

effective way
transmission.
The

impact of AIDS to the
already poverty-stricken nations of SubSaharan
Africa
is
similarly
incommensurable. “Victims

are

mostly the

young professionals,” said one taxi driver in
Harare. The cost of arranging forthe funeral
of a
the

departed relative is beyond the reach of
majority of poor families, he added.

The impact of AIDS cannot only be
quantified in terms of loss in human lives,
but also the

productivity lost by individuals
in the last stages of the disease. The economic

losses should also be viewed in
resources

and the

terms

of the

spent in

cost

training of a professional
of producing a replacement. As

AIDS

of preventing

HIV

highest prevalence of STDs in Sub-

Saharan Africa has raised

concerns

in the

medical
be

profession that the HIV virus must
spreading rapidly. A doctor told SAPEM

that in
Z)ANA

Former Tanzanian President, Julius
Nyerere, joined leaders in calling for
international assistance against AIDS

Critics have said that the scale of the
AIDS

epidemic in the sub-continent has
been exaggerated by the Western media,
and that many deaths caused by other
endemic diseases such

The economic

For both,

relationship between
consumption and non-use of
a

condoms, which appear to be the most

The .social consequences of AIDS are so

devastating, as young parents die, forcing
grandmothers, already at an advanced age
and generally frail, to take over the
responsibility of bringing up their
grandchildren. WHO estimates that if the

had STDs and
sex.

and tuberculosis

attributed

to

AIDS.

as

cholera, malaria

arbitrarily being
But AIDS specialists

“Someone will die of

pneumonia,
tuberculosis or any other illness, and we
will say it is not AIDS; but it is
precisely
because the immune system has been
destroyed, that the body is unable to fight
against such diseases,” said one doctor in
Harare, who has attended to patients carrying
the virus.

Over 128 000

cases

of AIDS had been

district of Zimbabwe, with

a

South Africa, shows that the incidence of
the virus among those attending STD clinics

moving rapidly towards 25 percent.
Statistics of AIDS prevalence in the S ADC

was

region

up to
with 38 719
Zambia

are

explain that AIDS in itself does not kill. It is
the presence of the HIV virus in the human
body that gradually renders the immune
system ineffective to combat disease.

one

population of250 000, he had attended to 60
(XX) cases of STDs in only year, while data
collected from hospitals in Johannesburg,

1993 show Tanzania leading
reported cases, followed by

(29 734), Malawi (29 194) and

Zimbabwe (25 332). The other six member
countries show much lower

comparison, but there is

figures in
suspicion that

a

local health authorities have been erratic in

reporting AIDS cases either as a deliberate
policy or because of inadequate testing
facilities; for example, not a single case was
reported from Namibia since 1991, and it is
difficult

to

make

an accurate

assessment

the infection level in such countries

of
as

Angola, Mozambique and South Africa,
where until recently armed conflicts have
been going on.
As the AIDs epidemic spreads and the
death toll rises, scientists are at pains to
explain a few questions that remain

patient will require frequent
medical attention just before death, the
requirements on the health authorities will

reported by the end of 1993 in the 10-nation
(SADC) and South Africa. But health

unanswered; how

also increase.

officials warn that because many other cases

related to AIDS

occurring mainly in remote areas without
adequate health facilities may often go
unreported, they deem it necessary to
multiply the figure three-fold in order to get
a more realistic
picture of the situation.
The high risk group, according to the
WHO, is constituted by males within the
20-30 age group living away from their

villages of Africa where no testing
equipment is available? Some have raised
the possibility that many people could be
dying of other diseases such as malaria,

an

In

Zambia, for example, a commercial

bank recorded

a rise in
mortality among its
staff from 0,4 percent a year to 2,2 percent
in 1992. In South Africa, according to the

Economic Research Unit at the

University
production
will be lost by the year 2000 as a direct result
of the AIDS epidemic.
of Natal, about US$5 billion in

6

Southern Africa

Development Community

accurate

occurrence

are

statistics

in such

remote

tuberculosis and diarrhoea, all of which

are

rife in the African
these deaths

are

countryside and that
being indiscriminately

associated with AIDS.
Sapem June. 1994
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For WHO, among

groups,

married

the most vulnerable

women are

in the worse

position. An expert involved in the AIDS
awareness campaign in Zimbabwe told
SAPEM that cultural taboos prevent married
women from demanding their husbands to
condoms. “An infected husband will

use

the condom with his

girlfriends, but the
legitimate wife cannot demand that he uses
the condom at home,” the expert said.
use

There is another dimension where older
men

carrying the virus but not aware of it,
sex from teenage girls whom they

will seek

believe

are

HIV free.

An anonymous testing conducted among
12 000-15 000 pregnant women attending

ante-natal clinics in South Africa
revealed that HIV

was

recently
prevalent in five

of the country’s sexually active
population, which represents more than 500
000 people, a figure health authorities say is
doubling almost every year.
percent

Openness in the AIDS debate is the only salvation

Health officials maintain that if there are
more

AIDS Cases Reported to

WHO by Countries in Southern Africa (based on reports received
through December 23,1994)

African

women

than

AIDS, the result will be the

men

dying of
of the

reverse

present population structure in which women
1979-90

Country

1992

1991

1993

Total

Angola

291

130

187

0

608

Botswana

178

233

398

342

1 151

and that there will be
bear more children,
gains of women
empowerment so far achieved, as women
will be required to take the old role of
rearing children and take on other domestic

constitute 54 percent,

pressure on women to
thus reversing the

23

28

131

297

479

14 861

7 439

4 655

2 239

29 194

Mozambique

162

178

322

164

826

Namibia

311

0

0

0

311

As the heterosexual transmission of HIV

South Africa

670

443

659

31

1 803

30

62

156

0

248

steadily takes hold, and as women in their
child-bearing years become infected. SubSaharan Africa will have to grapple with the
medical and human tragedies of babies bom

Lesotho
Malawi

Swaziland

22 081

12 059

4 579

0

38 719

Zambia

4 202

1 646

1 276

22 610

29 734

Zimbabwe

5 994

4 557

8180

6 601

25 332

Tanzania

activities.

with the virus, most of whom

will die before

birthday. WHO estimates that
33 percent of children bom to HIV positive
mothers are likely to be infected.

their second
Source: World Health

Organisation (WHO) Regional Office for Africa.

The nutritional status of the

majority

population in many parts of Africa is so
poor that it is worth considering the
hypothetical question that these
communities have become

so

vulnerable to

diseases which have not been taken into

consideration when

compiling statistics of

This, coupled with the growing number

unexplained, but attributed to AIDS

deaths, has led to

a

situation where sexual

behaviour, after a period when it was taken
Sapem June. 1994

the most vulnerable groups.

for

an

A nurse working
International Programme in Health

Training said utilisation of the condom had
gained acceptance among the youth in
Uganda in the late 1980s, when Uganda,
together with other Central and Eastern
African nations, were

AIDS victims.
of

seriously, is beginning to be relaxed among

declared “disaster

areas”. But as the number of deaths attributed

AIDS grew, “careless sexual behaviour
resurfaced as individuals felt nothing was

to

left that could be saved”.

Countries that had in the 1970s made

good progress in their health systems by
developing sound preventive medicine
strategies, are now having to watch their
gains being reversed because of AIDS. There
is an unproved theory that HIV seems to be
fertile

in those countries that have

successfully innoculated their populations
with smallpox and polio vaccines, indeed
leading to the strengthening of the link to

monkey, in whose kidney the
polio vaccine was developed.
the green

7
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The

high prevalence of AIDS in Subparticularly linked to the
staggering level of poverty in the sub-region
especially among the female. Young girls in
their teens or early 20s find themselves
Saharan Africa, is

forced into the commercial

order

to

sex

make ends meet after

business in

they have

been rejected by their first children’s fathers
and

eventually evicted from home by their
parents and finally dropping out of
school. Poverty also reduces the potential of
patients to endure life once they have
acquired the virus; a study on HIV carriers
has shown that patients in Europe and North
America, with the help of such expensive
drugs as AZT (which is said to lessen the
own

effects of the disease), a careful diet and

lifestyle, and with a positive personal attitude
from family and
friends, have been able to live far longer
than their counterparts in Africa.
Cure for AIDS is expected to take longer
than it had been anticipated, and health
officials insist that prevention and education
combined with support

will remain the best medicine for many
years to come, and that introducing sexual
education in primary schools will yield

considerable results as it targets future adults.
Education

on

AIDS in Africa has been

a

taboo for many years, with many individuals,

including top government officials,
associating it with licensing juvenile
promiscuity. But AIDS specialists say that
this position seems to be in line with the
“denial and delay” attitude adopted by the
majority of governments in Africa, when

About 33 percent

of children born to HIV mothers become infected and can die
before their second birthday
A

case

in

point is Zimbabwe, where

between the financial years of 1990/1991
and 1992/1993, real per capita expenditure
on

health fell

US$3,60

to

by almost 30 percent from

US$2,10. Several countries in

Africa had in the past

emphasized

on

preventive health care, in the correct
assumption that the cost of cure is higher
than that of prevention.
But

health authorities

According to a report by the Londonbased Panos Institute on the Hidden Cost of

increasingly see
their budgets sliced, emphasis is shifting in
favour of cure. Felicity Hatendi. an AIDS
Project Officer at the UNICEF office in
Harare, says this shift is borne out of the
reality that, with less resources at their
disposal, health authorities will tend to
neglect preventive medicine which has no

Aids, “as the epidemic takes hold, the costs

immediate and visible results.

the disease

was

first discovered in the mid-

1980s.

spread from be ing mainly the cost of medical
care and treatment, to the long-term costs of
falling productivity and loss of skilled labour,
first at the community and then at the national
level. Any delay significantly increases the
demographic, economic and social
consequences of the epidemic.”
But

current

economic reforms in many

as

“It is very

difficult to see how many
people have been prevented from acquiring
a disease, whereas
you can quantify the
number of people who have been cured,”
a

result of the economic reform

measures,

less

African governments have spent

AIDS

spread of AIDS, since privileged sectors for
budgetary cuts happen to be education and

preventive measures, leaving
this vital role to the sole responsibility of
foreign donors. According to Hatendi, this
may seem to con.stitute no problem for as
long as donors are willing to donate, “but it
raises questions of su.stainability in the long

health.

term”.

African countries, which
reduced

emphasize on
public expenditure may seriously

undermine national efforts to combat the

8

on

only 2,8 percent of

91,8 percent

in North America and
Europe, according to the Harvard
University-based Global Aids Policy
Coalition. Yet Africa had 254 000 patients
to

Western

while the
had

two

other continents combined

only 112 OCX).

But because of its level of poverty,

Africa

will remain more vulnerable and susceptible
to

exploitation for

as long as the cure for
Conspiracy theories are
already flying so high that, as the AIDS
epidemic continues to ravage the human
race, multinationals in the pharmaceutical
industry will continue to exploit AIDS
patients, who in the ab.sence of cure, will

AIDS is not found.

continue to be vulnerable to claims of

availability of drugs that

can help mitigate
the effects of the disease. A case in point is
the AZT drug,
to

.she said.
As

In 1992, Africa spent

the global expenditure on AIDS as compared

which was said, in the 1980s
reduce the effects of AIDS. The drug was

very

expensive, extensively used by HIV

carriers, only to be discovered in the early
1990s that it is of

no

help.
throughout the

Traditional healers

continent have also made fortunes while

claiming to
matter,

died

cure

AIDS. The truth of the

however, is that most of their patients

soon

after

attending these "traditional

clinics”.Q
Sapem June, 1994
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RE-NEGOTIATING AFRICAN SEXUALITY
Patricia McFadden

E

VKR since the onset of the HIV/

AIDS crisis, the main attention has
focused on how the virus is affecting

adults of various sexual orientations. In
the north, the crisis

first manifested itself

in the homosexual

community, especially
among gay men, thereby feeding into a
right-w ing moralistic homophobia which
most people did not question, until
heterosexual couples began to die in
larger numbers than those ‘perverted,
sick homosexuals’.
In Africa, as elsewhere now, the virus

manifests itself

mainly in heterosexual
couples, with women and poor people in
particular being the worst affected. This
has resulted in

a

shift back to the old

stereotype of poor Black people as

the

helpless victims of their own alleged
promiscuity.
However, beyond the vulgar, racist

characterize most
the HIV/AIDS
crisis, with Africa represented as the ‘AIDS
arguments which still

northern

perspectives

Continent'

even

by well-meaning liberal

whites who cannot
trees,

on

the wood for the

see

the issues of youth

AIDS crisis still
makers

on

seem to

contain the virus. And the

persistence of
deeply-seated patriarchal relations of power
between
most

and

women

men

difficult obstacle to

in Africa is the

overcome.

The terrible result of initial denial about
the existence of the virus
has been

an

on

the continent

increasing number of deaths.

And whilst there

seems

to

be

some

effort

to

change the sexual behaviour and norms of
adult Africans, the fact that young people
are .sexually active and are in the process of
constructing a sexuality which will be
specifically characteristic of their generation
is only receiving fragmented attention by
both

the

State

and

concerned

non-

governmental organisations (NGOs).
Underpinning this apparent difficulty in
dealing with youth sexuality is a reluctance
to admit that African sexuality will never be
the same again after HIV/AIDS. The crisis
has not only forced the continent to face up
to the need to discuss sexuality as both a
public and private issue, but it has also
necessitated a coming to terms with the
painful reality that unless society engages
the youth differently on issues of sexuality.

multi-dimensional

from

a

faces

an even

perspective, it
deeper generational crisis.
The sensitive issues of how sexuality will
have changed by the next century, simply
by virtue of the necessity to survive, must be
linked to the campaigns for a safer,
celebratory sexuality. HIV has made many
people realise that sex and sexuality are
complex socio-cultural and personal issues,
whose expression (or non-expression) must
be treated as important social concerns.
However, unless African society
acknowledges that it is side-stepping the
issue of youth sexuality, that Africans hear
statistics about young people being sexually
active at fourteen but do not actually
understand what it

means

in terms of the

safety and .sexuality of future generations of
adults, and as long as it is assumed that only
adults have a sexuality and that other
sexualities

are

marginal or simply transient,
fight against HIV/

it will be difficult to

AIDS.

Hospital wards are over-flowing with
dying young people, many of whom are
men

who cannot understand what went

sexuality and the
policy

allude most

the continent. Tremendous

strides have been made in the creation of an
awareness

safer

sex

about the virus, how to

and

women

practice

have assumed center

this life-threatening
problem. However, the implications of HIV
for the sexuality of future generations
remains largely untackled.
One can only suggest some of the possible
reasons why Africa has been so slow on the
up-take regarding the seriou.sness of the
HIV problem, on the sexuality of its people,
and on the construction of a new sexuality
by the younger generations.
Resistance to change in sexual behaviour
and privilege by men is a major stumbling
block to most efforts to manage the virus in
Africa. The nexus between ageism and
also
remained
has
sexuality
unproblematised. The assumption that “it
will not happen tome”, is another expression
of resistance to the changes necessary to
stage in many ways on

Sapem June. 1994
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There is need for

the youth to deal with the virus
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wrong. They were simply enjoying what
males have been socialised to look forward
in their

youth — the fun of sowing wild
establishing your manhood during
the years prior to settling down and being a
family man. But by the time they were
getting ready to settle down, the virus reared
its ugly head and cut them down in their
prime. The young women die more quietly,
at home, usually after the men have died,
and in many ways the death of women from
AIDS reproduces the gendered divide
between women and men in daily living.
Most women die away from the hospitals, it
seems, and if they are lucky, they are
surrounded by mothers, sisters, aunts and
to

oats and

other female relatives, who themselves

might be nursing a male relative or husband
through the final stages of the crisis.
The experience of AIDS is bound to leave
deep emotional and psychological scars in

all African

societies, regardless of whether

their members survive the virus

People
in

are

newer

or

not.

learning to accommodate death
changing ways, re-adjusting

and

age-old customs and support networks where
these still survive, and creating in that process
new ways of
living. This is still a very
instinctual experience/process for most, but
it is important to go beyond simply reacting
to the crisis. People must own the problem
of HIV/AIDS and take control

over

virus.

it in

ways than through

moral exhortations
about fidelity and loyalty to one spouse
(something everyone knows is largely a
farce, especially for married women).
In relation to the youth, there is the need
to ask the question — what does it mean to
have to experience sex for the foreseeable
future through the condom and has this in
any way impacted on the sexual rights of
young women and men? What of the
more

assumption that child bearing is the ‘ African ’
way of being a woman? What does HIV
imply for young mothering/fathering and is
it changing the way young women are
constructing their identities as women? What
of the choice not to have a child/ren by
either women or men or both? Clearly young
people will be making such choices in their
own interests, as
part of dealing with the

Ironically, the virus
succeeded

to a

seems to have
limited extent in awakening

the need to

kinds of

re-negotiate sexuality and the
life-partnerships people make. Of

course, there

is resistance, a resistance which

is reflective of the
seated

gendered

homophobia and deep
inequities within

communities and societies. But

we must

rise above such anachronistic

baggage and be

angry

patriarchal
and brave about

tomorrow.□

AIDS SOARS IN LESOTHO
KENEILOE PHITS’ANE
EVER have Basotho been

for the

period in 1992, showing that
growing.

HIV infection among patients attending
the STDclinic at the country’s main hospital.

HIV virus since the emergence of
Lesotho’s first case in 1986, diagnosed

About 63 percent of all HIV cases fall
within the 20-39 age group, confirming the

Queen Elizabeth II, has been reported to be
13 out of 1(X) patients, and health officials

from

theory that young adults, particularly
women, are the most vulnerable segment of
society. If women in their child-bearing
years continue to be the most affected, the
inevitable result is that an increasing number

N

threatened

an

so

by the spread of the

expatriate.

Health authorities in Lesotho have, for
the past

five years, worked towards
informing the public about the presence of
the disease in the country. While many
have heard, believed and acted positively, a
great number still deny the presence of the
infection. The National AIDS Preventive
Control Programme (NAPCPO) manager,
Anne Taole, said that what is crucial now is
for individuals

to

get over their denial and

complacency stage. “Many people feel they
are

immune to the disease and that the

current

low

figure is not

a

threat to them at

all,” she said.

By December last year, Lesotho had 348
reported HIV cases and the fear is that the
figure might be well more than that, taking
into consideration delays in reporting and
under-reporting.
In September last year, the total
cumulative number of reported AIDS cases
was 297, compared to the 101 cases reported
10

same

the rate of infection is

of babies will be bom with the disease, a
situation which will have a serious impact
the

country’s population structure.
According to NAPCPO, of all reported

on

cases, 51,2

percent are females, with married

constituting 64 percent. Lesotho is
also haunted by its export of labour to the
South African mining industry, which
represents the country’s largest income
source. Statistics show that of all
reported
women

cases

of HI V infection, 38 percent are among

migrant labourers, who have to abandon
earn a living in

their families in order to
South Africa.
HIV

prevalence among blood donors, a
healthy sub-population group, has also been
on the rise since 1987,
raising fears of a
serious infection trend among the general
population.

have maintained that effective education
the

on

relationship between STDs and HIV
preventing

infection would go a long way in
the spread of Aids in Lesotho.

It is estimated that 30 (X)0 to 40 (KK)

people out of a population of almost two
million, are already infected with the virus,
and health authorities estimate that

as

many

12 416 infected

people would have
developed full-blown AIDS by 1997.
As HI V becomes more prevalent, so does
tuberculosis (TB). Since April 1992, all TB
patients attending the Queen Elizabeth II
Hospital were offered HIV testing on a
confidential basis, and from January last
year, the testing was extended to cover the
whole country. According to results of tests
done on 483 patients, 70 were found to be
HIV positive.
Implications are that TB patients that are
found to be HIV positive cannot be given
the usual TB drugs due to an increased risk
of serious side effects. An alternative drug
regime is recommended which is over four
as
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times the cost of the normal
officials estimate that

as a

HIV infection, the cost

course.

Health

direct result of

AIDS AND THE

of TB drugs in the

country will increase by over 50 jjercent
from a total of US$205 000 in 1993 to

BRAIN

almost US$400 000 in 1994. This shows
that

as more cases

of HIV associated TB

the TB drug budget will continue to
Hospitalisation and drug fees for the
expected 2 547 HIV positive TB patients
occur,

Kazadi Kalangu

soar.

will cost Lesotho

over

US$7,3 million in

1998.
With the

country’s economy on shaky
ground, it is obvious that Lesotho will not
be able to cope alone without massive
external assistance.
A careful

projection in the future on the
gives an idea
of what the situation would be by the year
2000. A current study by WHO shows that
before HIV and AIDS patients are
hospitalised, they would have used the outpatient services on a number of occasions.
If each person uses the out-patient
department (OPD) services at least twice a
year, each visit will cost the hospital
US$3,50 and the patient US$2,50.
basis of the current situation

T

HE

Acquired
Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

psychiatric disorders or behavioural
changes are dominant and these include

still continues to be a fatal illness

organic psychosis which can be confused
with schizophrenia or depression.
In some cases, patients are very anxious
without knowing exactly the cause.
Generally, all these problems progress in

which affects the whole body, including
the brain. It is characterised by a severe

deficiency of the immune system, a
situation which exposes those affected
to opportunistic infections and some
unusual malignant tumours. The first
cases of AIDS were reported in 1981,
but research done in the United States

indicates that the HIV (Human

Deficiency) Virus which
AIDS, probably existed before

Immuno
causes

1975.

The

main

virus’

vehicles

of

transmission are sexual intercourse, blood
transfusion and, in some cases, even birth.

If women in their

chiid-bearing years

continue to be the most affected, the

inevitable result is that an increasing number
of babies will be born with the disease.

study shows that with 80 percent of
total number of HIV positive patients

The
the

each year seeking OPD services, a colossal
sum of US$405 000 would be spent by the

1993 and 1998. This
is too high, taking into account the fact that
the country has no vibrant sources of income
and operates under a limited health budget.
For 1994, the Health Ministry has been
allocated only over US$8 million.
The cost of taking care of children
suffering from AIDS is no less. There are
government between

35

cases

of infants infected with HIV, and

this number is
cases
some

expected to soar to 1 968
by 1988, which will cost the country
US$2,5 million.

At a time when AIDS is no longer regarded

Neurological complications are common
and occur eventually in 60 percent of
HIV infectedpatients with clinical illness.
Neurologic symptoms have been
diagnosed to be the first signs of HIV
infection in 10-20 percent of patients.
And meningitis, which affects the central
nervous system and can be caused by a
virus, fungi, mycrobacteria or tumour
cells, is the most

common

of the AIDS

related brain disorders.
The brain can also be affected by
is known in the medical

what
profession as

subacute encephalopathy or encephalitis,
also known

as

(AIDS) dementia. This

syndrome is characterised by insidious
onset of cognitive, behaviouraird memory
impairement.
Patients affected by this condition often
complain of impaired memory,
diminished concentration, mental

weeks

or

months to

a state

of

severe

dementia, sometimes accompanied by
complete paralysis and incontinence, a
stage in which an individual loses control
of the bladder and the defecation system.
The cerebral syndrome in HI V infected

patients is attributed to the presence of a
virus in the nervous system. Some
tumours can

also affect the brain. These

include

primary lymphoma, metastastic
lymphoma and metastatic kaposi
sarcoma. Vascular complications may
be due to haemorrhage or infarction,
commonly known as stroke. Cranial
nerves

also affected and the

are

clinical signs are an isolated
paralysis of the face (Bell's palsy)
followed by the involvement of the optic

commonest

which will

nerve

cause a

reduction of

vision. The spinal cord

is not spared and
findings are progressive
spastic, weakness of the lower limbs and
the clinical

incontinence of urine and faeces. The

patient might complain also of burning
legs.
Some movement disorders have been
also

reported in AIDS and these include
tremor and rigidity, and

Parkinsonian
some

other abnomial movements with

names

such

as

chorea, ballismus and

so

on.

There is

no cure

for

most

of these

a health problem but also social,
activists feel that peer education should be

slowness, confusion, apathy, social
withdrawal, loss of libido, poor balance

disorders. Some infectionscan be treated,

strengthened, and that sex education be

and

disease itself is

as

purely

included in the curriculum.Q
Sapem June. 1994

leg weakness.

In

some cases,

but the

success

is just temporary, as
a fatal one.Q

the

WELCOME TO HARARE'S MOST VIBRANT
CRESTA LODGE

ocated

on

the outskirts

facility. Selected services

during your stay with

us

bathroom and for the

of Harare, only 10 minutes from the city centre, Cresta Lodge is

means

that when

and that is all you

you stay at

pay for.

All

Cresta Lodge
rooms at

you

a

selected services

choose exactly what you want and need

Cresta Lodge have TV., CNN, radio and

en

suite

hungry there is Chatters Restaurant and Cocktail Bar.

Forfurther information
Harare

please contact

us on

(263) 4-787154/7.

AC A 858

Harare's Cresta Lodge is the first selected service hotel in Zimbabwe, introducing a new
concept that has already
proved popular.
The lodge was opened in 1992, built on a prime suburban site a few kilometers from the
city centre. It has a picturesque
view southwards to the Mukuvisi Woodlands, which is within
walking distance of the lodge.
Ms Pedia Moyo, general manager, said selected service hotels offered guests less
expensive accommodation because
certain frills were cut out, i.e. porters, room service and function rooms.
"Our emphasis here is on providing guests with cpmfortable accommodation and a
quality service, but at a highly
competitive rate", she said.
The lodge has 173 rooms, a boardroom for meetings of up to 16 people, a
swimming pool and garden, local and satellite
television channels and

a

restaurant. Chatters, which offers meals at breakfast, lunch and dinner.

Transport to and from the city centre is provided several times a day.
"We have become popular with a range of guests - tourists, business
people and delegates to conferences elsewhere
in the city", said Ms Moyo.
Cresta Lodge has an attractive, double-storey design and much use has been made of the
many trees already on site
when construction started in 1990/1991.
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OUR BIGGEST CHALLENGE
HIV, but by the fact that it is another
generation?
There’s a lot of work going on at the
University. A team is working on teenage
sexuality and peer education in particular,
with both boys and girls at school, and also
now at the University. One of the things we
realised in WASN was that mothers talking
to daughters was very important.

Patricia McFadden talks to Sunanda Ray,
an

AIDS activist in Zimbabwe, on anti-

HIV/AIDS activities.

McFADDKN: How have you structured the

campaign to respond to AIDS and to HIV
infection?
RAY: We started

organising in the Women
Support Network (WASN)

Aids

and

But how

Zimbabwe, towards the end of 1989, and our

so

point was to try and give
information to the women on a general basis,

first mission at that

because

we

found that there

was a

information around. Women

they
were

lot of mis-

Sunanda

they were at risk, they did not know
what to do about it. So we tried to set about

wanted, which

was at

do it at the level we

the grass-roots, so we

thought that if we could sensitise people
who are working with women in other
organisations, that would be one way of
trying to get the information across.
We were trying to say to people that, at
any forum where people were meeting
together to talk about women's issues, health,
development, whatever, they had to
incorporate AIDS.

approach the issue of
sexuality, because that is one of the major
How did you

mountains to climb when it

comes

to the

situations like that discussed.
That was quite threatening to many people.

had

from

And

we

men

and from some women who went home,

very poor responses

some

di.scussing it, and who came back
saying that their partners had been very upset
at the thought that we were discussing them
and tried

at a

meeting.

Why do you think would men be upset
about women discussing a problem that is

and over again in our
meetings. The thing that always came up
was how can 1 ask my husband to use safer
sex, or how can 1 ask him to protect me. And
we talked through the origins of that. Why is

I

up over

condom, but

they can't ask a lover to use a condom. And
in some ways they are even more vulnerable,
because they are trying to prove themselves
to their lover, and we had sort of tricky

so

came

Ray

commercial partner to use a

issue of HIV/AIDS.
That

central to the threat of HIV?

am

not sure,

but

one

thing is certainly that

they

they feel exposed. And I think that my
experience with some men has been that, any
time they feel they are losing control, that’s
when they have to re-assert their dominance
by being violent, for instance.
I am not sure whether they even are so
afraid of the actual pain of the violence, as
the fact that they seem to have pushed the
man too far. That is something that is very
frightening to a lot of women. And because
people aren’t able to deal with that, they sort

or

of walk around

it that
about

a couple cannot talk
each other, particularly condom

people within
sex to

use? All

we

it, but in

have been able to do is to discuss

discussing it, I think what people

have found comfort from is one. that they are
not

alone, that almost all the women, whether

are professionals or domestic workers,
whatever level they are at, they have the

problem - which is that they find it very
difficult to go home and make requests, let
alone demands, of their partners. And even
same

sex

workers. Sex workers

Sapem June, 1994

can

ask

a

punitive statements. They
get told, ‘Don’t do this, don’t do that. If you
ever come home and I find you’ve been
doing this, you will be trashed, you’ll be
punished, you’ll be thrown out.’ They don’t
have understanding relationships with their
elders, is sort of

felt that

resources to

closed for most women?

difficult, and what a lot of young
girls say is that all that they get from their

were not indulging in sex-work, they
safe. The next line was that even if they

have the

they provide accurate
has remained

It’s very

thought that if

correcting that. But we knew that we did not

can

information on a subject that

...

.

.

and uut-reach

put in place to reach young
people, and what about the issue of a new
type of sexuality, not only as a response to
have you

one

of the things that

has to

change.
And the other thing is to show women
being friends, because one of the things that
was unpleasant or distasteful was the way in
which women were blaming each other for

spread of HIV. And there was a lot of
competitiveness, a lot of rivalry, so that
whereas one man may have spread it to three
or four women, instead of any of them look
at him and say, ‘we got it from this man’, they
were looking at each other, saying, ‘ which of
you infected him, so then I got infected’.
That is something that has to change, and
within our group, we work very hard at doing
the

that.

idealistic, but that is also
threatening to men, because they have
relied, for generations, on keeping women
apart. Each time we have tried to talk about
women having equal opportunities, or equal
.status, or just to have choices over what
happens in their lives, we got a very strong
That sounds very

very

reaction from

men.

A lot of that boils down

the fact that many of these men actually
don’t believe that women should have equal
to

status. They say that it will destroy their
vision of culture if women share the space

with them, rather than somehow

.

What kind of strategies

elders. That is

subservient role. And when

we

having

a

get to that

point, then obviously we are working at
opposite ends, because as women, we have
our own

ambitions,

we

have

our own

needs
13

COVER
to

be creative, and want to be fulfilled. And

of

none

with WASN wants to

us

family unit destroyed. But we don’t
we

should be sacrificed

as women

see

the

why

see

in order

for other

people’s vision of that family to be
kept intact.
Now if people find that
threatening, then they have to deal with it.
But part of the whole political process here is
for women to be able to say that they have a
right to their own health, that they have a
right to be protected, to be safe in their
relationships.
How

are women

going to negotiate the

additional space, or to change the balance
of power, without actually changing the
fundamental character of the male-headed

family?
That male-headed

family is a myth, because
even in the rural areas, if you ask people
often to make a decision, they’ll say, ‘OK, 1
have to ask my husband’. But that is also a
ploy, a way of getting time to think about
something. Most of those areas are being
looked after by women, who are taking
decisions on a daily basis about how to run
their households. And
lot of families

are run

even

by

within towns, a

women, not out of
reasons the

choice, but because for various
in their

partnerships have chosen not to
be there... Many men are maintaining more
than one family to greater or less extents, so
men

the

women

after their
about

of those families have

to

look

households. So this

thing
being the head of the household in
bit of a myth.
own

men

itself is

a

Have you had any discussion with the
women that you work with about re-

defining the meaning of womanhood for
African women in the sense that it is almost

assumption that you can not be a woman
having a child, yet we know that
becoming pregnant implies unsafe sex.
How do women manage this issue of not
bearing children or are they not making
an

without

these kind of choices?
I don’t think that
because

women

they are able to at present
in that situation feel under

from their families. It’s
particularly a
young woman to stay childless in this society
and many societies. I think in industrialised
enormous

pressure

difficult for

very

societies

women

a woman

have been able to make that

choice because it has been
can

choose their

seen

accepted that they

because it has been

that we can be creative in other ways,

being
14

career

an

artist

or an actress,

that there

by
are

other ways to channel your creative energies.

they really don’t have the

But within

which to be different. In order to be different,

women to

it is very
make those choices.
our

context

difficult for
taking
because

place amongst grassroots

women

the idea that

valued for their

women are

reproductive capacity is
developed in people at a

so strong

and it is

very early age.
though where we
reinforce that system because often in terms
of child bearing choices, we listen to the man
There is

more

than

a

situation

we

listen to

women.

In my

counselling experiences I have come across
young women of eighteen or nineteen who,
on being told that they are HIV positive, will
say that they don’t want to have a child,
because they don't want to take the risk of
having a child that may die of AIDS. They
say that when you speak to them on their
own. But. when they are with their
partner,
he will say ‘no but we have to at least have
one child', and they go along with that.
Like

one woman

having
she

was

and

who hadn’t

even

started

still negative whereas
getting married to someone whom

sex

was

with

step aside from what everyone else is

to

I don't think that the discussion is

resources

doing,

you have to have enormous selfconfidence. You have to have enormous

courage,

and

a

feeling that

you can

make it

somehow, even if you don’t have the support
of

people around you. And 1 don’t see that
happening very often. I don’t see how we can
expect our eighteen and nineteen year olds to
be so different when everything around them
is pushing them in a certain way.
From what I hear from young teenagers,
a lot of pressure on girls to sort of like

there’s

live up to a

certain image, to

wear

certain

clothes, to do certain things. And there isn’t
reinforcement of

positive behavior. Like if
somebody says ‘okay I’m going to do it but
I’m only going to use condoms’, she gets
laughter rather than people seeing her as
being a hero. We don’t reinforce that kind of
courageous behavior in people.
What is the most difficult
activists face in

challenge do

responding to the HIV/

AIDS

refused to marry

challenge?
major challenge is that of women being
able to feel that they are creative and

couldn't have borne the shame of it. So that

situation where

she knew

was

HIV

positive said afterwards

if she had been able to, she would have

him but it meant her parents
having to give back the lobola and she just

actually went into marriage knowing
that there was a strong chance that she could
get infected. And I think that happens often
and it’s really because people feel that they
can’t go against their parents wishes
woman

Obviously in that

area there are many
issues that remain unfinished which are

having

a direct impact on your work ...
And it’s going to get worse because there is

differential

mortality amongst young
women compared to men because women
get infected at an earlier age, when they die,
they tend to be younger than men who are
dying. So we could see a situation in say, ten
to twenty years time, when there will actually
be fewer women at that age than there are
men. In that situation it is going to become
harder and harder for women to actually
refuse because they will be the ones to have
to bear the children and that is something we
are very worried about.
a

Is this

an

expression of the altruism that

women are

socialised into ?

Our

successful

on

their own. When

we

achieve

a

say that if they
they would prefer to be
alone than to be in a situation where they are
at risk, where they could be beaten up. where
they may have to watch their kids die, where
they can actually say ‘I’m not going to put up
with this anymore, I would rather be alone,’
then we will really have made an enormous
are

in

a

women can

bad situation

stride. But the situation we’re faced with
is that people actually say

that the worst
thing that could ever happen is the break up
of a family. I see that as being very backward.
When we’re able to take more pride in
now

ourselves and to feel like we’re valued, that
have the right to be safe, a right to be
healthy, then, we will have made an enormous
move forward. Right now a lot of women I
know are so scared of being deserted, of
being labelled. Even the word ‘single parent’
in many situations has been used as
synonymous with prostitute, which is an
appalling situation. So that a person who
actually chooses to be a single parent or to be
we

a woman

I don’t think it’s altruism. I don’t think that

her own is

they do it feeling that they are doing it as a
duty to society. I think they do it because

to

without children, or a woman on

actually seen as such a huge threat
society. That to me is our biggest challenge,
to try and get over that attitude.□
Sapem June, 1994

Mengistu was wanted in his
country to answer charges of slaughtering
Michael said

RWANDA
Addis Ababa—

100 000 people and “general crimes
against humanity” during his 12-year rule.
But Zimbabwe Foreign Minister, Nathan

have

Shamuyarira, has expressed annoyance at

up to

OAU PLEDGES TROOPS
Eight African countries
agreed to contribute troops to a UN

the affair, telling The Herald, the

spokesman for the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU) announced recently.
The spokesman said that Congo, Ghana,
Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, Tanzania,
Zambia and Zimbabwe, had expressed

main daily newspaper, “I don’t like what the

“support and clear commitment for the

UN

of which await

finalisation.

Among outstanding agreements are those
roads and bridges, conservation, water

on

affairs, taxes, minerals and energy.

country’s

mission in blood-drenched Rwanda, a

ambassador is

bilateral agreements, many

doing, negotiating through

AFRICA

the press.”
Mengistu has also strained his relations
with his hosts, who accepted him on

AFRICAN ECONOMIES
NEED REFORM

condition that he kept out of politics.

—

GCA

Despite this condition, Mengistu issued
out another statement in which he appeared

Harare — The Global Coal ition for Africa

also that

although they were willing to
contribute troops, they were unable to
provide financial and logistical support for

to snub the Zimbabwe government, saying
it was “totally unacceptable, intolerable and

the mission.

country

The UN

Security Council mandated a 5
force to help end bloodletting
triggered by the killing, in a rocket attack, of

(his) bleed”.
Mengistu flew to Zimbabwe under cover

500 strong

of darkness in May 1991, as rebel forces

recently and ended with a call to African
countries to intensify efforts to reform ailing
economies and improve living standards on
the world’s poorest continent.
The meeting was attended by six Heads
of State, namely, Benin, Botswana, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe. Also

operation in Rwanda”.
The countries, however,

Rwandese President Juvenal

made it clear

unbearable” for him to “stand by and see the

were

about to seize Addis Ababa.

Habyarimana

present were former Tanzanian President,
Julius Nyerere, former Nigerian leader,

April. The African contingent, which
will include 500 Ghanaian troops to be
dispatched immediately, will buttress the
small UN contingent already in Rwanda.
Aid workers estimate that 500 000 people
might have been killed since the fighting
erupted.
in

Olusegun Obasanjo, Cape Verde’s exleader, Aristides Pereira and World Bank

NAMIBIA

ex-president. Robert McNamara.
South

DISPUTE CONTINUES
OVER PORT ASSETS
Windhoek

—

becomes part

As Walvis Bay

of Namibia,

a

finally

TENSION OVER

MENGISTU

EXTRADITION

millions of rands worth of assets, which,

according to a recent agreement, will remain
the property of Portnet until final arbitration.

newly-established
Namibian Ports Authority (NPA) have
agreed over Portnet’s assets in Walvis Bay.
In a recent development, it was agreed that
Portnet

and the

Signs of tension between
Ethiopia and Zimbabwe are beginning to
show over the Ethiopian Government’s
request for the extradition of former
Ethiopian president Mengistu Haile

the assets would be leased to the

Mariam.

by South African parastatals
compensation for their Namibia assets
has dogged negotiations towards a smooth

Harare

—

Recently, Ethiopian ambassador to
Zimbabwe, Fantahun Michael, announced
that he had formally lodged documents for
the repatriation of Mengistu who has been
granted political asylum by the government,
Sapem June. 1994

NPA in

for interest payments on liabilities.
Portnet is understood to value its assets at

return

Walvis Bay at about US$22,7 million,
its liabilities at over US$1,6 million.

and

Demands

for

transition,
Months of negotiations between

Namibia

South Africa have resulted in scores of

Africa’s

President, Nelson

Mandela, Namibia’s Sam Nujoma and
Angola’s José Eduardo dos Santos only
attended the closing ceremony.

deadlock has

developed over compensation for the

ZIMBABWE

(GCA) advisory committee met in Harare

Sir Ketumile Masire, who is co-chairman
of

GCA, said African governments should

people in policy formulation
implementation in order to have good

consult their
and

governance.

meeting endorsed the concept of a
partnership between donors and African

The
new

countries in which African countries should
“take

charge” of their economies.

“African countries should take

charge,

assuming the full responsibility for
determining both the priorities for
development co-operation and also the
nature of support which is required.”
The GCA is a joint undertaking of African
and donor governments and international
development agencies establ ished to address
the ongoing development crisis facing SubSaharan Africa.
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SOUTH AFRICA IN TRANSITION

CONTROVERSY OVER
RAMAPHOSA’S EXCLUSION FROM
CABINET
Gift Siso

P

RESIDENT Nelson Mandela's

appointment of Thabo Mvuyelwa
Mbeki

as

South Africa’s First

Deputy President in the Government of
National Unity (GNU),effectively

making
prince of the African
National Congress (ANC), has sparked
uproar within the corridors of the
organisation.
him the

crown

Accusations

flying high that Mandela i
ANC into a Xhosa
organisation, making it impossible for
anyone outside the “chosen tribe” to make it
to the top. They point at what
they regard as
the sidelining of one of the “best assets” the
ANC has had to date, Cyril Ramaphosa,
who skillfully articulated the ANC’s
positions during the protracted process of Ramaphosa: marginalised because he does
negotiations that led to the first free and not belong to the ‘'chosen tribe”
are

has effectively turned the

Mbeki:

appointed crown prince of the

ANC

democratic elections in the country.

Though CR, as Ramaphosa, a Venda, is
affectionately known, is said to have opted
out

of the Cabinet

that his decision

at

will, speculation is rife

was

more

of

a

tactical

designed to prevent the organisation
from splitting.
Infighting is said to be the order of the
day, since Mandela announced the crowming
of Mbeki. Mbeki and Ramaphosa had been
jostling for the position and many believed
that Ramaphosa had all the qualifications to
get it, but that die-hard Xhosa tribalists
within the organisation may have intervened
against his appointment.
Insiders say that high echelons of the
move

ANC, most of whose leaders come from the
Xhosa tribe,

opposed the appointment of
Ramaphosa. Their opposition was based on
the assumption that this would spoil the
already established tradition of keeping the
leadership of the organisation within the
16

Transkei clan, a trend that has
since the 1950s,

when

develolped

Mandela, Walter

Committee (NWC), the ANC's inner-

Cabinet,

and in the National Executive

Sisulu and the lateOliverTambo, all Xhosas,

Council (NEC), both of which have

took over the

percent sprinkle of Xhosa people.

a

90-

leadership of the organisation.
When the organisation was banned in
1960, Tambo took over the leadership from

earmarked for the

Mandela and held it forthree decades, before

not,

Mandela took

portfolios, all of which suited him well,
bearing in mind his influence with mining

again in 1990 upon his
of imprisonment.
Instead of maintaining the age-old
tradition of the ANC of rotating the
leadership amongst the country's ethnic
over

release from 27 years

groups, the appointment of Mbeki
as

is viewed
having sealed and confirmed growing

fears that Mandela is prone to maintaining
the Xhosa hegemony in the ANC.

Ramaphosa is said to have conveniently
opted out of the Cabinet after realising the
infighting which had been going on during
meetings of the National Working

Ramaphosa is known to have been
for the

Deputy Presidency, if
Foreign Affairs or Mines

issues as the National Union of Mineworkers

(NUM) boss before taking up the Secretary-

Generalship of the ANC from Alfred Nzo,
now Minister of
Foreign Affairs,
To many observers, what the grooming of
Mbeki effectively means is that the
leadership of the ANC is assured of
remaining within Xhosa hands for a
considerable period, already having lasted
in those hands for the past 50 years.
Detractors of the organisation even point
Sapem June. 1994
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of the struggle, people
were being chosen for leadership positions
on the basis of tribe, hence the many Xhosas
that found themselves in the top ranks of the
that in the years

out

in Umkonto We Sizwe
(MK) formerly the armed wing of the ANC,
Even top positions

known to have been the preserve of
Xhosa-speaking people, with the likes of
the late Chris Hani, Tokyo Sexwale and the
current chief, Siphiwe Nyanda. In the new
Cabinet of National Unity (GNU), the ANC
has about 10 members, including deputies,
are

are

GNU

Xhosa. Two ANC cadres in the

are

Zulus from Natal/kwaZulu,

another two
added

position within the exiled ANC,

from where he

rose

by

a

are

Vendas and

one

is Sotho,

fair sprinkle of the Whites,

Indians, and Coloureds.

couple have three children.
Ramaphosa’s appointment to head
the Constituent Assembly, which is
responsible fordrafting South Africa’s future
Constitution, may have served to allay fears
of his marginalisation.
Some circles within the ANC also regard
Ramaphosa’s non involvement in
Zanele and the

government as a priviledged position,
can

Apparently, Mbeki enjoyed the support
leadership of the Party, including
Mandela himself, and his estranged wife,

Winnie.

Signs of Mbeki being groomed to succeed
Mandela emerged when he was appointed
to take over the chairmanship of the

organisation following the death of Tambo,
who had held the position when Mandela
the

leadership.
being chairman of the ANC,
Mbeki also held the powerful position of
International Affairs Secretary. Being
offered the fatherly position of chairman
was interpreted by many as effectively being
crowned the prince of the organisation.
Mbeki, like Mandela, Tambo and Hani,
over

Besides

all

come

from the former homeland of

Transkei. Mbeki
June 18,

was

bom in Idutywa on

1942, and joined the ANC Youth

League at the age of 14, quickly becoming
politics and groomed for
leadership.
Mbeki left the country in 1962 under
orders from the ANC to go and strengthen

active in student

the

organisation abroad, and spent some

time in the UK where he completed a Masters

degree in economics at Sussex University
in 1966. He worked in the office of Tambo
in London before

being sent to the former
1970formilitarytraining, but was
never .sent to the field, being given instead

USSR in

Sapf.m June. 1994

since

always alienate himself from the
innevitable failures of the GNU in fulfilling
some of the aspirations of the majority of
people in South Africa. Ramaphosa’s
sidelining could in the end serve as an as.set
which could help the ANC fight for victory
in the 1999 general elections.Q

he

of the core

took

within the ranks to head

International Relations. Mbeki is married to

But

ANC.

who

office

an

President Mandela:

supported the
appointment of Mbeki

SOUTH AFRICA’S FULL CABINET
Following the ANC's victory in the first all-race elections in South Africa, on April 27-30, the newly elected
President, Nelson Mandela, appointed his first Cabinet of National Unity which was sworn in by the Chief
Justice, Michael Corbett, at the Union Buildings in Pretoria on May 11. Following is the full list of the new
Cabinet (not in the official order of precedence);
First Deputy President: Thabo Mbeki
Second Deputy President: F W de Klerk
Speaker of Parliament; Frene Noshir Ginwala
Deputy Speaker of Parliament: Bhadrakumar Ghalloo Ranchod
Minister of Justice: Dullah Omar

(ANC) [Deputy: Chris Fismer^NP)]

(ANC)
Safety and Security: Sydney Mufamadi (ANC) [Deputy: Joe Matthews
Minister of Education: Sibusiso Bhengu (ANC) [Deputy: Renier Schoeman (NP)]
Minister of Trade, Industry and Tourism: Trevor Manuel (ANC)
Minister of Foreign Affairs: Alfred Nzo (ANC) [Deputy: Aziz Pahad (ANC)]

Minister of Defence: Joe Modise
Minister of

Minister of Labour: Tito Mboweni

(ANC)

Minister of Posts, Telecommunications

and Broadcasting; Pallo Jordan (ANC)

Minister of Flealth: Nkosazana Dhlamini Zuma
Minister of

(IFP)]

(ANC)

Transport: Mac Maharaj (ANC)

Minister of Provincial Affairs and Constitutional

Development; Roelf Meyer jNP) [Deputy: Valli Moosa

(ANC)]
Minister of Land Affairs: Derek Hanekom

(ANC) [Deputy: Tobie Meyer

(J)JP)]

Enterprises: Stella Sigcau (ANC)
Minister of Public Services & Administration: Zola Skweyiya (ANC)

Minister of Public

Minister of

Housing: Joe Slovo (ANC)

(ANC)
Sipho Mzimela (IFP)
Minister of Finance: Derek Keysj(NP) [Deputy: Alec Enwin (ANC)]
Minister of Agriculture: A I (Kraai) van Niekerk.(NP) [Deputy: Thoko Msane (ANC)]
Minister of Sport and Recreation: Steve TshweteiANC)
Minister of Home Affairs; Mangosuthu G Buthelezi (IFP) [Deputy: Penuel Maduna (ANC)]
Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry: Kader Asmal (ANC)
Minister of Environment Affairs: Dawie de VilliersjNP) [Deputy: Bantu Holomisa (ANC)]
Minister of Mineral and Energy Affairs: R F (Pik) Botha (NP)
Minister of Welfare and Population Development: Abe WilliamsXNP) [Deputy: Sankie Nkondo (ANC)]
Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology: Ben Ngubane (IFP) [Deputy: Winnie Mandela
(ANC)]
Minister without Portfolio [responsible for th^ANC’s Reconstruction and Development Plan]: Jay
Naidoo (ANC)

Minister of Public Works: Jeff Radebe
Minister of Correctional Services:
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RWANDA: THE UNSTOPPABLE
BLOODLETTING
John Edlin

Rwandan

A

ROUND this time every year,

tropical rainstorms sluice rich
ochre topsoil into the Kagera
River, turning the swollen, racing waters
reddish as they flood into Lake Victoria
in

neighbouring Uganda.

This year, the river is a richer hue —
stained for kilometre after kilometre with
the blood of thousands of Rwandan

war

victims

“It's an indescribably horrendous sight,"
sighed Godfrey Kazibwusu, a local

government administrator, after

inspecting
piles of an estimated 40 000 bodies. “We
simply don't have the means, or the money,
to dispose of them before much of the lake
is

polluted.”
Already, villagers were no longer drawing
water from the lake
or fishing close to the
shore
as they and their ancestors before
—

men.

—

women

and children whose bloated corpses

swept into the lake to lie, rotting, in the
swamps and marshes surrounding 84
are

Ugandan-governed islands.
18

them had done for centuries. Disease

was

threat. Fear that the Nile perch, bass,
bream and tilapia were contaminated was

one

another.

“This is

an

environmental

catastrophe."
Ugandan official after proclaiming
parts of the eastern lake disaster areas.
“Bodies have been coming at a rate of 50 or
said the

so an

hour.”

Those remains

betray the mindless
brutality the victims faced in their last
moments. Some were
decapitated. Others,
even

babies, had their limbs hacked off.

Pregnant women were disemboweled. Many
had first been bound hand and foot first.
Few

were

the world's

shot. Survivors huddled into

biggest refugee

camp of over
300 000 in Tanzania, Rwanda's eastern
Sapem June. 1994
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neighbour, told how thugs demanded cash
from victims who chose to be shot cleanly
instead of being savagely hacked to death.
The flow of corpses into Lake Victoria
offered a vague clue as to the magnitude of
the bloodletting throughout the tiny,
mountainous Rwanda since early April. The
official United Nations estimates

—

a

half

slaughtered, one in 16 Rwandese,
many more maimed, raped, orphaned, over
a million made homeless — simply numb
the minds of disbelieving families sitting
cosily in their living rooms from London to
Los Angeles, Bonn to Buenos Aires
watching some of the horrors of the carnage,
courtesy of satellite television.
But by month’s end, amid a flurry of
diplomatic initiatives by the United Nations,
the Organisation of African Unity and
international aid agencies to stitch up a
ceasefire deal between advancing Rwandan
million

rebel forces and

retreating government

troops, there were no signs that the bloodshed
would ebb.

Ugandan-backed
Rwandese Patriotic Front (RPF) guerrillas
about to capture the otherwise deserted
capital of Kigali and march 40 kilometres
Instead, with the

southwest

to

seize

the

transitional

government’s headquarters in the town of
Gitarama, a new phase in Rwanda’s fouryear civil war seemed inevitable—with the
likelihood that the jubilant Tutsi-led rebels
and the demoralised Hutu forces would
switch roles. And, unless the

could

United Nations

persuade the victory-flushed RPF to

join their foes in peace talks and halt their
advance, the conventional army of some 12
000 would be sniping at their insurgents
from the thousands of forest-carpeted hills
of one of the world’s most densely populated
lands.

seemed dim. The Front
(largely representing the
Tutsis, who represented 15 percent of the
country’s population before a Hutu-led
insurgency massacred most of them) sought
an all-out military victory that would mean
But that prospect

commanders

an

unconditional surrender

exhaustive

—

and not

horse-trading over a conference

table that would weaken their hand.

The

Hutu government leaders, whose troops were

butchery after their
Habyarimana was killed
in a my.sterious plane crash at Kigali Airport

behind most of the
President Juvenal

Sapf.m June, 1994

April 6, favoured negotiations in the
would salvage some

on

evident hope they
influence
in
a

multi-tribal

new

administration.
More

significant, the rebels have little

peacekeeper. “The government soldiers
think we’re on the side of the guerrillas. We
don’t feel wanted by anyone.”
Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni
echoes the RPF’s contention that any

faith in the United Nations, after UN

international role should be confined to

Secretary-General, Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
lightly armed and
ineffective blue-beret peacekeepers from a
force of 2 500 that had been monitoring an
uneasy truce since last year as a stepping
stone towards all-party talks and democratic

humanitarian, not military, help. But then

elections. For the withdrawal of those

women

evacuated all but 270

Bangladesh, Belgium, France
and thousands
drug-crazed youthful supporters armed

soldiers from

and Ghana left Hutu troops

of

with machetes, clubs and axes

in

no

doubt

genocidal
mania against the Tutsis that ensued.
Front military supremo, Major-General
Paul Kagame, also opposed the formation
of a bigger UN peacekeeping force army of
5 500 to act as a wedge between the warring
armies, including men from eight African
countries (those already present as well as
Congo, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal,
that

no one

would prevent the

Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe) arguing

disciplined force of 20 000
arbitrarily secure the peace.

that his
could

own

The African nations offered combatants

only, but called for logistical and financial
backing from the West, although only Italy
.stepped forward with help.
UN military chief, Romeo Dellaire, a
French-Canadian, was a key player trying
to stanch the conflict as he shuttled daily
between rebel and

a

who were bom in refugee camps

of Tutsis fled
against their
people in 1959 when Belgium was nominally
a

colonial power.
The descendants of those

refugees

1990, with the
avowed aim of replacing the late
Habyarimana’s government with a
leadership comprising both ethnic groups.
Habyarimana responded by calling on
invaded, from Uganda in

French troops to help him.
There was a price tag from

the West that
supported the French presence, moves
towards a political accord with the Tutsis.
And that, in turn, nudged Habyarimana to
agree to a new political order, led to an
agreement to give Tutsis a share of power
and unleashed the mad rage of Hutu soldiers
and their youthful thugs when the President
perished in the plane crash after peace talks
in Tanzania.
The West

Tutsi

clearly did not seek minority

political domination of the kind that

neighbour, Burundi, where Tutsis had ruled

their bloody rampage after
was killed, probably by
members of his own praetorian guard who
feared a proposed power-sharing deal with

the President

Tutsis would rob them of many

privileges,

his blue-helmets were impotent to intervene.

Indeed, 10 Belgian soldiers guarding the
— a Hutu

terror-stricken Prime Minister

supported reforms that would
give Tutsis a role in government and the
security forces for the first time — were
disarmed, tortured and murdered along with
their charge.
“The rebels say we’re useless and that we
who

even

—

in his country after thousands
there after Hutu massacres

talk. But his was

thankless, futile task. When Hutu

shouldn’t

guerrillas whose backbone was Rwandese
fighters, many of them young men — and

had characterised Rwanda’s twin southern

troops went on

woman

Although he denies it, Museveni

himself came to power in his own country,
thanks to a National Resistance Army

government command

posts trying to get them to

largely

he would.

be here,’’ says a

Ghanaian

with

blood-stained iron fist

a

over

Hutus

independence over three decades
a reign that ended almost a year
ago with democratic elections that brought
Hutus to the fore in parliament, but with
since

before

—

Tutsis in control of the

military.
European powers had got it
wrong before in both those countries.
Germany, the first colonial power, favoured
But then,

the Tutsis in the civil service and in

The Belgians, who assumed
during World War I after Berlin’s
colonial forces were overwhelmed by allies
throughout Africa, followed suit. But as

commerce.

control

African colonies

agitated for independence

in the late 1950s, Hutus turned on

theTutsis,
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fearing they would replace one form of
minority rule with another. The first of a
series of massacres
Hutus against Tutsis
in Rwanda, Tutsis against Hutus in Burundi
—

—

followed

over

the years.

peoples for centuries had lived alongside
each other in cities, towns and villages in
each of the Belgian protectorates. They
shared the same language, Kirundu, they
intermarried. They went to school, worked
and socialised together.
“The principal lesson of the Hutu-Tutsi
not

historical

a

inevitability, but rather a deliberate political
artifact,” Gabriel Mpozagara, a Tutsi who
was

formerly Economics and Finance

Minister of Burundi, wrote recently
Newsweek Magazine
.
“the poison
.

cynically nourished
by unscrupulous local politicians and outside
—

powers — can crush democratic

.

in
of

principles,

justice and hope.”
enlightened nationals

from both nations seek from the outside
world is not guns

for

while

a

but aid, investment and —

—

UN

peacekeepers.

“Burundians and Rwandese both

must

recognise good and evil ethnic frontiers,”
he wrote. “It is time for us to save ourselves.”

A sound ideal.
Hutu

men

Except that the young
with their machetes, and the Tutsi

raining shells on the capital, might
For them, it is a struggle to cling
onto
or to capture —
power, privilege
and position at any cost. And the final,
awesome bill for that has
yet to be tallied up
inevitably, in red.Q
gunners
not

been

challenged by political parties which
they are not against the monarch
as traditionalists have stated, but
they want
insist that

Constitutional monarch in which the

a

What he and other

Yet. it was not always like that. Before the
1959 bloodletting in Rwanda, the two

conflict is that it is

ethnic differences

agree.

sovereign should be above politics and the
executive powers be vested in a
democratically-elected Prime Minister who
should be subjected to public scrutiny,
criticism and be accountable to the
The

ma.s.ses.

mushrooming of political parties in

Swaziland is a manifestation of the fact that
the political dissent of Swazis has assumed
an

organised form. Freedom of every Swazi,

democracy, human rights and equality before
the law are the main topics in their agenda.

—

—

SWAZILAND’S OPPOSITION
CALLS FOR OPENNESS
Thulani Mthethwa

s

WAZILAND’s ill political system
can

be described

whose eruption

as

a

volcano

is imminent. It is a

Donors have in

years insisted on
good governance, accountability and multiparty politics as a condition for the provision
recent

harbinger of tougher times lying ahead
for the Kingdom, which continues to

of aid to Africa,

receive

change sweeping across the continent. The
solution, say opposition party leaders, is
that the King should respond to calls for
democratisation and allow political parties
to operate freely.

pinches where it hurts most.
Although this Southern African nation,
bordered by South Africa and Mozambique,
celebrated its 25th indeptendence anniversary
at a colourful ceremony last year, her future
towards democratisation, according to local
political analysts, looks bleak.
Swaziland has remained the only country
in the region where political liberalisation
has

not

been talked about, and this has

caused some disquiet among the people and
the diplomatic community in the kingdom.
The office of the United States Information

Swaziland is

not

immune

to

the winds of

“He had better do that before he

experiences the
Lesotho’s

same fate which befell
former
monarch. King

Moshoeshoe II, who

was

disgraced and

removed from

power,” said one opposition
politician.
“For King Mswati III trying to please
traditionalists by not accepting changes,

Service (USIS) in Mbabane has put it clearly
that US aid will cease in countries which

could be suicidal to the monarch

lack democratic governance. Although
statement did not specify Swaziland,

Front

the

the
fact that it was issued by the USIS office in
the country is seen as an attempt to pass a
message under the counter.
20

as

well

as

the

Swanafro leader, Mbho Shongwe
Maxwell Lukhele, of the

People’s

Democratic Movement (PUDEMO), views
the country’s Tinkhundla system of
government as a “vehicle used for

political
mileage by unscrupulous and politically
bankrupt policy-makers of Swaziland”.
He said that the establishment of

Swaziland Order of 1978, which created the

present undemocratic Tinkhundla system
of government, did not only depart from
institutionalised corruption which pervades

nation,” says Swaziland National
(SWANAFRO) leader, Mbho
Shongwe. He said these traditionalists,

all societal structures, “but also inculcated

whose

society”.

to

era

has

long elapsed, form the

stumbling block towards change.
Swaziland’s present

political system has

and imbued

a

cult of

mediocrity in

our

“What we are witnessing today is the
epitome of obscene hypocrisy perpetrated
Sapem June. 1994
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by the advocates of the

Tinkhundla,” he

centres,

says.
Lukhele believed that
in fact

on

traditionalists are
the offensive to declare their

“outmoded system

and its corrupt and

degrading values” as a wave of the future.
“It is basically for this reason that we
should prepare and wage acounter-offensive
condemning their system and its values. We
should instill in the virtues of this system an

it and all it stands for,
of recognising that the system stands in the
way for a brighter future. The system must
attitude of despising

in the country’s two major urban
Manzini and Mbabane, suggests

A survey

that Swazis

are

aware

of the political

but the issue is how
to come about with a breakthrough.
However, the survey found that attempts by
political activists to address the country’s
political ills are not strong enough to break
a 25-year-old authoritarian rule.
But the general sentiment is that Swazis
should be brave enough and call for
Constitutional reforms. This was echoed by
situation in the country

the Vice-President of the

European

be

Commission (EC), Manuel Marin, who said

be abolished

democracy should be primarily an internal
initiative. “Now that South Africa is a multi-

rejected in toto. Tinkhundla cannot be
reviewed, reformed or improved. It needs to
as

there

can

be

no

genuine

political and constitutional dispensation
founded in such a system. A new political
and constitutional dispensation can only be
arrived at in a properly constituted
Constituent Assembly where there can be a
genuine participation of the masses. That
will also ensure that any political
dispensation will not be dominated by
royalty of a minority,” he said.

party
see

and multi-racial democracy, I do not

how Africa

can

dissociate itself from

what has become a universal

phenomenon,”

he declared.

In

a

new

twist of

political events in

Swaziland, politicians now want an audience

King Mswati III to air their views and
blown out of
proportion.
with

advise him before things are

SPATE OF STRIKES DOGS

In

letter addressed to the

a

PUDEMO

demanded

constituted

a

government

King,
“nationally

and strict
rights as

observance of basic human

enshrined in the United Nations Charter”.
The party

has also called for the election of

delegates to draw up a Constitution “that
reflects the interests of the majority of the

people”.
other issues, PUDEMO
repealing of the 1973 State of
Emergency and other repressive laws, the
Among

demanded the

unconditional return and indemnification
of all

political exiles, and the establishment

administer the
process of democratic changes.
“Your Majesty, we submit that one of the

of an interim government to

reasons

that have made the Tinkhundla

system of government to

lead to this is the

absence of an opposition party in the country
that would have served as an

effective

watchdog for the masses. In the premise, we
humbly urge you to respond to our proposed
‘way forward’,” the letter said.Q

ZIMBABWE

Zerubabel Mudzingwa
HILE

W

Zimbabwe

moves

full-fledged market
the conflict between
labour and capital is sharpening.
Noticeable tensions have been in the nontowards

a

economy,

productive public sector where salaries
have fallen behind the cost

of living. At

is trying
public expenditure.
According to Morgan Tsvangirai,
Secretary-General of the 40 000-member
Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions

the

same

time, the government

to cut back on

(ZCTU), “Workers are now worse off than
they were in 1982. In fact, wages have been
plummetting in real terms since 1982.”
For the past

four

years

alone, workers’

patience has stretched to unprecedented
limits while they were bottling up under a
barrage of price hikes induced by the
Sapem June. 1994

Economic

Structural

Adjustment

Programme (ESAP), introduced in 1990,
under World

Bank and International

Monetary Fund (IMF) supervision.

already coming to a boil
with doctors, radiographers, hospital
technicians and technologists, state
prosecutors, teachers and miners embarking
on strike actions to demand salary increases
and improved working conditions.
The public sector, which is the country’s
largest employer, is the hardest hit,
sometimes leading to a paralysis of the
already ailing key services.
In February, a marathon industrial action
was undertaken by
10 500 Posts and
Trouble spots are

Telecommunications (PTC) workers

demanding salary increases backdated to
July last year. The government initially

pay rises, but in March,
granted these workers salaries totalling
Z$33 million (over US$4,1 million) after a
two-week strike that partly paralysed

took

a

hard line

on

it

business

operations.

in all
hospitals downed their tools
demanding a 40-percent salary increase and
On April 5, about 292 junior doctors

government
some

other allowances.

Laboratory

technicians, technologists and dentists joined

solidarity with their colleagues
(doctors), who had been fired by the Public
Service Commission on the grounds that
they had ignored government warnings.
The nearly month-long strike did not only
further plummet the already ailing health
delivery system, but also caused unnecessary

the strike in

inconveniences for

According

to

patients.
Naboth

Chaibva,
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superintendent of Mpilo General Hospital
Bulawayo, the country’s second largest
city, two people died at the hospital as a
in

result of the doctors’ strike. He also

The strike by such key personnel
helps to
explain the despondency and disillusionment

among state workers. ZCTU
economist, Tapiwa Mashakada, said:

pointed
out that if further investigations were carried

“Workers

out, more cases would have surfaced.

belts while

The current situation results from years of

inadequate funding in the health sector,
making hospital management suffer the
shortage of key personnel. To date,
Zimbabwe has lost

over

1 400 doctors

to

neighbouring South Africa and Botswana.
Announcing the doctors’ decision to
resume work, their President,
Anthony
Mutamba, said: “We remain unhappy with
the package offered to date. However, since
government has promised to keep lines of
communication open, we hope to seek
satisfactory and amicable solutions to
outstanding issues.”
The government

had embarked

on a

campaign to tighten the wage policy, but the
hefty pay rises awarded to top officials has
triggered a wave of strikes. Workers have
accused the government ofdouble standards
after its

approval of generous pay awards of

cannot

continue

politicians

to

are

not

ripple effects. “Giving in to
situation

at

this stage would

any

strike

definitely

encourage other civil servants to take similar
action. Anybody in the position of the

government would perhaps behave the same

he said.

(free) market economy system, the
government has rid itself of its patronage of

Mine workers have vowed to take

Chamber of Miners for

a

pay

on

the

rise. As if that

not

enough, the PTC workers, still
basking in the glory of their victory in
was

February,

are now

demanding another 60

way,” he said.
During the current transition

to pursue in the first 10
of independence. With the quest to
redress past colonial imbalances in the labour

years

sector

and with

inspiration from socialism,

the government

threatened

workers.

to

stop work unless they receive

75-percent salary increase which should
to July last year. The ZCTU
has also hinted at mobilising the majority of
its members to go on a solidarity strike in
sympathy with all striking workers.
The last major strike by public servants
a

be backdated

in 1985 when all teachers, doctors and

nurses

took

to

the streets

pressing for

to an open

workers that it used

percent increase backdated to July last year.
Zimbabwe’s 90 000 teachers have also

competitive salary packages.

have

analyst and University of

equally and by awarding themselves hefty
salary increases, the politicians have shown
the nation they are greedy and self-centred,”

Parliamentary officials as well as about 50
officials a few months ago.
According to Tsvangirai, some ordinary
servants

field

“The burden of adjustment must be shared

was

civil

a

day.”

64 percent to the President, his Cabinet and
other top

tighten their

having

A labour

Zimbabwe lecturer, Claudious Mararike,
has warned that the government ought to
take a tough stance on labour unrest to avoid

used to award annual

statutory salary and wage increases to all
Under the new system, workers are now
supposed to negotiate with employers for
salary and wage increases. This is an

insurmountable task for workers in the public
in face of the government’s shrinking
and a high budget deficit of nearly 10
percent of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP). They therefore resort to the nearest
option — withdrawal of their labour.Q
sector

purse

received such

increases, and the lucky ones have scratched
about 15 percent,
current

which is far below the

inflation rate of 23,5 percent.

Analysts

express a

current rash

nagging fear that the

of strikes could encourage

general industrial unrest, further damaging
the country’s economic prospects.
In

its efforts

to

curb inflation, the

government had limited annual pay

M0VM'b\Wm

wfflNGwem

rises to
of 10 percent, partially
succeeding in lowering inflation to its present
level. The long-term goal is to bring inflation
down to five percent by the end of 1995.
Magistrates and prosecutors recently
waged their own industrial action, pressing
for a 50-percent pay rise. Though it was
short-lived, the strike temporarily paralysed I
the country’s judicial system. This was the
Workers have accused the government of double standards
after its approval of
first of its kind in Zimbabwe’s 14 years of
generous pay awards of 64 percent to the President, his Cabinet and Parliamentary
independence.
officials.
an

22
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MALAWI: THE DEMISE OF THE LAST

DINOSAUR
John Edlin

T

against him or others linked to the
reign of terror — and that he was welcome
to remain in the opulent Sanjika Palace in
the commercial capital of Blantyre, “as long
as you want”.
“We’ll even provide him with a car,” a
grinning Muluzi told cheering supporters in
Blantyre, his own regional stronghold,
flanked by the yellow flags featuring the
hunt

part was getting rid of

HE easy

the world’s oldest ruler and

Africa’s

longest-serving dictator,

(liven the widespread hostility in

Malawi

Hastings Kamuzu Banda’s 30-year

to

reign of terror, tutelage and tithe-taking
—

and that the free and fair elections on

May 17 were monitored hawk-like by
foreign and local observers — it was

clasped-hands symbol of his party. “That is,
of course, if he doesn’t already have one.”

inevitable.

Or,

more

appropriately, “it was written”

In

of the
Moslem leader who ousted him in the first
in the words of the Koran, the book

democratic elections since
from Britain in
once

independence
1964. The diminutive despot,

Africa.
Now for the hard part

—

to erase

the

towards a new
and prosperity in
the second republic and yield the fruits of
independence promised, but not delivered,
a long time ago to a restive electorate that
naively believes newfound democracy is a
magic wand to produce miracles.

stains of that past, press on

of social justice, peace

Bakili Muluzi

(51), the businessman who

conquered the Conqueror in what veteran
monitors acclaimed the most orderly polls

they have witnessed in Sub-Saharan Africa,
is a conjurer of sorts. But not the kind who
can instantly pull rabbits in the shape of
jobs, homes, classrooms and hospital beds
out

despot who transformed

Malawi into

a

of his hat.

Muluzi, agenial, bespectacled southerner
and head of the United Democratic Front

(UDF), trounced Banda at the polls despite

six months for

personal fiefdom
stealing £6 in state funds

will look after him. He is an old man and
—

pittance today, but about two months
in those days.
Malawians, customarily a cheerful people
who do not bear grudges easily, were as
quick to dismiss that lapse as they were to
allow Banda’s fall from grace without even
a whispered call for vengeance. And they
ignored more hysterical opposition warnings
that Muluzi, a Westernised Moslem, would

a

wages

turn

Christian-dominated Malawi into

a

provision
floggings, stonings,
beheadings and amputations of wrong-doers.

fundamental Islamic state with
for Sharia-dictated

“This is

a

believed to be aged 96, conceded defeat in
the first post-independence elections where

kind of challenge — from the

victor and two other candidates.

Banda, who once had

political opponents

assassinated, detained and tortured or
hounded into exile and only a year ago
vowed to toss dissidents “to the crocodiles”,

the Ngwazi’s Malawi was one of the first Malawians to telephone
Congress Party (MCP) that he was a Muluzi and congratulate him.
convicted thief. As a political protégé of
In turn, the head of the Second Republic
Banda in 1966, Muluzi was imprisoned for I promised Banda there would be no witch-

constant

reminders by

Sapem June. 1994

nobody would want to push him around.”
The throng murmured its approval. But
on the fringe, a former detainee, Bakewell
Lemba, echoed a widespread view that one
politician at least should be brought to book
—

John Tembo. Tembo, .some

40 years

than Banda, has for years been the
behind the throne as Minister of

younger

power

State, head of the ruthless 7 000-strong

paramilitary Malawi Young Pioneers and,
more important, uncle of the handsome
buxom
woman
who
long
was

euphemistically titled the Ngwazi’s “official
hostess”.
“Tembo did all Kamuzu’s

time for reconciliation, not

retribution,” Muluzi declared after Banda,

he faced any

serious vein, he hushed the

jubilant crowds, who had raced through the
streets of all major cities and towns, by
saying, “Banda made mistakes . . . But we

acclaimed the Messiah or the

Conqueror (Ngwazi), transformed a small
part of Southern Africa into a personal
fiefdom that symbolised some of the worst
excesses of post-colonial governance in

era

Banda: the

a more

dirty work for

him,” Lemba, a lorry driver, shouted to nods
of

concurrence.

“He must be

punished.”

But while human rights groups have often
accused Tembo of giving

orders, usually to

Young Pioneers, to assassinate political
opponents and destroy

entire villages

housing malcontents. Western donors urged
Muluzi to wipe the slate clean as Nelson
Mandela had done only a few days before in
nearby South Africa and start afresh.
But to angry relatives of victims of
repression, Tembo said: “If you have
evidence that your people were murdered.
23
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take it to the courts.”
And

police did not rule out the possibility
investigations would be ordered into
the fabulous wealth amassed by Banda,
Tembo and “Mama” Kadzamira, largely
through the multi-billion-dollar Press
Holdings conglomerate that ran anything
from sugar plantations to supermarkets,
tobacco farms to tool shops, bakeries to
butcheries throughout Malawi while the
annual average income stood at around
that

US$200.
But Muluzi has

piled

on

more pressing priorities
his in-tray. The economy, as

inherited from Banda,

a

medical doctor

trained in Britain and the United States, is
the brink of collapse

and needs massive
already assured by
the American, European and Nordic donors
who forced the Ngwazi to allow multi-party
elections by freezing US$70 million in
credits two years ago. Yet Muluzi will not

Taiwan

be able to survive

that shielded him from demands

on

doses of aid

—

some

on

of it

handouts alone, thanks

mainly to the political winds of change that
brought both him and Mandela to power.
“South Africa, not Malawi, is the darling
of the donor community,” said one Western
diplomat as Muluzi was being sworn in at a
football stadium in Blantyre, overnight
stripped of portraits of a younger President
Banda in a three-piece suit clutching his
trademark fly-whist. (In uglier moods, when
aides scrupulously avoided him, Banda wore
dark sunglasses that earned him, in private,
the nickname “Papa Doc” after the late life
president of Haiti.)
Banda also

proclaimed himself life

president and outlawed all political
opposition. But his foes jested that in recent
months after a brain operation in South
Africa, the sick, senile and sorrowful figure
who often had to be propped up in public,
was more a “lifeless president”.
If,

as

those enemies suggest, Banda has

been tossed into the

garbage bin of history
as the last in a long line of African dictators
Idi Amin of Uganda to Emperor Bokassa
of Central African Republic — it was not
always that way.
Before the collap.se of communism ended
the Cold War in Europe, Banda was staunch
ally of the West — and of such pariah states
—

24

Banda with his staunchest support

base: The “Mbumba” (MCP Women's League)

Israel, South Africa, South Korea and

as

—

against the East Bloc,
to

a

stand

clean up

his human

rights act.
It was only in recent years when Third
World nations no longer played cat-andmouse with the big powers that the West
began clamouring for democracy, sound
economic management and respect for civil
rights in countries like Malawi.
Banda did make
in

some

concessions. But

single stroke, at his inauguration,
Muluzi did more by announcing the closing
down of three hated prisons and the release
of political prisoners. He also said he would
privatise nine of Banda’s 11 magnificent
palaces, keeping the one in Blantyre for
himself and turning the Lilongwe one into a
national assembly.
There are other issues high on Muluzi’s
agenda. Some 600 000 refugees from
Mozambique need to be fed in camps in
Malawi. Several thousand Young Pioneers
one

still

the

countryside with their guns.
are usually without books,
sometimes even desks. Hospitals and clinics
do not always have aspirins. Unemployment
roam

State schools

is at record levels, unleashing unprecedented
urban crime. And at least

young

a

third of the

adult population has the HIV virus
inevitably, to AIDS.

that leads,

Muluzi, who captured 84 of the 177

parliamentary seats which was five short of
a
majority to rule alone, also faced the
ominous prospect of tribal upheavals. For
Malawians voted, for the first time in their

history, strictly on tribal lines—northerners
for their home-boy, Chakufwa Chihtina (36),

Central Province inhabitants for Banda in
his home

area

(35) and .southerners for the

president. Two constituencies were in
dispute.
new

While Muluzi vowed all

along he would
MCP politicians in his
government, he got off to a bad start by
appointing a 20-member Cabinet without a
single appointee from Chihana’s Alliance
for Democracy (Aford).
Analysts were quick to note that if he
continued to alienate the opposition parties,
they could unite against him and prevent his
UDF from governing.
But UDF insiders confided that they could
lure opposition members across the floor as
and when they wanted. That, however, could
involve much horse-trading at a time when
not

allow any

southerners will

constituencies

want to see

rewards in their

legislators from other
regions will demand perks for their
supporters in return for support for the
president.
But

at

—

least it is all in the framework of

democracy,

even

if that is the hard part.G
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GENOCIDE IN RWANDA

R
of its

WANDA is distinctive among

the

any

nationwide. It is

of its

democratic forces

population

-

(7,5 million people, 285

kilometre).
by a people called
Banyarwanda. The Banyarwanda comprise of
three groups: The Hutu, Twa and Tutsi which
arc commonly but misleadingly called Ethnic
groups. The.se groups arc not ethnic groups in
any meaningful sense. The three groups are one
people with a common ancestry. They share the
same language and culture. Whereas tribal
societies are usually divided by geographical
boundaries, the three groups have lived together
on the same hills throughout the country from
is

inhabited

time immemorial.
The differences between the different groups
have

always been more a reflection of caste.
Rwandese society was always stratified, with
the royal family, army commanders, chiefs and
rich cattle keepers being Tutsi. Citizens who
lived by growing crops and a few of the chiefs
were Hutu, the lower caste. A small group of
hunters and potters were Twa. Although the
ruling class was Tutsi, only a minority of Tutsi
were nobles. Most Tutsi were pxiorand belief^tted
little materially from the caste system. However,
stKial mobility and intermarriage were common
and blurred caste distinctions. The system was

of class than

ethnicity.
lived together in peace
until mid this century. The centuries-old
animosity .and wars between the Hutu and Tutsi
more one

The Rwandese people

which the international media never fail to refer
are
a
myth. Ethnic divisions and
misunderstandings leading tocivil strife between
these communities only started around 19.59
and were even then inlluencedbyforeign forces.
What has been taking place in Rwanda in the

to

last

seven

weeks must be classified as genocide.

It must be noted that the

mass killings which
by the death of President
Habyarimana had been planned in advance. It is
not true that killings started as a result of the
President's death. The events can easily be
understood when one analyses why large
quantities of arms were imported and channelled
to certain sections of the populations. Significant
quantities of arms and ammunitions were
imported from France, Egypt and South Africa
were

accentuated
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coincidence that almost all

no

routed

6

April in
Kigali, and simultaneously in all other districts.
Most importantly, these killings were a
continuation of a 34 yearold policy characterised
by a gross abuse of human rights.
Despite the apparent dictatorial and autocratic
nature of the post independent governments in

territory and the high density

inhabitants per square
It

geographical location in Rwanda, but were

countries of Africa fur the small size

were

on

Rwanda, certain sections of the international

community namely the French and Belgians
have been struggling to control Rwanda, ending
up in either of them supporting the regime. This
involvement further complicated the Rwandan
problem in a negative way. On the other end,
by the government whilst on the other end we
were engaged in finalizing the implementation
of the Arusha Peace Accord which was signed
in August 1993.
The international community has been
manipulated into believing that the killings
which the Rwandese

experienced

were

ethnic,

and tho.se not familiar with the history ofRwanda
now

believe that its the Tutsi

killing the Hutu or

vice-versa. This is not true. The authors of the

well known and on top of the list
Habyarimana who was the
master planner, and should posthumously be
prononced the mass-murderer. Another
important instrument of the plan was the army,
the paramilitary force-national gendamierie and the militia forces which were created by the
ruling party, the National Republican Movement
for Democracy and Development (MRND). At
the end of the day, it would be false to say that
the authors of this genocide are the Hutu
population, becau.se it is clear that those who
have been at the helm of politics in Rwanda
since independence have cultivated the ground

genocide

are

is the late President

for all this carnage.
The victims of this genocide have been

Tutsis, the internal

largely
opposition politicians, the

business leaders, the elite and academicians
whom the government believe have not been
sympathetic to the kind of politics that have
come to characterise the two post-independent
regimes. That is why the entire democratic
opposition parties, whom we could have entered
into a coalition with if we had successfully

implemented the Arusha Peace Agreement, has
wiped out. The killings were not limited to

been

certain nations took

a

keen interest in resolving

the conflict and offered facilities for a

peaceful

solution resulting in agreements like the Arusha
Peace

Accord.

There

were

also

other

organi.sations and people who mounted a
campaign to highlight the plight of Rwandan
refugees resulting in enomious amounts of
diplomatic, political and material support.
The way forward must establish a framework
of existence that will make it very difficult for
the nation to

experience this kind of carnage.
should begin with a clear
identification of the group that has authored a
kind of politics that has created the current
status quo. They should be condemned together
with those running the current provisional
government because it has continued with the
killings. Secondly, all our efforts will not be

The first step

realised unless the United Nations reinforces its
humanitarian assistance. At the

same

time, the

world should know that the United Nations

responded negatively to the plight of the
Rwandese at the height of the genocide, by
reducing its presence from 2.500 to a mere 270
symbolic troops. All foreigners airlifted their
citizens and troops,

and in the end the Rwandese
people were left at the mercy of those who were
killing them. Ironically, now that the genocide
is complete, the same United Nations is talking
about coming back to Rwanda with abtiut 3 500
soldiers. What signals does this send to the
international community? For the Rwandese,
the problem of Rwanda will ultimately be solved
by the Rwandese.U
Theogene Rudasingwe is the

Secretary-General of

the Rwandese Patriotic Front
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CRISIS AT THE ADB: WILL
THE PRESIDENT STAY?
ANTONIO Carvalho
ITH the words:

W

ne

directors who

deranje pas ...”, the President
of the African Development

Bank (ADB), Babacar

Ndiaye, tried to

shield himself from the torrent of criticism
leveled

There

against the institution.
are perhaps very few technocrats

the continent who would like to be in

on

Ndiaye's shoes these days. The ADB is
sweltering under the burden of a host of
difficulties, ranging from the deterioration
of its loan portfolio to accusations of lack of
imagination, professionalism and sense of

with this

direction. Donors have made

make

be asking for
Ndiaye’s head, and would like to see him
out
to

in 1995. “He is

lead,’’ said

one

a

leader and he has failed

More than half of the 51 countries that draw
from the institution have not been meeting
theirobligations, both in termsof repayments
and subscriptions, on time. As a result,
arrears have been piling up and by the end of
1993 they reached USS710 million,
prompting an outcry from non-African
shareholders, and forcing the bank to tighten
lending conditions.
However, Ndiaye minimises the impact
of the arrears, arguing that they have more
to

do with the economic difficulties faced

by member countries than with inefficiency.
The facts
terms
over

26

seem

to

bear him

of trade deteriorated
the past

three

years

out.

Africa’s

by 16.1 percent
while real per

of affairs and demanded

countries

Under the new

ineligible to borrow

guidelines, lending would

the level of GDP per capita.
Countries with per capita incomes of
on

US$544 and below would only borrow from
Babacar

Ndiaye:

a

troubled man

capita incomes have fallen by 3.8 percent.
Last year alone Africa ’ s deficit on the current
account
a

stood

42 percent

at

US$ 11.2 billion which was

increase when compared to

However, other analysts feel that there is

Over the past

few years the bank has been
grappling with a weakening loan portfolio.

some

be based

1992.

board member.

state

from the bank.

by linking the replenishment of the bank’s
coffers to sweeping reforms.
These factors suggest that Ndiaye is,
contrary to his claims, a troubled man indeed.
He is the chief executive of the ADB Group,
comprising the bank, the African
Development Fund (ADF) and the Nigeria
shareholders appear to

are

immediate reforms. This included country
risk and exposure guidelines which would

matters worse

Trust Fund (NTF). Some of the bank’s

accused in the report

of
fiddling with the institution’s management
and influencing lending policies. The fact
that 80 percent of the loans approved by the
institution last year for example, went to a
group of six countries seems to corroborate
the allegations that the bank is not spreading
its risk far enough.
Non-regional shareholders, who hold a
33 pjercent stake at the bank, were not pleased

me

than economic factors to

explain the
showing. This was reinforced
by a report on the operations of the bank
which dropped like a bombshell in Nairobi,
Kenya, at the bank’s annual meeting last
more

bank’s poor

month.

Prepared by
Knox,

a

a team headed by David
former World Bank executive, the

report tells the bank to move away from its
culture of looking at quantity and concentrate
the

the bank's soft window, the African

Development Fund (ADF), which is ADB’s
equivalent to the International Development
Association (IDA) of the World Bank, and
lends money on concessionary terms. This,
the proponents argue,
crisis in the future.

would avoid similar

But the African shareholders refused to

bite this bait.

They argue that GDP level is
objective criteria of risk assessment.
There are poor countries in the African
group who have no arrears with the bank,
they point out. Equally, there are giants and
rich nations such as Nigeria who at the time
when the annual meeting took place were
not an

on arrears.

The other problem
was to

be replenished

USS2.5 billion

is that even if the ADF
in full it could only get
for the needs of

impact of its lending programmes on
development. “There has been too much
emphasis on quantity and perhaps none on
quality, and this must change,” says the

growing number of countries over the next
three years, which is obviously not enough.
But the donors

are

report.

their demands

unnegotiable.

on

The bank’s

emphasis on quantity was
aggravated by the attitude of some executive

to cater

a

adamant and have made

However, the disagreement would have
been

perhaps easy to overcome if it was not
Sapem June. 1994
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aggravated by the alleged messy state of
affairs at the bank’s headquarters in Abidjan.
The working environment at the bank is
described as poor, with growing

second

staff. The
professionalism of some staff members
desired. Projects are not

gets done is “prepared in a haste and is often

incomplete,” says the report.
According to the same account,
management seems to have got its staffing
priorities wrong. Between 1982 and 1993
the number of funded projects went up
fourfold and the volume of lending increased
by 40 percent. While the staff almost doubled

bank is headquartered,

quit.
Instead, he has managed skillfully to leave
everybody guessing on whether he will stand
for a record third term next May, despite
admitting that he never intended to stay
“forever”. Indirectly, however, Ndiaye, who
is Senegalese, reminds those vying for his
ousting that in 1990 he did not stand for a
second term—he was returned with backing
from

more

—

than

80 percent of the

during the same period, something seems to
have gone wrong

in the deployment of the
the
operations department, which not only has

to

additional heads. The staff level in

said when asked whether

deal with

an

increased workload due to

the rise in lending, but also with the inclusion

in project assessment
only
increased by half. Also, the report speaks of

of additional aspects

such

as

environment and women,

the bank having “too many chiefs” and a fair

wood”, leaving few hands
professional work to get done.

share of “dead
for the

Yet staff evaluation

records at the bank

a completely different picture. In one
such exercise carried out recently everybody

give

marks: 90 percent were rated “very
good”, five percent were “excellent” and
only five percent were described as
“unsatisfactory”, which means that everyone
deserved a pay rise.
Some argue that the deterioration of the
situation at the bank is exacerbated by the
alleged endless trips of the president. Last
year, for example, Ndiaye was away for a
cumulative of five months. He argues that
he was globetrotting to deal with the bank’s
affairs. It appears that his itineraries did not
include stopovers in those countries which
chose to turn a blind eye to their dues to the

place in the country where the

consensus

shareholders. “If I feel that 1 have the capacity

to

followed, the next annual meeting

were

seems

circumstances

assessed, reports are not done. The little that

ailes. Sources say that if the ADB regulations

should take

ready to capitalise on this lack of
among the shareholders and is
turning a blind eye to what would appear to
be the mo.st sensible thing to do under the

dissatisfaction among the
leaves much to be

short-tempered Ndiaye, whose
five-year mandate ends next year,

do

.something for Africa, 1 will do it,” he
he

was

going to

stand next year.

Ndiaye might make it again, though he
may have to work harder to keep the job this
time. The North Africans and some

Anglophone have hinted that it is their turn
to have their man in Abidjan. Nigeria for
example, which is not known for its sound
economic management, managed to muscle
in its influence to take the next annual
meeting to its new capital, Abuja, in a way
that stopped .short of re-writing the bank’s

that is Cote d’Ivoire.

These incidents would be enough to make

Ndiaye worried. But he appears to have
already mustered support from some of the
strong non-African shareholders, including
the Un ited States of America. Another factor
to

his

advantage is that it is unlikely that his

fellow
unless

Francophone would let him down,
an alternative candidate is found

between now and

May next year.

Ndiaye may be about to make
himself indispensable in the ADB for years
to come. He has moved swiftly to draw a 32
point plan to implement recommendations
In any case

of the Knox report, as

demanded by the

of which would take three

donors,

some

years to

accomplish.

Perhaps, in order to avoid another
confrontation, the shareholders may have to

compromise to let him continue
which for him
would mean another term of office. Only
this can explain his claim of not having

reach

a

with reforms in the bank,

anything to worry about at a time when the
ADB is under fire and some shareholders
are

calling for his head.Q

got top

ADB.

ZIMBABWE GLITTERS IN
DIAMONDS
Zerubabel Mudzingwa
EVERAL mining

giants of

W

international repute and local
household names have joined
in the diamond rush that is likely to place
Zimbabwe among the continent’s major
diamond exporting countries, alongside

leading the institution properly. For
others, non-Africans in particular, he is not
being left alone by the executive directors

Angola, Botsw'ana and South Africa.
diamond mining
was
an
Australian firm, Auridian
Consolidated. Its first operations were in

and the board. The Knox report seems

1992 at River Ranch Mine near

For some, the problem is that the president
is not

to

acquit him. It describes Ndiaye as a
“president without power”, laying the blame
on some

on

executive directors who are bent

usurping his powers.

w

ith

First to break the ice in

a

diamond mine which has a

Beitbridge,
capacity of

producing 500 000 tonnes per year of which
60 percent are of gem or near gem quality.
When it gets into full swing, the company is

expected to earn the country in excess of
Z$25 million (over US$3 million) from
River Ranch Mine alone. Total resources
are

estimated at

17,5 million tonnes

containing five million carats of diamond.
Last year, a total of40 654 carats of diamond
were sold for nearly Z$9,5 million.
Next in line came Reunion Mining pic;
and the scramble for diamonds in Zimbabwe
followed.Todate, the Mining Affairs Board
has issued out Exclusive Prospecting Orders

(EPOs) to more than 11 companies

for

diamond exploration throughout the country,

including the border areas.
27
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country’s Chamber of Mines has so
130 EPOs for diamonds
to local and
foreign companies since the
beginning of last year, as the rush for the
mineral gains momentum. Out of all the
EPOs processed by the Ministry of Mines to

comer

far issued out nearly

date, 63 percent were for diamonds alone.
In response to this, the

Eddison

M inister of Mines,

Zvobgo, is quoted

having said,
“This is a statistic that is hoped will be
transformed into Zimbabwe becoming a
significant diamond producer in the not
as

distant future.”

five years, but experts say it would
longer, as most operations were still in
the exploration stage.
Commenting about the rush, the Secretary
for Mines, David Murangari said, “It’s not
only happening here, as there is a similar
next

take

diamond rush in Canada and

a

bit in

Australia.”

Mining pic has discovered three

more

in

Matabeleland,
bringing to eight the number of discoveries
reserves

made in the country. Reunion
currently
holds licences covering more than 21 000
km- which contain

first met

with heated resistance
from

parks experts,

but the company has
offered to pay nearly

Z$70 000, the
the

laid

cost of

down

management plan to
minimise ecological

damage
during
prospecting surveys.
applied for two
diamond EPOs within

Bulawayo mining
districts while Quest

Exploration (Pvt) Ltd
granted a

has been

one-year EPO for
diamonds within the
same

has

Meanwhile, British-based Reunion
kimberlite

of Zimbabwe.

was

Auridian has also

Optimists predict the diamond industry
would outclass gold export earnings within
the

This

a

total of 18 kimberlites.

T en of these are said to have been discovered

district. Quest
also

yielded

airborne magnetic

targets, two of which
have

indicated
one

already
to

of the

be kimberlites. The location of

magnetic anomalies coincides

with unsubstantiated reports of diamond
and kimberlite indicators found in the area
in the 1950s.

by previous operators.

European institutions
increasingly gaining confidence in

Zimbabwe’s economic policies as evidenced

Optimists predictthe diamond industry would

by

outclass gold export earnings within the next
five years.

River Ranch diamond mine near Beitbridge.

a recent

Reunion

£1 million investment in the

Mining recently completed its
magnetic surveys of four

detailed airborne

Diamond prospecting

is expected to move

into the Zambezi Valley soon

500 km- north of Guruve. The company

Mozambican border.
In another

development. Rio Tinto
Zimbabwe (Pvt) Ltd has applied for two
EPOs to start its diamond search in
Hwange
National Park, one of the country’s largest
ecological sanctuaries, in the north-west
28

race

for diamonds in the country are

Masasa Mines,

a

subsidiary of Delta Gold

n.l. of Australia, Tabex Zimbabwe and
First to set the tempo was De Beers of
South Africa, which had its exploration

believed

to

into Botswana. The airborne
surveys have
yielded a total of over 80 targets, which the
mining company considers “worthy” to
investigate further.

applied for EPOs for five blocks of land
lying between the escarpments and the

the

Transex of South Africa.

are

Mining and Exploration Company (Pvt)
almost 2

deposits — Botswana and South Africa.
They, thus get an assurance that Zimbabwean
deposits are genuine and worth investing in.
Qther companies that have since joined

major kimberlite indicator mineral

signify clusters ofkimberlite pipes stretching

on

to

large diamond

anomalies. Three of these

if Montezuma

Ltd receives the EPOs it seeks

pushed by the proximity of Zimbabwe
countries with known

British and other
are

Zvobgo: Optimistic about prospects of
diamond production in Zimbabwe

The increase in the exploration activities
for diamonds in Zimbabwe
to

was

attributed

the

discovery of promising deposits in
Beitbridge in 1991 and the results of an

aero-magnetic survey conducted by the
Canadian International Development

Agency (CIDA). Foreigners

are

also being

rights cancelled in 1990 by the Ministry of
Mines after a disagreement had erupted
over marketing
arrangements. De Beers
wanted all diamonds produced to be sold
directly to its own agency, the Londonbased Central Selling Organisation, rather
than through the Minerals
Marketing
Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ).
Reports, however unsubstantiated, say that
De Beers intends to come

again for diamond

mining.Q
Sapem June. 1994
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THE IDEOLOGY OF “SOCIAL

I

DEVELOPMENT”
IBBO MANDAZA

of “social
development” manifests itself in
the post-colonial situation in the
persistent and consistent subscription to
HE

ideology

T

the view that social

particularly education

development
—

—

is the basis of

all development, the “exit” from poverty
and underdevelopment, the panacea for

political, economic and social ills. It is
ideology not only because of the
inherent deception of such a belief, but
also because it helps to conceal the chronic
failure, on the part of the post-colonial
state, to resolve the National Question,
particularly in the economic sphere
wherein lies all the potential for the
establishment of a macroeconomic policy
framework for genuine economic, social
and political development. Therefore, the
ideology of “social development” is
invariably part of the ideological baggage

all

an

of the African nationalist era, the tendency
to view

political independence as not only
to all things, but in practice,

the gateway
also

as

an

end in itself. For, even

raw

(and human) materials. Second, the

nature

of the post-colonial state

that is born

of this legacy and is inherently able to
resolve neither the National Question nor

out

Aggravated by

the nation-state issue.

and growing poverty,
ihcpost-colonial state becomes increasingly
economic hardships

immersed in neo-colonialism itself: weak,

dependent and almost incapable of any
initiative towards economic emancipation.
As can be easily deduced, these are the

poignancy in the

conditions that assume a

post-White settler colonial situations of

inherent weakness of the
state to deal

post-colonial

the kind of technocratic

skills

as

would be

required in managing both the public and
private sectors that have been inherited from
the colonial era. Not surprisingly, all the
demonstrated

are

now

profound over-simplireality that they were

about to inherit: “socialism” became as much
an

expression of this failure to confront the
behind

which to conceal both this failure

widely acknowledged, these

the conditions that constitute

the

neo-

peculiarities of
the colonial legacy in Africa, particularly as

colonial situation. First, the

it reflects also the manner in

which Africa

integrated into the international
capitalist system, ever since the era of
European expansion, the subsequent slave
trade, and the exploitation of the continent's
was
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and the

incipient (bourgeois) class ambitions of the
new

rulers.

Therefore,
As is

a

of

Question (which is also the
Colonial Question), can enhance the
content of political independence.

also those that attracted most donor
as

they poured millions of dollars

pre-emption of the development of an
African bourgeoisie, disorganisation of the
wage-earning classes through vicious state
action, and the preclusion, until the
attainment of political independence, of the
African petit bourgeoisie from developing

economic realities as an ideology

the National

were

countries

belief that

with the economic sphere

which, in the context of the resolution

than a faith on

part of most

state

fication of the social

a

more

African leaders in the postindependence period; these were the most
visible social and political issues in the
struggle for independence, the most visible
of the fruits of independence as schools,
colleges, hospitals and clinics mushroomed
throughout the new African nation-states in
the making. But social development issues

the

of White settler colonialism included the

defence for the right of selfdetermination as it is an expression of the
much

social facilities became

into education and health programmes. The

Liberation Movements of Southern Africa

as

points.

Commitment to education, health and other

Southern Africa. For, the main consequences

Nkriimah'saåa^e,Seekyefirstthepolitical
kingdom and all else will be added unto it,
is

Africa has scored the most

and donors appeared

explain

—

particularly education—was a precondition
for economic achievement. It is an ideology
as old as capitalism itself: educational
achievement will ecpialise all, transcend
poverty and make all of us wealthy! A
Better Life for All! But in the post-colonial
situation, it is also a highly contagious and
infectious ideology, helping to numb the
nerves for economic emancipation, for the
time being containing the upsurge that
should accompany economic hardship and

inequalities, in a society
economic cake is not only
gross

limited but also almost

T here

was

in which the
definitively

inevitably in decline.

much to boast about.

particularly in the field of education. Refer
to the

it is not difficult to

united in the

social development

relevant statistics on such countries as

Tanzania, Ghana, Nigeria, Zambia and later,
Zimbabwe and Namibia. They say it all: left

in the form of educated

why the ideology of “social

with little or nothing

becomes part

personnel at the attainment of political
independence, such countries as Tanzania
(which had only two graduates at
independence) and Zambia (which had 100
in 1964) had successfully waged an
“education revolution” that was quite
disproportionate to the level of economic
development. Not until the scourge of the

development”
and parcel of neo-colonial

life, assuming such a

central position in the

post-White settler colonial situation of the
1980s and 1990s, particularly in Zimbabwe,
Namibia and,

as we

will

no

doubt witness

also in South Africa. Yet there is no
doubt that it is in the field of social
soon,

development that the post-colonial state in
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structural adjustment policies, many
countries in Sub-Saharan African had
attained

a

level of educational

;

development i

that

might have been the envy of any other
country in the world. At least it is true to
state

that Africa

as a

;

whole stands tall in the

field of intellectual achievement

over

the

:

last three decades, many of its citizens able ;
to interact on an equal footing with their
,

!

counterparts in other parts of the world.

For many analysts, it remains a paradox
why such progress in the social development
sphere has not been matched in the economic
development field. On the contrary, social
development appears to undermine i
economic development, consequent upon I
the growing budget deficits, growing ‘
unemployment and declining living '
standards. So it is that social development
programmes become the obvious target for
structural adjustment policies: it is the
education and health budgets that have to be i
cut

in the

context

of the reduction of the i

national

budget deficit; and it is against this
background also that the once visible fruits
of independence become increasingly and
glaringly wanting, transforming the postindefjendence era into a growing nightmare.
p

Dut what have

we

i
i

Africa stands tall in the field of intellectual achievements

changes, and thereby ensuring that the new
state conformed to the theme
already
,

learnt in Southern

'

Africa from this dislocation between soc/a/

established through the Lancaster House

ideology of “social development” will be

a

difficult to sustain, in the growing dislocation

Agreement, containing and restraining

National

Liberation

Movement that

development and economic development! threatened, through a professed socialist
The commitment to social development is I
ideology, to run amok and destroy a viable
no doubt a reflection of the
quest to resolve : economy. Whatever the case, the
the National Question-, and it will be unkind
Zimbabwean state has been largely unable
to suggest that the first generation of African
to attend to such economic transformative
leaders in post-colonial Africa relentlessly i issues as would have
substantially expanded
pursuedsoc/a/Jeve/o/jwentpoliciesonlyas ■ the production base of the country. Even
a

smokescreen

to

their failure to deal with

without

economic development issuQS.The most for
|
which we might hold them — and all of us |
—

responsible, is this subscription, albeit

inadvertent, to an ideology that views “social

development” as synonymous with
economic development. Yet, there appears
also to have been a hidden agenda, on the
part of some key elements among our own
leaders in the early years of post-colonial

,

Zimbabwe, in collusion with members of

i

the donor

community; namely, the strategy
of attending to social development issues as
a priority, in the
hope of containing any
immediate demands for radical economic
30

i
;

insignificance, undermined by the burden
of economic decline. Then, even the

a

socialist strategy,

economic

transformation could have been achieved
through

concerted effort at the
resolution of the Land Question.
accompanied by a land reform programme
that would have democratised on a greater
scale the commercial agricultural sector,
further indigenised the commercial and
industrial sectors and, in general,
democratised the economy far beyond the
clutches of a small minority that controls
virtually 90 percent of it today. Needless to
add, until such fundamental economic issues
are

a more

tackled,

even

the hitherto

the soc/a/de\’e/o/7»;enrfields

successes

in

will wane into

between social

development and economic
development, in the growing realisation by
an
increasing number of the mass of the
people, that social development alone can
never be a
panacea. Likewise in Namibia!

So, of

should all support the
government’s Agenda
for Change: A Better Lifefor All. But unless
new

this

course, we

South African
includes

also

transformative issues

those

economic

which 1 have

just
policy will remain at
ideology as is implied in
to

made reference, the
best

as

much the

the title of the document itself. So let the
new

South Africa mobilise

more

and

more

for its reconstruction and
development programme from both the
donor community and corporate South
support

Africa. But the

new

this to become

ploy behind which to arrest
and structural changes in

a

real economic

state should not allow

South Africa.Q
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AFRICANS IN USA ’94
Cyprian Chimuka

C

AMEROON and Morocco will be going to the 24-teani
this month for the third time. Each
It is because of the success of

Cameroon four years ago

in Italy when they

eight, that Africa was given
a third place in the World Cup finals.
But the continent will be pinning its hopes
on first-time qualifiers, Nigeria. World
reached the last

soccer
soccer

and

has entered

a new era.

Traditional

are finding the going tough
heroes are bom. Nigeria, the most

giants

new

populous nation in Africa, appears to have
finally fulfilled its promise.
Nigeria’s juniors won the World Youth
Soccer championships in 1985 and 1993.
Their seniors, since winning the African
Nations Cup 14 years ago on home soil,
have come so close to repeating that several
times. They were losing finalists in 1984,
1988 and 1990. In Senegal two years ago,
they came third. It finally happened in
Tunisia this year in April, when the Super
Eagles came to the top of the African
footballing tree. The West African nation,
which soccer experts regard as the Brazil of
tomorrow,

whittled every opposition with

authority. They faced stiff opposition in the
semi-finals and the finals where they met
the defending champions, Cote d’Ivoire,

respectively. Their
victory in Tunisia will be a morale booster
and the re-built Zambia

for the USA.
The Super Eagles will fly to America as
reigning African champions, a thing that
has never happened before since the

Confederation of African Football (CAF)
mled that African

champions will no longer

automatically represent Africa at the World
Cup finals following the 0-9 thrashing of
Zaire by Yugoslavia in 1974.
Nigeria will also have Africa’s prolific
sharp shooter in their team. As in Senegal,
their 30-year-old burly striker, Rashidi
Yekini, was the top-goal scorer in Tunisia.
This is indeed an intimidating record for
Nigeria’s opponents in the World Cup,
Argentina, Greece and Bulgaria. Nigerian
players survived in a group of “death” in the
Sapem June. 1994

World Cup in the USA

time they have alw-ays done well.
final round African zone World Cup
qualifiers. They were paired against the
then African

champions, Cote d’Ivoire, and
Algeria, who

the “Desert Warriors”,
knocked out

one

of Africa’s most talented

sides, Ghana.

Nigeria has a softer draw than Cameroon
They are expected to face the
match of their lives against Argentina.
Bulgaria will be appearing in its sixth World
Cup finals but it has never gone beyond the
and Morocco.

Greece, like Nigeria,
qualifiers. The Greeks owe
their qualification to the expulsion of
Yugoslavia.
Nigeria has the potential to dismantle
everyone in the group if top seed Argentina
does not make dramatic improvements. The
once famous South Americans are struggling
without Diego Maradona who led them to
victory in the 1986 World Cup and losing

second round stage.
are

first-time

finalists in 1990. Their coach, Alfio

Basile,

has said he will make efforts to get Maradona

fit enough to

play. The coach hopes to bring

life into his team with the return of Claudio

Caniggia, who was serving a 15-month
worldwide ban for drug abuse. Caniggia’s
suspension ended in April. Without these
two inspirational players, Argentina
narrowly survived the embarrassment of
failing to qualify for America.
Argentina were humiliated 5-0 at home
by Colombia in the qualifiers. They finished
second to Colombia in their group. They
then had to battle with Australia in a two-leg
play-off. The South Americans had to recall
Maradona to escape with a 2-1 victory on
aggregate. Now a confident Nigeria has the
chance of humiliating Argentina as
Cameroon did in 1990.
Cameroon and Morocco are veterans

of

African soccer, but their fortunes are rapidly
going down. Long regarded as the
heavyweights of African soccer, Morocco
and Cameroon failed to qualify for Tunisia.
And they were not denied the trip to Tunisia

by their traditional rivals but by unknowns,
Mali and Gabon.

Cameroon is in

a

group

in which it

can

hardly win a game. It is to face thrice
champions, Brazil, who are out to revive
their fading reputation, since winning the
World Cup 24 years ago, Brazil has failed to
go beyond the quarter-finals.
Cameroon will also face Sweden and
were runners-up in the
Cup in 1958, but they were losing
semi-finalists in the 1992 European Cup.
Soccer experts rate Sweden as one of the top
teams in Europe today. Russia are also a
very dangerous side that can beat anybody,
anywhere at any time. Once nicknamed the
“Red Machine”, they have appeared seven
times in the World Cup. Russia still retains
some of the best players in the world, like
Sergei Kiriakov and Sergei Yurau.
There is no denying that Cameroon owes
its qualification to the inexperience of its

Russia. Sweden
World

opponents,

Guinea and Zimbabwe, than its

talents. Cameroon have hired Frenchman,

Henry Michel, to handle them in America.
But the

move

is unlikely to change

the

situation.
Morocco

are

in the

same

predicament as
had tongues

Cameroon. Their qualification

wagging. Zambia believe they were
supposed to go to America instead of
Morocco. The Zambians accused Gabonese

referee, Diramba, of cheating them out of a

penalty in the dying stages of their
deciding match in Morocco. Zambia even
complained to Fifa but their case was thrown
clear

out

of the window. In America, Morocco

will face the formidable

Belgium and the

Netherlands.

Belgium and the Netherlands are naturally
good for Morocco. The Netherlands,
with their fire-spitting trio of free-kick

too

specialists, Ronald Koeman, Ruud Gullit
and Bergkamp are hard to stop when they
decide to go. The Netherlands may, however,
be missing the 1992 European Player of the
Year, Marco van Basten, through injury.
Morocco, can only be so confident to beat
first-time qualifiers, Saudi Arabia.Q
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TAJUDEEN: “AFRICAN PEOPLE HAVE TO

FIGHT RECOLONISATION”
i

In character with all previous Congresses,

^ there has

The

Secretary-General of the Seventh Pan
African Congress (PAC), Tajudeen AbdulRaheem, talks to Thomas Deve of SAPEM on
the way forward for the Pan African Movement
and the contemporary situation of the
Africans on the continent and in the diaspora.

always been the theme of African
analysed the

liberation. This congress

II contemporary
situation of the African and
put forward that the main threat to their
i

liberty, freedom and democracy is
Recolonisation. This Recolonisation takes
two

dominant forms

DEVE: Now that the Seventh Pan African

domination

Congress is

mechanisms

over,

what is the way

of

—

one

is the formal

governmental
by the IMF, World Bank etc.,
our

forward?

western

ABDUL-RAHEEM:The way forward has

the NGO level, we have the domination of

already been provided by tbe Congress in
terms of the General Declaration of Kampala
and the Resolutions. There

were

western

two

the attitude of African

initiative from

The

■

forum for all Governmental and Non
lot of

reservations from Non Governmental forces
handle it —
32

the

new

society.

missionaries

charity and humanitarian grounds, but
capturing African countries at
; district and village levels with the overall
intention of ensuring that Africa plays a
on a

i subservient role to Western imperialism in

can

imperialist forces, two. Pan Africanists

forces

i

Recolonisation has to be a united framework.

■

How does that affect Africans in the

;

diaspora?

say

and,

thirdly, pro-democracy i The dignity, integrity, status and political
movements on the continent
i.e. people j influence of Africans in the diaspora is
who were/are trying to make sense of the I directly related to the status of Africa and
new global situation and position of the ■ Africans in the world. If we have a
beggar
—

African in the

There

were

new

| continent, our people in the diaspora will be
j treatedassuch.lt will be difficult for African

constellation of powers.
those

also socialist forces

—

collapse of the Soviet

governments to support the struggles

Union, the international Socialist movement

African

of
people in the diaspora. Racist

have suffered a defeat, but may also violence is on the rise. There is the threat of
given an opportunity for true socialists fascism in Europe and America. I believe
to come up without the support of any
that it is the responsibility of the Pan African
godfather or godmother. These were all the j Movement to put the issue of Africanforces that coalesced into inspiring others to j Americans, and
African-Europeans on the
organise towards the 7th PAC.
agenda. People in the diaspora also have to
At the end of the Congress, delegates
| open their eyes up to the struggles on the
adopted the slogan Resist Colonisation! continent as a basis for consolidating their
What are the main issues that will mobilise ; struggle in the diaspora and our struggle on
the continent.Q
people around that slogan?
may
have

Governments towards the 7th PAC

going to
but by the end of the day, about

are

I actually

who feel that with the
i

we were

represented

Congress.

that the forces behind the
Kampala Congress were; one, anti-

direction of the Movement.

were a

the level of civil

changes politically. A lot of them felt they i the global political economy. We feel that
were
going to be on trial at the Congress. Recolonisation is the dominant issue of our
Many of them restricted their participation ! times and the African people have to fight
to diplomatic representation.
'i this Recolonisation in all its cultural,
political, economic and social manifeWho were the major forces that pushed
stations. The first premise of fighting
the Congress forward?
We

regions were represented at the I
Congress. It is true that given time available
to organise the Congress, we were not
equally strong in all the regions. There are
some challenges in terms of
consolidating
our various contacts so that they can be
strong enough in order to influence the

and how

at the

^

Pan African Movement?

—

1

a lot of African governments are
unable to understand dynamics of the global

All the

about this

20 African governments were

Why?

think that the African people in
regions of the world were
sufficiently mobili.sed for launching a

Governmental forces. There

!

Quite

Do you

Kampala?
original invitation to the Kampala
Congress stated clearly Come one! Come
all. We indicated that it was going to be a

at

in Africa surreptitiously working ostensibly

various

was

NGOs

i We feel that these

significant things about this Congress.
Firstly, we succeeded in establishing a
permanent Secretariat for the Pan African
Congress whose responsibility will be to
organise subsequent Congresses and also
monitor the adoption of the Resolutions
and their implementation.
Secondly, we secured the full
participation of women which made a
qualitative difference at the Congress.

What

institutions and Governments. At

;

j

I
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T

HE Somali

people had many hopes of

peace and restoration
the last days of 1989

of civilised life in

which shared a single

and early 1990 as

and culture, and a

regime began to seriously falter. Such
expectations were rai.sed twice before: when
General Siyad Barre had a serious accident in
1986 and again when the Somali National
Movement (SNM) nearly took over the cities of
Hargesia and Burao in the spring of 1988. The
hope of a second independence was dashed again
even after the fall of the dictatorship in January
of 1991. Instead of the anticipated era of
reconciliation and peace, the Somali people have
been treated to the worst nightmare they could
have ever imagined even under the height of the
fascist regime. The human cost of the Somali
catastrophe has been the loss of nearly half a
million people. Siyad Barre could not have
imagined the destruction of nearly ten percent of
the population. The horrific carnage which the
old regime visited on the people of the Northeast,
Hargesia and Burao in the 1980s pales in
comparison to what has transpired since his
departure. This ordeal was accompanied and
facilitated by the destruction of the state and all
types of communitarian organisations of civil
the old
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This was a society
language, the same religion
closely related ethnic origin.

and social characteristics.

society.
The collapse of Somalia raises many serious

disturbing questions about the constitution
and the durability of African states as we know
them. The Somali society was an African state as
we know them. The Somali society was an
African model because of its unique hi.storical

The

pertinent question is: if such a homogenous
can falter, along supposed tribal lines,

society
what

are

the chances of other African

societies

cleft by ethnicity, religion and language surviving

entity? Before we confront the broader
question, it is necessary to examine
why Somalia disintegrated, the supposed tribal
basis of the conflict and the chances for a sensible

as an

continental

reconstitution of that country.
The Conventional
The Western press,

Explanation

drawing its intellectual

legitimacy from colonial anthropologist and those
trained by them, including Somalis, have
convinced the general public and policy-makers,
including African ones, that the civil war in
Somalia is of triballc\an nature. 1. M.

intellectual guru of this
this line of inquiry:
the S/mialis

Lewis, the

tradition, best illustrates

people have

no

traditional

they
'traditionally' uncentralised and
equitarian and historically, their
encounters with state organisations have
tended to befleeting and predatory (Lewis,

commitment to state government:
are

1992).

and

SAFES NEWSLEHER
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This claim is not in anyway

substantiated by

any historical evidence provided by Lewis in
that article. This fallacy is reiterated by the

students of Lewis. “For years,

the eminent
33
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European anthropologists, Enrico Cerulli and I.
M, Lewis, have been telling us that to understand
Somali politics, it is necessary to understand
Somali clanship and kinship ties. Their thesis
has come under persistent criticism, especially
by national historians and politicians an.xious
foster

a

sense

to
of national rather than tribal

allegiance in the Somali body politics. The
political history of independent Somalia,
however, makes the relevance of Lewis and
Cerulli's argument

painfully clear (Laitin and
Samatar, 1987). In other words, the problem is
Somali tradition which by nature is trihalist.
They conclude that the only feasible solution to
the present Somali calamity is one which
recognises and gives

a

prominent role to the

tribe.
The colonial-tr/Wm thesis commits five
serious historical and

conceptual errors. First, it
kinship and current danism. Second, it
accepts the ideology of danism as reality, and as
a sufficient explanation of the
on-going tragedy,
without unearthing the social and the material
basis of its constitution. Third, it gives excessive
weight to the ca.sual power of danism. Fourth, it
treats kinship as a static phenomenon. Fifth, it
leaves unexamined the key pillarof Somali social
structure, the family (Abdi Samatar. 1992).
conflates

It

seems

that both Western and African leaders

have

accepted the thrust of this thesis and
consequently portray the tragedy as a tribal war.
This underlies the acceptance of the warlord
terrorists and the so-called clan elders as the only
Somali leaders who have the military or moral
resources to bring about some kind of
peace.
If this diagnosis ofthe Somali disaster provides
the basis for the remaking of the Somali state, it
will lead to a catastrophe which will dwarf the
present one. As such, if those concerned about
the Somali tragedy want to avoid the
transfonnation of Somalia into Africa’s 21st

Century Haiti or Bandstan. then it behoves them
to

rethink afresh.
The Alternative Thesis

A more sustainable way out ofthe predicament
must be hi.storically and culturally grounded.

Such

approach must challenge the way
history
and kinship. Kinship was the core of this tradition
as it entailed more than
plain blood-ties.
an

conventional literature caricatures Somali

The ideology ofkinship had (three) central
elements: blood-ties and the Xeer (and

Islam). Thefirst was e.s.sentlally a product
(f genealogical connections buttressed

by a patrilineal system barking hack to a
real or invented common

originlancestor;

1993).
The economy

which Samatar refers to was
predominantely a household-based communitarian pastoral system. Productive resources in
the pre-colonial system were livestock, rangeland
and human labour. Unlike

some

hierarchical

African societies, all productive resources were
widely distributed among households. Moreover,
a class of
non-producers who siphoned resources
from the producers did not exist, and aninstitutionalised state with

a

coercive machine

was

completely absent. The Somali communitarian
order was conditioned by a very harsh climate
whose cycles of drought were devastating if
resilient, imaginative and flexible social
arrangements and dense reciprocal networks were
not developed by Somali communities to assist
them in such
network

a

was

circumstance. At the centre of this
the household who

individually

owned livestock but which shared the deployment

of labour and the management and use of the

rangeland (Samatar. 1989). The poverty of the
and the low level of the
development of productive capacity meant that
very little surplus was produced by the economy
and most of what was produced by the household
was for its own
consumption. A critical
characteri.stic of this system was the seeming
contradictory feature ofthe household: autonomy
as well as dependency. In the absence of an
institutionalised state apparatus, the community
was held together by the Xeer which meditated
social as well as personal conflicts. Since there
was no military machine to enforce the dictates
Somali ecosystem

of the Xeer. social sanctions

were

the chief

of

keeping law and order.
The ab.sence of surplus, the precarious basis of
the hou.sehold and its need for cooperation with
other households in the region, and the absence
of a standing army, all militated against the use
of blood-ties {tribalism) as a vehicle for
dominating and exploiting others. Given that the
household operated on the margins, they could
means

not

afford

to

chiefs and traditional institutions to help

with the least financial

cost to

blood-ties from the ensemble of
relations

as a

it govern,

itself, extracted

pre-colonial

basis of its administration. Thus,

a

Somali’s

invest much time and

resources

into

the spatial demarcation of the
territory along “clan” based districts. Second,
process was
the

commercialisation of livestock and

establishment of state administration led

and

no new avenue

The

colonial state and the commercialisation of need-

The combined meaning of these elements

ba.sed pastoral economy (the history of this is
fully developed in Samatar, 1989). These events
had far-reaching implications for the traditional

constituted the milieu in which both the

order. First, the colonial state in its search for

supplanted by the imposition of dictatorial

of accumulation

was

opened.

new

dominant urban-based .social groups

replaced the colonialists when the country became
independent in 1960. The Somali polity which
emerged was multi-party in nature while the
existing market economy was adopted with minor
modifications. The trouble with independence
was the stagnant
economy which was dependent
on foreign donors for its
development investment,
and the growing and competitive dominant social
group who were eager to get rich quickly. In the
absence of a growing productive economy, the
state, which was the conduit of foreign loans and
assistance, stood out as the most important and
lucrative centre of resource. It quickly became
apparent, even before the first national election
in 1964. that to get access to state resources, one
needed to be at least a member of parliament.
This led to the

proliferation of political parties
peak of 62 political parties and 1 002
candidates competed for the 123 seats in the
national assembly. Since there were no
ideological or substantive differences between
the parties and candidates regarding national
issues, they had to find other ways of
distinguishing among themselves in order to
appeal to the electorate. Blood-ties became the
defining label. The population participated in the
until the

but

wisdom and the locus

the

Decay of Political Process

regional levels. The structural features of the
household-based political economy (a product
of real human needs) acted as the principal
deterrent against the elevation of genealogy into
the defining feature of the Somali community.
The Xeer and the household-based social order

to

development of urban centres and urban-based
social groups who were not involved in pastoral
hou.sehold production. Some of these were
livestock traders and merchants, state employees
and others who dropped out of the pastoral
economy. It was the fonner two groups who
began to agitate for independence. Third, in spite
of the commercialisation of the economy, there
was little improvement of its
productive capacity

sham

was

identity, from the vantage point ofthe
was that of his clan. The next step in this

state,

hostilities. Thus, blood-ties were not a sufficient
basis of social organisation at community and

the latter was the embodiment of common

of inteiiintra
generation and, in its most general
depiction, a pan-Sornali code of conduct.
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private and the public were defined. This,
then, was the basis of kinship — an
ideology commensurate with reciprocal
production relations" (Ahmed Samatar.

as

was not

each individual realised that the contest
about national

or even

communal issues,

competition among the elite. Blood-ties
quickly lost their currency and had to be strongly
supplemented by hard cash. As a result, the cost
of the 1969 campaign was enormous. The
dominant party won 73 out ofthe 123 seats while
the "opposition" from various parties held 50
a

seats.

As

soon

as

Parliament convened, the

opposition parties, except former Premier
Hussein, abandoned their position and joined the
ruling party. Thus, Somalia, which the first
peaceful presidential succession (President
Osman left the presidency when he was defeated
S.-XPEM June. 1994
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albeit in
form

a

an

amied form. The opposition

united front and

a common

failed to

strategy. This

kept the old regime in power for nearly a decade
as

the

opposition fragmented further. Barre and

his closest clients scoured the state apparatus to
cleanse it from any remnant of the opposition
any community which
challenged any of its policies.
Then as the public purse was transformed into a
personal fiefdom , the state machinery lost its
coherence and capacity. The end of the regime
was partially accelerated by the major attack by
SNM into Hargesia and Burao in 1988 as the
military, the last source of authority splintered.
When Barre and his group were finally forced
out in January of 1991. each opposition group

and

brutally suppres.sed

questioned

made

a

or

dash to take

over

their “native” territory

result, the central government was no
more and the country fragmented into Bantustanand

as a

Although the “devil”, as Somalis
was gone, the
opposition failed to reconstitute the state and
began fighting against each other. In the process,
nearly ten times as many Somalis lost their lives
in a two-year period than during the military’s
22-year reign. The civil war continues to smoulder
and the competing groups remain as fractured as
ever, and as incapable as when Barre was there.
like creations.

called the former dictator,

Given the failure of the secular and non-traditional
elites to restore peace and order, “traditional”
elders were invited and became more involved,
and tbe press
conflict

as

and others continue to describe the

tribal.

Traditionalism vs “Tribalism”
This author would like to

point out that he has
doing re,search in rural and urban Somalia
since 198,T and at no time during that period did

been
I

AFP

Who

can

put Somalia’s humpty-dumpty back

together? Gunslingers or starving children?

come across a

tr/Aa/conflict which started

as a

struggle between rural communities and then
spread to urban areas. The reasonable
presumption is that rural people are more
traditional than urbanites and therefore, if the
causes

of the present Somali calamity is due to
— read tribalism — then most of

traditionalism

by Shamiarkee) in 1967) became the first African
country to become a single-party state without
the ruling party forcing the issue.
The decay of the political process became
patently clear to the public as the wrangling in
parliament unfolded. This was cut short by the
assassination of the president by a policeman
and the subsequent military take over of the
state. The public warmly welcomed the military
for they hoped the military might provide a less
corrupt system of government. What the public
did not realise was that tbe new military Head of
State had partaken in the spoils of the old order.
It took about six years for the new regime to
consolidate its position after which the public
began to see the glaring di.screpancies between
rhetoric and reality of the military rule. Whatever
shred of legitimacy the regime had. was shattered
Sapem June. 1994

by the defeat of the military in the Ogaden War
with Ethiopia in 1977-78. The conflict and the

competition between the elite which was
suppressed by the power of the gun resurfaced as
armed groups formed to reclaim their turf or get
a new one. The decade which preceded the
collapse of the military regime in 1991 must
have been the most savage years in all of Somali
history, except 1991-1994.
Members of the various opposition groups
who challenged the military shared two
characteristics: (a) nearly all the leaders of the
opposition were senior members of the regime
who were forced out of their positions; (b) they
all wanted to push Siyad Barre and his supporters
out of power in order for them to become the new
lords of Somalia. The competitive political
process of pre-military days was rediscovered

the trouble must emanate from tbe

countryside.

old peasant in a village outside the town of
Jowhar told me in the spring of 1990: “Son, the
As

an

people.
They cook it there and then serve it to us." It is
also important to note that there is no precedent
in Somali history of a group of men competing
with one another to appropriate community and
household resource for their own personal gain,
using kinship as an organising and legitimating
tool. The regard for leaders was voluntary and
tribalism business is the work of urban

therefore had to be earned: those who broke the
tenets

of the Xeer and Islam

respect and

automatically lost
the following of the group. In the

absence of institutionalised fonns of coercion
and

public largesse, any group which attempts to

terrori.se the community was isolated anddisabled

by tbe constraints built into tbe household-ba.sed
3.6
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political economy. As such, the old Somali
tradition premised on the Xeer, Islam and basic
needs of the household were fundamentally at
variance with contemporary social relations
where the essence of politics

is raiding the public
purse using collective and institutionalised form
of force. The tradition of kinship died a
permanent
death with development of commercial
economy,
state structure and

social classes. The past cannot
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Conclusion
If

explanation of the disaster is accurate,
then what will be the consequences of
attempting
our

to reconstruct a

Somali state with the clan

as
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the

foundation? First, it will institutionalise bloodbased hatred and

prejudices rather than heal old
capacity of
public institutions and reinforce the rule of idiocy
by making the clan origin the fundamental criteria
for the selection of civil servants and other
public
employees, the very crime Barre was condemned
for. This will not only deepen the division that
already exists, but create new cleavages. Third,
wounds. Second, it will weaken the

it will lead to the creation of

a

multitude of new

administrative divisions as the pontetates of each
“clan” scheme to

carve a

spatial basis for their

claim. Fourth, women will be disfranchised

except those who are married to

men
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What can be done to put humpty dumpty back
together? The task is absolutely daunting. Tbe
absence of a disciplined and clear-headed
intellectual, political and/or economic elite of
whatever ideological persuasion makes the
process of reconciliation inordinately difficult.
It is because of the absence of such a class which
led to the collapse in the first place. The

fragments
of the decrepit petite bourgeoisie are
incapable
of providing the kind of leadership which can
simultaneously look after their collect! ve interest
as well as the basic needs of the
population. Thus
external force of

some credible
strength is
disarm the population as well as the
mercenary-like militias. There is little chance of
sustained and Just peace without such a force.
Once this is accomplished, then a national
police
force needs to be formed to replace the external
force. Without a national police force, local
potentates will continue to prevail overthe hopes
of the population. As this is accomplished, a
technocratic group of Somalis should be
organised who will deal with infrastructural and
an
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DISCUSSING SAPs: POINTS OF
DEPARTURE
Guy C. Z. Mhone

T

YPICALLY, the contents of the
relea.sed World Bank, Policy

Report titled Adjustment

recently

Research

in Africa:

Reforms. Results, and the Road Ahead have been
seized upon as a vindication ofthe position of the

sometimes led to sterile debate

for there has been progress. The turnaround in growth shows that adjustment
—even incomplete adjustment—can put

by critics of such reforms, on
the World Bank,

African countries hack on the road to
dci'c/o/wtc/tt (Adjustment in Africa, 1994,

institutions

same

refoniis propagated

the other hand. In this report,
while

admitting and demonstrating that,

implement such measures fully,comprehensively
and consistently, than in the flawed nature of the
economic refonn measures themselves. Africa
needs to pursue
not

less

so.

adjustment more vigorously and

the World Bank insists.

In this report, as

past,

in other similar reports in the

the World Bank insists on

economic crisis in Africa on
within the limits of its own

discussing the
its

own temis.

paradigm, while

opening up a Pandora's box of highly contestable
issues in its own conce.ssions to critics. The.se
issues, however, are not pursued anywhere

report or
all
the

over

in the

in the ubiquitous activities of the Bank
Africa. Illustrative of the foregoing is

following comment made in the report:
Adjustment is the necessary first step on
the road to sustainable, poverty-reducing

growth.But adjustment programs in Africa
have been burdened with unrealistically
high hopes, driven in part by awareness of

that economic growth
can help alleviate. Some proponents of
adjustment thought that it could (/uickly
put African countries on a much higher
growth path than before. Too often there
has been little effort to determine whether
the real poverty

disappointing economic
performance in the aggregate repre.sents
a failure to adjust or a failure of
adjustment. The resulting confusion has
Africa's

African government

p.lS-16).

in

general, economic refomi measures have not
been as successful as initially anticipated,
nevertheless sticks to its guns with evangelistic
zeal and circularity in insisting that the reasons
for the lacklustre performance of African
countries in theirattempt to implement economic
reform measures lie more in their failure to

Bank incentives and
preoccupations are focused
on the first step, dealing with adjustment issues,
who is addressing the long-tenn issues? Since
the publication of the East Asian Miracle, the
World Bank has increasingly readjusted its earlier
dogmatic stance by admitting that some additional
measures may be needed as a second step, hence;
To shore up such economies, the first
order of business should he fundamental
Now, if all of the World

efficacy of adjustment policies. More
important, it has rl.sked creating undue
pessimism among African countries and
donors. That pes.siml.mi is unwarranted,

by the Bretton Woods institutions on the one
hand, and as a basis for castigating these very

proponents of the economic

Bretton Woods infrastructure.

about the

The World Bank wants to eat
it too. The World

its cake and have

Bank notes that “adjustment is

the road to sustainable
poverty-reducing growth,’’ that “adjustment
programs in Sub-Saharan Africa have been
burdened with unrealistically high hopes’’ and
that “opponents have wrongly cast and criticised

the necessary first step on

adjustment as an alternative to measures

supporting long-term development”. The
foregoing qualifications are no doubt a
consequence of the findings of the previous
World Bank report titled The East Asian Miracle
which

This sets the stage for

of

allocation

take
The

foregoing statement clearly suggests the
distinguish between the static allocative

their possible dynamic development

fundamental issue at stake, of course

adjustment

follows after the

creating the impression over the past decade
adjustment measures were the sole panacea
Africa’s economic ills, an impression

and
impact. The

efficiency impact of adjustment measures

sufficient to

responsibility

development to

need to

while necessary were not

the World Bank nowhere accepts

efficient
and capital

more

place (Adjustment in Africa, p.37)

clearly demonstrated that

explain the high performance and rapid
development of the East Asian economies.
However, while now conceding the foregoing,

the

resources

accumulation needed for

for all countries

measures

for

policy reform—restorin)’macroeconomic
balances and reducing the large
distortions in the incentive framework.

is whether,

‘development’ automatically
‘stage’ has been set.

the World Bank has given the

In the past,

impression that once the environment conducive
to allocative efficiency has been established
through the adoption and

implementation of

economic reform measures (SAPs,

in which we

dynamic
automatically
exact linkages between the
of economic growth as a

that

include stabilisation measures)

to

economic transformation will
The

continuously and uncritically regurgitated by
some African leaders, such as President Chiluba

follow.

of Zimbabwe, for instance.

consequence

adjustment measures are a mere first

and

has not been adequately clarified
especially in the absence of a specification of
what the second step might consist of, and what
“alternative measures supporting long-term
necessary step

development” might entail. Indeed, the latter
were the concern of Development Economics as
it was known after World War 11, and before it
was

jettisoned out of academic and policy
early 1980s by the narrow

discour.se in the

discourse restricted to the
an

of adjustment measures and the

long-tenn dynamic economic

Economic Reform
That

resuscitation

calculus of the market,

enterprise systematically bankrolled by

the

transformation of

left blurred, both
theoretically and policy-wi.se, being predicated
an

on

African economy are

sheer faith in market forces.

Nevertheless,

publication of the East Asian Miracle,
the World Bank has begun to emphasize the need

since the

for complementary measures,
investment

such as increased
increased

in human capital,

expenditures on infrastructure and ensuring that
disadvantaged groups have access to it, social
dimensions of adjustment, and the provision of
supportive services to urban and rural
microenterprises and to small-holder producers.
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But it has

not

been clear to what

latter measures can be

seen to

degree these

constitute a second

step, long-tenn development strategy. The World
Bank has deliberately preferred to remain
ambiguous and reticent with regard to the manner
in which a second step long tenn strategy may be
designed for fear of encouraging a pro-active
role of the state, which as many East Asian
countries have demonstrated appears to

be

a

necessary concomitant to adjustment measures
if economic transformation is the goal rather
than the

mere

resuscitation

of economic growth.

That the World Bank’s stance on the
foregoing

issue is almost conspiratorial
the institution’s

extreme

is demonstrated by

ambivalence toward

initiating, or let alone promoting discussion of
relationship between static efficiency and
dynamic long-term transfonnation and by the
fact that the capacity-building initiative in the
training of economists in Africa has practically
eliminated Development Economics from the
the

curriculum. A whole generation of economists
that are clones of World Bank experts has now
been

produced that is solely concerned with

static efficiency concerns along the World Bank’s

policy agenda, with practically no economists
left to raise the long-tenn issues.
Sterile Debate
The

World

Bank

fundamental issue

is

at

even

stake in

REFORMS, RESULTS, AND THE ROAD AHEAD

posing the
a

false and

misleading

way by insisting that, in Africa, the
problem has been the failure to implement

adjustment

measures

obvious that if

implementation

one

on

adequately. It is quite
assesses adequacy of
the

basis

of

the

comprehensiveness, consistency, and appropriate
phasing with which economic refomi measures
are fomiulated and
implemented, then given that
there are multiple policy regimes constituting
SAPs. each with multiple elements, a weakness
in one policy regime or element of a regime
would be enough to explain failure. Thus the
World Bank, by insisting that there be
comprehensiveness,
consistency, and
compatibility not only between fiscal, monetary,
trade, exchange rate, regulatory and sectoral
price regimes but also between elements within
each of these regimes, in effect allows itself an
infinite number of permutations to explain
Africa’s poor economic perfonnance.
In so
doing the World Bank is also spelling out a
limitless research agenda to Justify endless
preoccupations with fine-tuning SAPs without
necessarily resolving the key issue of the
relationship between implementation of SAPs
and economic development or transfonnation.
The ‘sterile debate’ the World Bank bemoans
is

essentially

a consequence

of the mixed

messages originating from the institution. The
World Bank ambiguously promotes SAPs as
.38

necessary

first steps

on

the road to sustainable

the broad and

development without spelling out the route to
such development. The fundamental questions

general validity of SAPs as
first steps, but should we not be
addressing the long term development issues at

that need to be

stake

long-term

makes the

posed and discussed are whether
economic development and

transformation, able

to

underpin sustainable

growth and development to weather both external
and internal shocks will

automatically follow
implemented as desired; and
whether such implementation has to be
complemented by proactive measures emanating
from SAPs if

from the state.

These

key issues cannot be evaded by the
by insi.sting that its preoccupation is
currently restricted to more immediate ‘ first step’
necessary concerns, nor by giving up on the
salvageability or redeemability of the African
World Bank

state as

the Bank has done in the Ea.st Asian

Miracle. At this stage, we

could

even

all agree

on

necessary
as

well? The World Bank, for instance,

following observation without
the challenge it identifies:
Often there is synergy hetn een policy
reform and a country's level of
development. Greater technical and

following

up on

institutional capacity makes it easier to
adjust policies to changing cotiditions.
and stronger adjustment efforts increase
the returns on investment and speed up
the development process. Moving from a
vicious circle of had policies and a low
level of development to a virtuous circle
of good policies and a higher level of
development is the challengefacing Africa
[Adjustment in Africa. p.37]
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spite of the foregoing comment, the World
Bank has been reluctant to investigate how and
In

some developing countries have been able
reach higher levels of development that allow

why
to

synergies between

them to have the virtuous

policy reform and higher levels of development.
The fact is simply that many developing countries
that have achieved higher levels of economic
development, in contrast to merely higher levels
of economic growth, have done so on the basis of

conscious economic management

through

appropriate market-friendly and market guiding
interventions if not with some degree of

protectionism as well. Thus, for instance, as the
evidence in the World Bank’sSui'fA.v/an Miracle
demonstrates,

while

have used state
some

stone

some

East Asian countries

intervention to first promote

degree of import substitution as a stepping
for outward-looking export promotion,

others have

promoted the latter as a basis for

consciously fostering efficient importsubstitution through interventionist policies of
one degree or another. In Africa, the levels of
development achieved by South Africa and
Zitnbabwe, for instance as

compared to those of

Malawi and Botswana for

instance

are very

looking policies.
And, it may be expected that the synergy between
SAPs and level of development would work
more ‘virtuously’ in the former groupof countries

much aconsequence of in-ward

than in the latter group.

point is that an understanding of the
manner in which the now indu,strialising
The

developing countries historically managed to
mobilise and establish the requisite ‘critical
minimum effort’ tobeabletonullify the negative
effects of the vicious circle of underdevelopment
and create the basis for virtuous circles of

growth and development needs
it sheds on the
fonnulation of long tenn development strategies.
It is only in this context that the continued
underdevelopment of Botswana, in spite of its

transformation,
to

be understood for the lessons

more

than

a

decade and

a

half of phenomenal

growth rates can be understood.
Development Economics
The current debate over SAPs appears

‘ sterile'

the other hand the critics of SAPs
raising historical and structural issues
fundamental to the second step, that of long tenn
economic transfonnation and development. This
impasse can perhaps be broken by both
proponents and critics of SAPs stepping back a
decade and half into the traditional terrain and
discourse of Development Economics.

whereby,
insist

on

on

We

are

all

con.servative and radical inclinations at
addressed

in

a

vicious circle of poverty

underpinned by

capital development, and related to the
provision of supportive policies for microenterprises and subsistence farmers appear quite
shallow and simplistic in the face of the
Development Economics literature pertaitiing to
human

investment allocation criteria

with respect to

disarticulated domestic economic structures

public investments, returns to human capital a la

and disadvantageous
global economic structure and reproduced by

Theodore Schultz with

sustained by a hierarchical
market forces. In the

Development Economics

discourse, there was a

to

as

disrupt the vicious circle, and to the contrary,
might even reinforce both the

external and internal factors

reproducing

underdevelopment.
It may be true that along the way, policy
advisors steeped in Development Economics
discourse may have lost sight of the need stick to
stability, neutrality and efficiency criteria as
guiding posts, and that in this respect the Bretton
Woods institutions may have played a useful
role in reminding us of these. But it is also true
that the current discourse, steeped in the strictures
of the .straight-jacket of the market calculus as
the beginning and end of policy di.scourse is
quite shallow and inferior, being unable to unravel
the various structural factors underpinning the
vicious circle of underdevelopment and poverty,
beyond government-initiated market distortions.
Nevertheless, if the current impasse has to be
broken, there is need to ground the discussion
and assessment of SAPs within the context of the
Development Economics discourse and agenda.
In this context, a primary exercise concerns
the need to ident ify the nature and intensity of all.
and not only a select few. distortions, such as
those that are a consequence of colonial

legacies,

independence policies of omission and
commission, and of the global economic

demonstrated the

such
microenterprises and subsistence agriculture.
The elaboration of issues such as the foregoing
built upon the cumulative wisdom of
to

would not be adequate

that market forces

environment.

respect to investment in
and development of surplus
labour economies tv /« Arthur Lewis with respect

human resources

general consensus that

market forces on theirown

historical and structural circumstances are taken

explanation; and

problematique: that of

a common

precisely because it represents an impasse
whereby on the one hand, the Bretton Woods
institutions refuse to budge from their selfimposed paradigmatic circumscriptions which
do not allow for hi.storical and structural analyses
of the problematique of underdevelopment and
development in favour of static efficiency
analysis, even if camouflaged in irrelevant socalled dynamic economic models that have
degenerated to an adult academic game in which
given and requiring no

least

attempting to understand the development needs
of underdeveloped countries that were trapped

of post

as

that in Development

aware

Economics academics and policy-makers of both

phenomena as economic dualism, monoculture,
enclave and/or dependent development, disguised
unemployment and so on. These characteristics
of underdevelopment have to be either denied to
exist or be assumed to be such that market forces
alone can resolve them even when they have
hi.storically coexisted compatibly with market
forces. This complexity has also been shown to
be such that casual after-thoughts pertaining to
the need for investment in infrastructure and

The task would be to find out

whether SAP-like measures

would be adequate,

only to resolve such distortions but to override
by transfomiing a given economy toward a
long-temi self-sustained development path; and

not

them

if not, what extra-market measures

would be

needed.

Development Economics has adequately
complexity of the nature of
underdevelopment as reflected in such

the transfomiation of non-fonnal sectors

Development Economics from the post-World
War II era should really be the common ground
for discourse and not the point of departure that
has led us into the present impasse and ‘sterile’
debate between supporters

and critics of .SAPs.

time when it was assumed
that the division of labour between the
There

was once a

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank
was

such that the former

short to medium tenn

concerned itself with

stabilisation issues while

itself with medium to long
developmental issues, more or less along
the traditional lines and concerns of Development
Economics. But alas, the World Bank has in
effect reneged on its original mandate and now
sees its task as concerning short to medium tenn
issues indistinguishable in practice from that of
the IMF whose concerns now predominate in the
activities of both bodies. Or is it that the World

the latter preoccupied
term

Bank has contlated short, medium

and long tenn

grand calculus of the market
miracle? In the process, a vacuum in the
development discourse has been created,
reinforced by the opportuni.stic expunging from
college economics curricula of Development
Economics, hence the present ‘sterile’ discourse
and impasse in the debate on SAPs. It may not
be purely fortuitous that this impasse is
compatible with the imperatives of global
capitalism, for the vacuum in the development
discourse allows global capitalist interests to
define the ‘development’ agenda in their interest
and image, and to freely roam the globe
unconstrained and unperturbed by the likely
emergence of competitive and autonomous
national or regional capitalisms from the Third
issues into the

World.Q
.?9
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MOTHERWOOD AS A CHOICE
Patricia McFadden
HAVE been

I

“chewing on” this topic for a

while, trying to find an entry point that

would enable me to carry through some
important issues about motherhood and choice.
While reading the Sunday Mail Ma^a:ine {May
15. 1994). 1 found my entry point -the write-up
on Kubi Chaza Indi. which
provides the perfect
starting point on the issues 1 would like to raise.
Prefacing Women’s Achievements

The interviewer introduces Kubi
wife and mother and

a

as

“a devoted

talented artist in her

own

right.. ."Why in goddesses name is it important
to preface the introduction to one of the most
outstanding women artists in this country with a
note

about her status

Does such

as a

wife and

a

mother?

preface make her talent as an actress
in the public terrain more acceptable, especially
given that for ages, women artists and especially
a

actresses and

and

musicians,

were

considered “loose

easy” women? 1 found it particularly

interesting that Kubi was posed in these terms,
especially as she herself compares her succe.ss.
in the

same

interview, to “...

a

mother whose

pains of childbirth are forgotten as she holds the
baby in her arms”.
So while I absolutely concur that making the
film I Am the Future is a wonderful achievement
which all

women

and others must celebrate. I

am

fascinated

by the permeations of rnatemalism
into almost every aspect of women's lives —
whether they actually bear children or not. Why
is it assumed that being female is equivalent to
being a mother, to the extent that traditionally,
when

sister

a woman was
or

unable to bear children, the

cousin would birth

a

thereby making her a mother and
Without

a

child for her,
a

woman?

child to validate her womanhood, a

and failures in temis of birthing and

nurturing the

right to decide what happens to one’s body viz

young. Tlie matemalisation ofachievement seems

the issue of motherhixtd has become an enonnous

to

challenge to

us as

in the

choose not

to

speak to a qualification of women’s successes
public domain as well as providing a link
between the public and private spheres.
Maternalistic Expressions of Mole Power

Interestingly, the English language uses
expressions like "pregnant with promise”,
“aborting a plan/mission”." the birth of a nation”
and “miscarriage of justice” to name a few —
expressions which relate to politics and the
exercise of political power — an arena which
hardly includes women. Why has the
reproduction of human life, in which women
play the most central role, been used to describe
male-centered concepts of power and politics?
Could this be ”uterus envy”? We have been
accused of “penis envy” by male psychologists
(a la Freud), and this accusation supposedly
underpins the mutilation of the female body
through so-called circumcision. However, we
seldom have made the connection between envy
of women’s capacity to birth and the power that
it

seems to

imply to men. Clearly, however, there

be

.seems to

a

connection.

1 think that the

assumption that all women are
potential or actual mothers through the birthing
experience also underpins the assumption of
universal compulsory heterosexuality among
Africans in particular. Women who fail to birth
babies who survive, are perceived as failures in

would like

feminists and

as women

ourselves

name

as

who

feminist. I

try and show why women must
right to choose whether to be mothers or
not to be. and why
understanding this right of
choice is critical to our struggle for safe and
to

have the

accessible abortion,

as

a

central element of

Reproductive Health.
The absence of

Concept of Personhood
Bodily Integrity
We are all quite familiar with the fact that
women’s productive and reproductive capacities
o

and

are exchanged between male-headed families
through the ritual of heterosexual marriage. And

of

most

children

us
are

know that

women

who do not bear

considered failures in

our

societies,

regardless of their ethnicity, class or race. It is
through this process of appropriation—presented
as the marriage ritual — that women’s
rights to
decide what happens to their bodies is abrogated,
in the interests of “the

family” ie. the malepatriarchal family.
By giving up one’s ownership of person
through rituals which locate women into
institutions like the male-headed family, women
give up the right to decide whether to be mothers
or simply to live with men as lovers and
partners.
headed,

And in the

era

of HIV/AIDS, this issue must

validation of one’s

priority. Men then insist (or persuade)
must make their reproductive
capacities available to them so that they can
realise their manhood through women having

the

children "for” them. As

an even

harsher

cannot conceive

sense

than those

women

(whether it is their fault

or

who
not).

Motherhood has become essential in the

heterosexuality as well as in
accessing of a legitimate status in the society

as a woman.

It is this conflation of womanhood with

female remained

assume

that

women

have been heard

why should I

to

use a

some men

in Zimbabwe

“ 1 bought her uterus,
condom”?
say,

marginalised and unrecognised
in African (and other societies
generally), often to the detriment of her rights as
a citizen of that society. This did not
happen to
men. Although men needed to have children,
they did so for patriarchal reasons—for purposes
of property, lineage, and status, rather than as a
means through which rights and entitlements

birthing, which 1 think
informs the difficulty we have in dealing with the
problem of abortion and women’s rights. The
assumption that because women play a critical
role in the reproduction of the species, — as
incubators and birthers of the young human —
they therefore owe it to the society to perform

that all
nudged or pushed into, we can begin
to decipher the complexity of dealing with the
issue of choosing not to be a mother through
birthing. Although some women have chosen

could be accessed. Most of the above still holds

this function, without

and

in many ways

motherhood, with actual

I think that when

we

look at the issue of

motherhood as really a compulsory status
women are

not to

have children, and such

women are rare

.still considered

Forexample,

manifests itself in the difficulties most of us have

of her

his father’s name. Motherhood has consequently

Justifying a woman’s right to terminate an
pregnancy—safely and without guilt.
Because women’s bodies, e.specially their
reproductive parts — for lack of a better word —

become

have been

peculiar, while other
adopt children in order to access
motherhood and consequently the .status of being
a mother (not a parent, which is a
genderless
status, by the w-ay). the right not to have children,
and not to be harassed for having exercised that
right, is still unknown, let alone recognized as

everyone

such in all

true
a

in our modem African societies.

woman

is still called

children, and this remains

by the

names

important element
of the naming process, but a man is also called by
an

assumed first nature to all

the extent that
40

an

women

express

their

women, to

successes

question

or

choice. This

in

unwanted

appropriated in .several ways by
else in our .societies, establishing the

are

women

our

African siK'ieties.
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However, unless we

issue of motherhood and see how it pemieates

women's lives and is linked to the absence of a

concept

of personhood and bodily integrity, we

cannot

move

the discourse

on

abortion and

reproductive health onto the Rights terrain where
it must belong. Note how easily one slips into the
rhetoric of moral obligation and the so-called
rights of the unborn child, while the rights of
women

remain

silent

a

and

literally

unacknowledged issue. If we allow the debate on
the right of a woman to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy to remain in the moral/ethical terrain
that isdefined by the Catholic and otherChristian

religions, we will not be able to extend our
analysis to the wider issues of patriarchal control
over women's bodies and the subsequent
abrogation of our rights to make choices about
issues which affect us fundamentally as women.
Choice is a Fundamenfal Human Right for
Women

Choice I ies at the crux of the matter, especially
when it

concerns

one's Person and

Identity

as a

being and as a citizen of any society. It is
only women who are obliged to bear children in
order to establish their status as adults, through a
human

process

which in turn disenipowers them in

of other societal rights. Because we are
assumed to be “naturally” mothers, we are
assumed not to have the right to say no to
terms

motherhood. Even in

cases

where women have

been violated and abused, and such violation

results in conception, there are men

in this world

who dare to insist that

forgive their

women

must

violators and love the “seed" of such monsters
“because the babies to be born are not their

enemies”. .Such emotive, irrational

appeals, which
arc based on the physical fact that such men will
never have to make the decision about being a
mother or not being one — through birthing a
baby that has been conceived in love or hate —
lies at the heart of patriarchal usurpation of
women's rights of choice.
The point is not about goodness or badness. As
women, we

know what it feels like to want a

child and to create

a

heterosexual

actually demystify the

child in love and mutual

a male partner. So that is not the
point. What is important is the recognition that
we have a Right to decide what happens to our
bodies
and that Right is enshrined in the
Universal Bill of Rights to which all countries
represented in the United Nations are signatories
of. The Right to make choices about one's life is
the fundamental premise of the Universal Rights
of all human beings. This Right also underpins

desire with

—

fought long and hard to gender the
concept of Rights at the global level.

We

Now we must translate those victories at
the local and

the

family level.

global level. Now

we must
victories at the local and family

translate those
level.

mother

or

The

problem is that we, as women, have
Right to slip into the crevices of

gendered inequity and patriarchal manipulation
within each of oursocieties.Wehavealsoallowed

double standard

which characterizes the

and

as

citizens of the world.

Abortion is not about “western” innuences
African

over

women.

It is about the death of

millions and millions of women

—

mo.st

of

because they
Right to decide what
happens to their bodies. And women have been
temiinating unwanted pregnancieseversince we
evolved as a species. Temiinating an unwanted
pregnancy is the clearest expression of Choice in
relation to Motherhood. For many centuries, it
whom

are

young

—

every year,

have been denied the

was our

business

as women

—

unsafe and very

dangerous. But with the emergence of a malecontrolled health system and the establishment
of a relationship between the state and the church
which is aimed at controlling women's bodies
and choices, the choice of whether to be a mother
was

lost to the

patriarchal powers in our societies.

only possible when one has

do what

to

—

one

is best at. Women

be

someone to another in a way that
relationship ever could. A woman can
divorce a partner, but she cannot divorce someone
she has birthed. It is that basic. Why then should
no

that binds

other

women not

implementation of international instruments has
not been challenged when it comes to the issue of
women's reproductive rights. We must take
ownership of such instruments and use them in
the struggle to re-establish our rights as women

choose how and when

—

do not want to

stop being the basis for their
unsafe, illegal and unprotected

Patriarchal Appropriation of

Women’s Right

to Choose
The female

ever

birth

a

child, and that must

deaths through
abortion.
1 have not raised two very significant issues
which are very closely tied with the choice to be
a

mother

—

HIV/AIDS and Class. However, I

acknowledge the importance of these two issues
in
is

discourse on choices and rights. After all, it
really the children of the poor -workers and
a

body has been appropriated by the
through laws which dictate to us what we
can or cannot do, whom we can and cannot be; by

peasants

the Convention for the Elimination of all forms

the church which inculcates into us a fear of our

of unwanted

against Women, which mo.st
have signed. We fought
long and hard to gender the concept of Rights at

bodies and the glorification of our reproductive
capacities only when such capacities are
controlled and owned by men — through

class character of choices and

of Discrimination

African governments
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state,

whether to

relationship with someone?
When it made as a choice, such a relationship
can be beautiful, fulfilling and wholesome — it
is the stuff that human society is made off But
when it is something that women are forced into,
treated as an obligation that women must fulfill,
often without dignity and joy, then women resist.
Abortion is about resistance—not about morality.
It is about reclaiming our bodies as women, as
human beings, as citizens. It is about rights and
choices that only women must make and can
make. And although we all live with men in one
way or another, the right to reproductive choice
is a woman's right, and nobody could ever be
more qualified to make that choice.
That is why we must take up the challenge of
demystifying motherhood, because behind all
those lovely feelings we get when we see or hold
a newly born baby — who is loved and wanted
is the other reality for millions of women
every year—that they do not want to be mothers
at a particular moment in time; they do not want
to be a mother to another person; or they simply

exercising the choice of motherhood. Men have
fomiulated the religious doctrines which infonn
their opposition to the right of choice for women,
and men control the medical system which has
implemented the laws that qualify our rights as
viz the issue of motherhood.

or

have this kind of

Men made the laws that forbid women from

women

so-

“good" mothers if mothering is
compulsory, mostly pain, fatigue, anger, and
deprivation — with a few moments of joy now
and then. Motherhood is a life-long relationship,
one

Religious Right, led by the Catholic Church
to usurp our voices, our spaces and our bodies —
and let them speak and decide for us. The gendered
the

violation; and by

not.

Excellence is

cannot

allowed this

or

deny us of our personhood and integrity as human
beings and as women. Just as women's bodies
have been violated through genital mutilation,
early marriages, rape, scarification and mutilation
of the oral organs (lip plate), so our bodies are
violated by the denial to choose whether to be a

choices

Gendered Double Standards

marriage

called customs and traditions which continue to

— who die every day, every minute,
from unsafe abortions. The children of the rich

are

able to get

remains

a

safe (albeit still illegal) teniiinations
pregnancies. The silence on the

.serious

rights for women
challenge that we must all

confront.U
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AIDS AND DEVELOPMENT
The Hidden Costs
Panos Dossier

of AIDS: The Challenge of HIV to Development,
(The Panos Institute, London, Paris & Washington 1992)
Reviewed by Thomas Deve

ERSUADING

America's I million and Continental

AIDS

Europe's 520 000. This picture is
further complicated by the patterns of
infection which defy the logic that

people who see HIV/
just another health problem ora
headline-grabbing disease into believing
that this epidemic has the potential to threaten
many of the achievements of Third World
development is no mean task. Some people have
even
gone further to ask “But why all the fuss
about HIV/AIDS? After all, it only kills about
100 0(X) people a year worldwide. That’s fairly
small compared with I million a year from

p

as

malaria. 3 million from tuberculosis, 4 million
from diarrhoeal disease. 5 million from
and about

cancer

12 million from heart and other

heterosexual

principal

worldwide. In the

In Africa, heterosexual intercourse
has been the

principal mode of
since the epidemic was
detected, as opposed to Latin

first

Aids Statistics

However, this method is characterised

as

misleading, partly because the figures are
cumulative and include not only those who are
currently ill. but all those who have died of AIDS
since the di.sease was first identified and partly
becau.se not all people with AIDS are seen by
doctors (doctors sometimes fail to diagnose the
disease) and the administrative and financial
means

are

diagnosed

not

always available to record all

cases.

A number of medical

personnel have focused
health problem and
consequently divorce it from the possible social
and economic impact on the affected population.
For example, the Third World has always been
portrayed in shock images through statistics
which give the impression that this disease is
inherently African, The 1992 WHO figures put
on

the disease

as

a

the estimated cumulative adult HIV infections at

approximately 7 million in Africa, 1 million in
South and Southeast Asia, and I million in Latin

America and the Caribbean, as opposed to North
42

North

Europe. HIV/
AIDS
affects
predominantly
homosexuals and infecting drug users.

Far from the depressing and demotivating
general portrayal of HIV/AIDS, this 168 paged
Panos Dossier is aimed at showing how HIV/
AIDS carries a high price, and one that has so far
been largely hidden. This dossier is designed to
bring the hidden costs of HIV/AIDS into the
open. Knowing the size of the price-tag in advance
may enable us to find easier ways of paying for

analysis of the HI V pandemic, it is noted
that the commone.st means of measuring the
pandemic has been to add up the number of
AIDS cases reported by Ministries of Health to
the World Health Organisation (WHO).

industrialised

America and Western

spreading

In its

is the

of transmission

means

countries of Australasia.

cardiovascular diseases?”

it,

intercourse

fls s I E.B

America and the Caribbean where the
disease

was

uM uf ajiis?

widespread amongst
injecting drug users.

homosexuals and

The rates of infection in the selected
communities and

particularly the
populations have led some
people to advance genocidal theories
in the absence of convincing
discussion as to the origins of the
disease and the increasing speculation
that this epidemic resulted from a
man-made virus originating from a
laboratory. For the developing world,
it appears that HIV/AIDS points to
extinction of its populations especially
when all pointers show that poverty
African

creates

conditions which facilitate the

spread of

Whilst the above are legitimate concerns, the
book focuses more on demonstrating how poverty

threatening their collective ability to cope."
(p.45). Just like most endemic or epidemic
diseases. AIDS places a burden on a country's
health budget through direct costs of medical

breeds

care

HIV/AIDS and prevents an effective response.

the inability to control
of the world's
poor tend to be women. It is further argued that
women are also the most
disadvantaged by social
and cultural notions of what is acceptable
one's

powerlessness

-

life. And the poorest

and the indirect costs of labour-and therefore

behaviour, sexual and otherwise. The result is

potential income - lost because of illness and
death of patients and task of caring for patients.
Most people in society do not think about the
direct costs which include all the hospital costs
of doctors, nurses, drugs, equipment,

that

administration and

own

across

the world, women's inferior economic

and social status

directly increases their
vulnerability to HIV. and limits their ability to
control their sex lives and protect themselves.
Health and Social Costs
The discussion

reinforced the

on

Health and Social

so on. as

well

as

the

costs

of

out-of-hospital care. Furthermore, HlV/AlDS, a
disease characterised by intermittent bouts of
illness, places

particular demands on hospitals,
budgets.
At the community level, the book clearly deals
with the coping mechanisms, focusing mainly
on the three stages: denial, acceptance and then
action. A study of community respon.ses viz
development, summarises the position as follows:
medical staff and health

costs

position that "AIDS must be
regarded as a community crisis, not simply an
individual problem: one which is likely to
adversely affect entire communities by

Sapem June. 1994
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of the poor" have
been notoriously hard to reach for
development purposes, it has not been
hard for the virus to reach them (p6b).
The virus HIV negatively affects labour and
While the “poorest

hits hard the rural households and

food security.

example, much of African agriculture is
place on small family
fanns. Illness from HI V/AIDS and caring for the
For

labour intensive and takes

directly threatens the two mo.st important
resources of these hou.seholds; their time and

sick

The most vulnerable to the impact of
HIV/AIDS are those households dependent on a
few working adults. The Panos document
specifically calls on rural development policy in
sub-Saharan Africa to consider the growing
labour constraints asscKiated with HIV/AIDS

energy.

potential widespread disruption to the
rural economy and social structure.
It is noted that the economic perfonnance of a
country will also have a bearing on the possible
impact of the epidemic. For example, for many
developing countries, the HIV/AIDS epidemic
has emerged in the context of a decade of
economic recession, worsening climatic and
environmental problems and social unrest. There
and the

is

no

doubt that these economies will face

loss of productivity as

or

and NGOs

to

NGOs rather than government

The Governments have
generally been criticised for over-emphasising
the medical aspects of the epidemic at the expense

that

government channels.

of the social and economic
out

dimensions. The way

of this crisis is greater recognition

priorities and
expertise. It is not the role of NGOs to
re.search and predict the impact of the epidemic
areas

of

to the

savings.
Development Discourse

intervention in
the development discourse because of its people
centred perceptions and the constant reminder
that some countries in the developing world face
the dangerofbeing overwhelmed by the epidemic
not because of inherent sexual patterns, but
structural weaknesses which result in most of
The Panos Dossier is

a

strong

struggling to improve the quality of life for
people at all levels: to reduce poverty and
increase equity, to raise levels of education,
health and nutrition. In this regard, HIV/AIDS
then becomes both a symptom and increasingly
acause of underdevelopment. For the full impact

them

their

of HIV/AIDS to be

appreciated, it becomes

imperative to move away from concepts that
define development in tenns of economic growth

of social development.
of the dossier focus on
development. It is emphasised that development
is enlarging the range of people's choices. "In
HIV/AIDS. as in other aspects of development,
the most rigorous response to the epidemic has
the expense

The final pages

from individuals and communities, but

their efforts will be far less fruitful if they

do not

one

addition to

of Health.

The “Hidden Costs of Aids”

discu.ssion book that

is indeed

successfully

a

covers

good
other

neglected economic, demographic and
implications of HIV/AIDS throughout the
developing world, and particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa where the situation is commonly most

often

social

acute.U

Marge Berer with Sunanda Ray,
Pandora Press, London, 1993

Women and HIVIAIDS,

Reviewed by Jean Njeri Kamau
This is

an

excellent book addressing issues

arising

the effect on the
all over the world. The

from (he .AIDS/HIV epidemic and

lives of millions of women

national and household

epidemic by meaningfully involving its

Finance and Education ministries in

LIVING WITH AIDS

w

investment in both human
physical capital is threatened, whi le financial
services are directly influenced by dwindling

Sapf.m June. 19d4

that NGOs

and Governments have different

and

come

undertake extensive awareness and education

programmes: and provide an integrated response

national economy;

at

major issues it raises and ends on a proactive note
highlighting that whatever the extent of HIV
infection in the population is, governments need

frequently complain that their programmes are
held up whilethey wait for government approval
or for overseas funding if this has to go through

further

the fields, factories and offices, and then to the

The

be

that is the task of governments

the burden of the epidemic

spreads beyond the individual and the household,
to

engaged in nationwide strategic planning;
who in turn must
utilise NGO local and specific expertise when
building national plans.
The dossier concludes with a summary of

support" (pl41). The issue of wider
support brings in participation of multilateral
and bilateral aid organisations.
Basically, aid has been channelled via
governments which in most cases have been
instigated by WHO mainly to set up National
Aids Control Programmes (NACPs). In almost
every country, the first response has come from

have wider

riters of this book have dedicated it to “all women

make sense of their experience of
sexuality and relationships, to have more control
over their lives, and to support each other."
Having used this book as a resource in teaching
reproductive rights. 1 found that it provides knowledge
on a whole range of issues that relate to HIV/AIDS,
safe motherhood and HIV/AIDS, safer sex practices
for women, and discussions on the meaning of
sexuality in the HIV/AIDS era.
As the resources are drawn from the experiences of
women and collectives working to combat HIV
transmission among women, it is practical and realistic.
Realistic in that the readercan relate to the empowering
who are trying to

experiences of the women whose stories are
Discussions and

case

studies

are

told.

drawn from

WOMEN!i
AND

HIV^IDS
1

AN INTERNATIONAI

MAR« BERER
a

.

8S0UR€EBCX)K '

«

v^Suiraiidaitt

of testimonies for many women who
own experiences.
The chapter on Women Living with HIV/AIDS offers personal histories that are deep and
moving testimonies of the efforts women are making living with the HIV virus. For any women's
group working on HIV/AIDS issues and requiring infonnation and support. I found this chapter
very enriching and challenging. The issues and themes discussed in this book apply to all women
irrespective of race, colour, ethnicity and sexuality. The stories of African women in this book
makes one aware of the link between women's rights violations in Africa and the spread of HIV/
wide range

contributed their

AIDS transmission.

Although this is an expensive book, it is available free of charge to groups and organisations
working on women's health issues. The book should be available to library and resource centres
for everybody to consult.'JI
4.T
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MIGRANT WORKERS FROM NORTH AFRICA
Chris McIvor

o

NE

participant

at a conference last
Rabat.
Morocco,
characterised the policy of many
month

in

governments towards migrant workers from
outside the union as “The rising walls of fortress

Europe". Delegates to the week-long seminar on
Economic Protectionism and the Politics of
Immigration chronicled the increasing
difficulties faced by their nationals working
abroad. These included: increased attacks on
North Africans in France and Germany; a new
law passed last month in Paris
restricting
nationality rights conferred by marriage and
narrowing the categories of legitimate political

exile,
Of

numerous

visa applications turned down.

40 000 Malians

applying for visas last
France, the vast majority were rejected.
Delegates also raised concern at an increasing
argument being heard across the political
spectrum in Europe. “More Cooperation for Less
Immigration". This means that aid will be
proportionally allocated in favour of those
some

year to

countries who .send less of their nationals

Europe,

to

which has caused major
concern among North African countries
heavily
dependent on worker remittances to sustain their
own economies. In France, this
slogan is being
heard not only from parties like the National
Front, but also the leftwing and trade unions,
claimed

a prospect

one

researcher. At

a

time of

high

unemployment, migrant workers and the
they come from are ea.sy targets of
blame. “The level of xenophobic nationalism is

countries
the worst

we

have

seen

since the Second World

War.” He

pointed out that since the major reason
for exportation of labour was due to poverty,
withholding aid from countries with high numbers
of migrant workers would only exaggerate the
causes

behind it.

For a country like Morocco, restrictions on
migrant workers to Europe would prove
disastrous for the economy. Some 1,5 million
Moroccans are currently working in Spain, Italy.
France and Germany. Their combined
remittances last year totalled some US$2 billion,
which approximately amounts to the servieing
of the country’s entire national debt. At a time
when exports of agricultural produce are
declining, phosphate reserves have decreased,
and tourism is uncertain, the growth of migrant
worker remittances by eight percent per year
since 1988, has pulled the economy out of
economic gloom. This now constitutes the major
source of foreign exchange, 91
percent of
remittances “coming from the Moroccan
workforce in Europe.
Although Moroccans constitute the main
African component of Europe’s 12 million
44

Poverty is the main

reason for

exporting labour

migrant workers, foreign exchange earnings are
also important for Algeria and Tunisia, who also
export their surplus labour northwards. The
political chaos in the former country has caused
problems, however. Attacks on French and other
European nationals in Algeria has given rise to
worries that reprisals will be carried out on their
own nationals in
Europe, creating an increasing
spiral of violence that could well get out of hand.
Faced with possible civil unrest in France, claimed
one commentator,
major expulsions of migrant
workers could take place. “The gulf between
north and south will only widen if that occurs.”
There are other benefits to the labour-expKirting

of North Africa than worker
remittances. Some 8(X) 000 Moroccans return
each year to visit their families and communities
countries

back home. This constitutes

a

considerable

spending force, in recognition of which dutyfree shops are now bei ng establ isbed at Moroccan
entry points where goods previously purchased
in Europe can now be bought by returning
nationals with hard currency. Over 100 000
second-hand vehicles are expected to have
entered Morocco in

199.5

through migrant

workers. Most of these end up

in the secondhand market, meeting a need which local suppl iers
can currently not match.
Only 15 000 cars were
as.sembled in local factories last year.
For many of the communities which export
labour abroad, worker remittances constitute the

principal engine of local investment. One recent
study has shown that the sum sent by migrant

AFRAPU

workers to their home province in the north of the
country, represented 60 percent of the total
disposable income of that region. It was found
that each of the .50 (K)0 emigrants from the
province supported an average of six people
through their earning abroad. These revenues
were not only for the survival needs of wives and
children. Construction of houses, the purcha.se
of agricultural utensils, the creation of
family
enterprises, school fees, medical costs, etc., were
also supported. Many small, rural communities
would have nothing to invest in their future if it
was

not

for this income.

Migrant labour throughout North Africa has
also served another social function. With high
unemployment in the counliies of origin and
little prospects that this will significantly change
in their near future in a climate of non-investment
and world recession,

employment abroad has
safety valve for these economics.
The prospect of anti-immigration policies in
Europe is bound tobavep<rlitical implications in
many of these countries, claimed one participant
functioned

at

as a

the Rabat conference. There will be conllict

between

returning migrant workers looking for
jobs and the national labour force. New political
and social allegiances will fonn. Without hope
of any work, migrant workers, he concluded,
will play into the hands of religious extremists
who are already riding on a wave of anti-Western
sentiment. “The gulf between north and south
needs to decrease, not to widen. If Europe shuts
its doors, that is exactly what will happen.’’J
Sapkm Junf„ 1994
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RELIGION AND EDUCATION IN AFRICA
The official

opening of Africa University in Mutare, Zimbabwe,

April 23, 1994
!

HORACE Campbell

o

April 23, President
Mugabe officially opened
University in Mutare,
University which is the first

N SATURDAY,

Robert
Africa

Zimbabwe. The

private institute of higher learning in Zimbabwe
is

an

institution related to the United Methodist

University will be Pan African
is clear from the mission statement. The
other positive aspect of this institution is the fact
that the United Methodist Church is defying the
orthodoxy of the World bank and the IMF who
say that University education is a luxury that
Africa and Africans cannot afford. Africa
Church. That this
in scope

University by its very nomenclature and the
present composition of its staff and students is a
Pan African institution of higher learning.
Whether it will be a Pan African

religious
depend in the long run on how
this University deals with the interrelationship
between African religions and other religions
such as Islam, Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism,
and the other religions which are now important
institution will

in Africa.

The ground breaking ceremony of this
University took place in 1992 and was chartered
by the Zimbabwean government in the same
year. At present, there are 106 students drawn
from twelve African countries, 26 of whom are
women.

The first group of students

will graduate

in December 1994. At the moment, the two

existing faculties are Theology and Agriculture
with the plans to expand to a Faculty of
Management and Administration, Education.
Medicine and ultimately Humanities and Social
Sciences. The financial base of this University
will be underwritten by the United Methodist
Church. Apart from the thousands of
Zimbabweans from the Mutare region who were
celebrating the opening of this University, this
ceremony was probably one of the largest
gathering of Methodist Bishops in Africa.
The spirit ofjoy which permeated the gathering
must be tempered by the realities of the
contradictions of the University in Africa. A
University which is related to a religious
institution raises fundamental questions on the
relationships between spiritual reflection and
knowledge production. This relationship is also
more pertinent in light ofthe positive and negative
legacies of missionary education in Africa.
A Pan African Event

The fonnal

opening of this University was

clearly Pan African in scope and this was marked
in a number of ways, by the voices of the choirs.
.Sapem June, 1994
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African Event of historic proportions

A Pan

by the languages of the singing and by the clear
acknowledgement of many speakers that the
university was an attempt to fulfill the dream of
leaders such as Julius Nyerere and Kwame
Nkrumah who wanted to build Pan African
institutions. The

singing of the “Hallelujah"

chorus rang out from this valley and the African
American choir from Nashville. Tennessee were

resplendent in their kente cloth. Voices of joy
and feelings of love for Africa were manife.st in
numerous ways to register this opening as a Pan
African event of historic proportions.
The sentiment of Pan

Africanism in the

had to deal with the concrete question
of what does it mean to be called Africa University
and whether this would be a real University tied
ceremony

to

the process

of learning in Africa or this would

be another variant of the American

University in

Africa. At the opening, there were many donations
and
had

offerings of support and the African leaders
to

from

exuberant supporters
that the idea was to build the

caution the

overseas

more

institution with African skills and
The Methodist Tradition in

personnel.
Atrica.

Questions relating to the intellectual integrity
of the institution were raised especially since the
principal task of the Faculty of Theology at the

is to provide well trained Christian
leadership for the li fe of the church. The questions
were pertinent and raised directly in the speech
of Robert Mugabe, Zimbabwe’s President,
bringing to the fore many of the contradictions
relating to the traditions of missionaries and their
role in cultural and religious rellection in Africa.

moment

The Methodist church has been

known for its far

sighted vision especially when it comes to the
links between religion and ptrlitical oppression.
The Methodist church itself grew out of a
tradition of ideological struggle against religious
tyranny. John Wesley one of the founders of this
church rebelled against hierarchy of British
feudalism and the corruption of the established
Church of England. He broke with the dominant
Christian ideas of the 18th century when it was
clear that the Church of England and other high
churches were instruments of state oppression.
At the dawn of the industrial

revolution, John

Wesley and the Methodists were at the forefront

spiritual’ reflection which uplifts
beings. This kind of religious practice is

the kind of
human
now

known

as

liberation theology.

The traditions of the Church in

England

were

different from the church in the United States of

America. In that

society where slavery and
4.3
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institutional racism was rampant, African
Americans broke from the Methodist church to
found the African Methodist Episcopalian church

(AME). The leaders of the AME

were at

the

forefront of the
movement

in

church could

anti-slavery and anti-lynching
the USA. They realised that the

not

preach equality before god yet
support segregation and inequality on earth. In

some

senses,

the AME church

was

a

radical

religious institution in America and their
missionary work in Africa was to support the
opposition to the partitioning and colonial
domination of Africa. Up to today the AME
church in Southern Africa is one of the oldest Pan

African institution

linking the struggles of

Africans in America to Africans on the continent.
The United Methodist Church

was aware

of

the strides made

by the AME in the African
American community and some sections of the
church attempted to separate itself from the
segregation practices of American society. The
Methodist church

was one

of the first churches

outside of the African American churches to
ordain female religious leaders. In the recent

other churches have begun to ordain

years,

but the issue of whether a woman could
intercessor between god and human beings

women

be

an

touches on the core of

patriarchy. Because religion
forjustifying

has been u.sedasoneof the sanctuary
the domination of

women

and children, the

Methodists could claim that

they have been
progressive when it came to gender questions. In
the United States, this church has taken consistent

positions on the que.stion of the rights of women,
rights and social justice.
Despite this radical history in Europe and the

abortion, human

Americas, the Methodist church in Africa
vacillated when it

came to

colonial

plunder. The

an

African

University?

announcing the opening of
Africa University, the mission statement
proclaimed that;
Education is the fundamental means of
fulfilling individual needs and personal
development, achieving the goals of
.society, and advancing culture and
economy. The mission of the Africa
University is to provide higher education
of high quality, to nurture students in
Christian values, and to help the nations
of Africa achieve educational and
professional goals. Africa will play a
critical role In educating the new
leadership of African nations.
Along with this bold claim, the objectives
were laid out to
pur.sue and transmit knowledge,
empower students, create a sense of public
responsibility, and
to promote an
understanding of the
practical applications of knowledge
including historical origin, purpose and
meaning of life, a .sen.se of value to life, a
balance ofintellectual and.spiritual health,
identify with Africa culture, and
integration of various cultures."
The boldness of the mission statement is

contradictory in

many ways not in the least
because in the past the Christian church was
hostile to African culture. In 1994, opening a
new

University

must make a

major break with

the cultural domination of Euro-American
Education. At least a new University in Africa
must

aspire

to

explore

new

uses

of

communication, the mo.st advanced methods of

pedagogy, breaking the reverence for European
ideas, developing the most advanced techniques
and respecting the intellectual
heritage of Africa

developing the intellectual capacity to challenge
equality
means. The
meeting of women in higher
the dominant male centered ideas of what

education did not advance the theoretical level of
the

gender issue. For some, singing and praying

was

sufficient for the lord

to

empower women.

Gender hurdles in the

training of women are real
and raises fundamental questions of the nature of
the family, sexuality, the
raising of children and
the whole process ofprcxiuction and
reproduction.
Female students are intimidated on major
campuses across the African continent and the
whole structure of the University and the
curriculum must reflect the struggles forequality.
That the thinkers behind the
have this in mind
dormitories
seen

were

was

University did not
reflected in the fact that the

built for

men

and this could be

in the urinals.

Mugabe’s Presentation
The contradictions of the mission of the

University were brought out inadvertently in the
speech by Robert Mugabe. In his address, Mugabe
defended the length of time taken to charter this
University by pointing to the fact that the
government had to scrutinise the intellectual
integrity of private universities in Africa. There
are now more than three
religious institutions
which want to open private universities in
Zimbabwe. However, the more significant aspect
of the

speech was the recourse to the fact that in
Africa, African educators in 1972 had stipulated
the characteristics of

called

an

African

a
university that could be
University.

.Mugabe reported on the meeting of the
Association of African Universities in Accra,
Ghana in 1972 which defined the identity of an
African

University. One of the clear ideas which
of the workshop was the formulation of
a philosophy of
university education for Africa “
to evolve institutions that are not
only built,
came out

land on which Africa University stands, was
bequeathed to the church by the British South
Africa Company. The .Methodist mission in old
Mutare stands next to one of the many dwellings
which graced the presence of Cecil Rhodes, the
murderer and plunderer who engineered the

language of instruction must be in an African
language.
The other major contradiction is in respect to

owned and sited in Africa, but

the

reality is that

destruction and colonisation of Southern Africa.

Africa. Prior

The land

conference in Mutare

built

on

which the

University is

now

being

seized by the colonialists and
bequeathed to the missionary Bishop Hartzell in
1898

was

by Earl Grey, the then administrator of

Rhodesia.
Africa

University

as a

fledgling Pan African

religious institution stands in the shadow of both
benign colonial past of the United Methodist
church in Africaandtherealitiesof the challenges
of developing a University consistent with the
requirements of the African peoples in the twenty
first century. This challenge was openly stated
by many speakers during the official opening
ceremony and this hangs over the heads of the
new intellectual leaders of this
University. The
University will however be shaped by the
generation of African youths who have grown up
unencumbered by colonialism.
the
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i

What is

In its brochure

and Africans. This

means

that

at

the minimum

.the

question of
to

women

the

in higher education in

opening there
on

was a two day
the role of women in

higher education in Africa. Through the
newspaper Church News, the Methodists had
proclaimed that:
In traditional African society, it used to he
more preferable to
spend more money
educating hoys and less for girls... We
agree that men and women, hoys and
girls, and sons and daughters deserve
equal rights. We support our women
leaders in their fight to bring this equality
about.
The Coordinators of the Women's Division of

the General Global Ministries of the United
Methodist Church have expressed their desire to
empower women

and improve their capacity to

play their part

as equals.
This sentiment of equality must

are

of Africa

drawing inspiration from Africa, and intelligently
dedicated

to

her ideals and

aspirations." The

up to the present, very few
Universities in Africa can say they have drawn
real

inspiration from Africa.
question of the links between the
University and the environment was also raised.
The speech went into a long history of
The

missionaries in Zimbabwe. For those who knew
of the role of the missionaries in the plot to kill

Lobengula. the subtext of this historical reference
was significant. Old Mutare was one of the first
colonial settlements and the missionaries had

supported the appropriation of land in the name
Christianity and civilisation. The fact that a
University is now located on the land of the
ancestors of the Africans raised
questions of how
this would University really draw in.spiration
of

from Africa.
In the present structure

of the

courses,

how

does

be linked

to

Faculty of Theology of the University train
a Christian
leadership which promotes authentic
Sapem June. 1994
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Mozambique, the growth and transfomiation of
region of Southern Africa will affect the pace
of urban development in Mutare. This will be a
major transportation, commercial, agricultural
hub in Zimbabwe. With the opening and planned
growth of Africa University, Mutare will al.so
become an important educational hub in Mutare
the

and Southern Africa. Tlie endowment of US $20
million which launched this
will
to

ensure

this

cross

private University

that the students and teachers who go

University will be drawn from
youths.

a

wide

section of African

The second fact relates to the fact that this is
of the most exciting periods in African
history and the University cannot escape the
changes in the region and the world. The United
one

Methodist Church has initiated what many
Universities in the past
with the realities of the

only to come to temis
changes in the student

body. Renowned Universities in the USA, which
started off

as

Methodist institutions

Duke. Emory. Southern

are

Boston.

Methodist and Syracuse

University.
MAKINI CAMPBELL

Will this

university realise the dreams of the African youths?

theology and methodology? Zimbabwe
country where the importance of spirit
mediums and the ancestral spirits are celebrated
in all aspects of daily intercourse. How will the
University deal with the realities of African
religious practices? Will the University treat
African religion as witchcraft? To its credit, the
University has embarked on a major project to
write the history of Christianity in Africa from
African

is

one

the birth of Christ. This will be

a

multi-million

dollar project involving leading theologians from
all

over

the Christian world. One of the tasks of

project will be to repair the tension between
organised religious reflection and the forms of
African religious and spiritual appreciation.
The other faculty of the University is the
Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
To what extent will the agricultural training be
consistent with the agricultural skills of the
African farmers, especially African women. Will
the University promote those crops and “natural"
this

resources

which

are

tied to the infrastructures of

the settleragricultural apparatus of Zimbabwe. It
was unclear from the prospectus whether the
holistic

approach to life and the recognition of

the sacredness of the environment would learn
from the skills and

knowledge of Africans.

The whole basis of agricultural

planning with

respect to the use of fertilizer, water, electricity
has discriminated against African women and
This form of

agriculture privileges private
opposed to collective forms of
farming and animal husbandry. Current research
at the International Crops Research Institute for
men.

accumulation

Semi Arid

as

Tropics in Bulawayo has shown how

Sapem June,
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has discriminated
against those crops such as sorghum and millet
where there is real African experience and
knowledge. Eor this University to make a
breakthrough, it must be able to develop the kind
of skills which could process these crops and
promote real food security in Southern Africa.
The speech of also raised the question of
academic freedom in Universities in general and
Africa University in particular. Mugabe warned
the University that an academic cannot claim
immunity from counter attack by political
opponents, on the basis of academic freedom.
For the Zimbabweans pre.sent, it was intriguing

proclamations of Academic
University Act of
1990 which stripped Universities of the kind of
creativity and integrity which would allow for
the freedom and intellectual development in
society. The fact that Abel Muzorewa is a Bishop
listen to the

freedom in the context of the

of the United Methodist Church and is also a

opposition parties in
underlying factor behind
the warning that University lecturers and students

leader of

one

am aware

of how the secularisation

of a University can take place. This is positive in
one sense that the University can become a home

the whole state apparatus

to

As a memberof the staff of Syracuse University
in New Y ork 1

of the

Zimbabwe could be

an

should not hide behind academic freedom to

for students and teachers from all

religions, but

as a private university the
whole business of education is driven by market

can

be

negative when

forces and total

quality management. An African
university in this period must offer spiritual
leadership to a world corrupted by the worship of
market forces. In the words of Eusi Kwayana, “
the political dispensation of the future needs a
touch of The Moral Order of Africa.”
Africa

University stands at a historical
need for places in higher

crossroads. The urgent

education in Zimbabwe will dictate that the pace
and
the

growth of this University will be faster than
plans drawn up by the present Board of

Directors and Vice Chancellor. The future of this

University is bound up with the struggles against
the recolonisation of Africa and as an institution

higher learning, the direction taken will be
by the nature of the students and the
wider cultural and ideological struggles in Africa.
Other religions are now queuing to open
Universities in different regions. The direction

of

determined

of this

privatisation and religious based higher

education will have to be scrutinised very

Africa University in Mutare
opening of Africa University in Mutare
was historic in many ways. The first point has to

carefully by Pan Africanists who want to see that
the University is dedicated to the ideals and
aspirations of the African peoples.
In an era when religious fundamentalism is on
the rise all over the world, the opening of this
University is an important opportunity for'
Africans everywhere to re-examine the place of
the University in relationship to the search by

do with the fact that Mutare will see tremendous
growth in the next thirty years. At the border with

Africans to break with the ideological and cultural
oppression of Europe and America.Q

fact that all over Africa,
of the only places for
students or teachers to oppose structural
adjustment, is one of the realities of the
contemporary experience.

engage in politics. The
the University is one

The
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REDEEMING AFRICA’S PAST
Heritage Africa
Reviewed

T

HE film

Heritage Africa chronicles the

rose to become an African District
Commissioner. In its endeavor to portray this
achievement, the film pursues a very strong
era

attribute of the African film which to

a

of

Bosomefi's child

Kwesi Atta Bosomefi who through his
scholarly and religious education of the colonial

identity,

Thomas Deve

struggle. One is confronted with
being punished at home and in
school for preferring traditional dancing
characterised as a “pagan” dance by the church.
The big question then becomes “Is a child's
arena

story of an African intellectual called

search for national and cultural

by

natural attraction to tradition

a

sin?" The attitude

of the school headmaster and Bosomefi

brings
tragic African life can be
when confronted with western
Christianity,
commerce and civilisation. The
tragedy is
horrifying when Archibald Bosomefi (Harry
Owusu) dies from tetanus wounds incurred during
a spanking session just for the sake of
setting an
example that “A Christian child never w'atches a
back memories of how

an

great

extent has

always been negatively portrayed in
print media of the west.
Production of this film was an uphill task and
it is unbelievable that a film celebrity of Kwah
Ansah’scalibre could not easily secure sufficient
capital to cover expenses for making this film
despite the fact that he had already proved his
worthiness internationally through his first feature
both the electronic and

fetish dance “. How do you then reconcile the
fact that the sane church that challenges “pagan”

forced him

to

include his father-in-law's house

an

incisive
enforced

behalf

mas.ses.

on a very
complex note and
viewers failed to fathom the spiritual element

when it is illustrated that Bosomefi has to retrieve
the

Heritage Africa

pays

tribute to Kwame

Nkrumah
values

presides over the funeral ceremony of a
boy celebrating his Africanness in a spirit contrary
to that of the church? It is this
juxtapositioning of
these irreconcilable opposites that makes the
film a worthwhile project.
Africans are forced to reflect on the positive
aspects of their culture and tradition on one hand
whikst the western people are reminded of their
atrocities on the other. Whilst a number of people
would not want

actors.

us

to

associate the present

generation with the crimes of

modernity in the

our

foreparents,

this film rekindles sentiments that Africans should

film, the Christian church, and the traditional

48

struggling

The film ends

and Peter Whitbread as Snyper and the Governor
respectively, perform impeccably well to the
extent that makes one feel, in a rather
di.squieting
manner, that they are more real than just screen

symbols, become the

K wame Akroma who leads the Struggle on
of the

most

successfully unveils the enameling of
accompanying attitudes. Actors like Ian Collier

African ceremonies and

information to the colonial administration. It is
also very significant to note how the film pays
tribute to Kwame Nkrumah through the character

him.”

and

When tradition clashes with

colonial domination. It is

discovering his heritage. The tragedy of
glory
and painfully dies championing the
“peoples
cause”-when he acknowledged that “ a man’s
struggle for what is his right cannot be denied

so

were

to

how' patriots are corrupted by
offers of money and jobs in return for leaking
see

Bosomfield lies in his failure to redeem his

becomes Bosomfield,

gives the viewer

African resistance

amazing to

to

his "new” culture. For example,
he abandons his name which had meaning; Kwesi
meaning Sunday born becomes Quincy; Atta
meaning twin becomes Arthur and Bosomefi
referring to the birth of an illustrious ancestor

of how the colonial laws

of Ghana's independence
inspires most Africans to treasure the spirit of

past, and finally, a frightening and revealing
dream. Bosomefi sets his foot firmly on the path

and adopts

The film also

The film's portrayal

easily adapt to the
mother, the jailed
unrepentant K wame and the system he has helped
to build; all peppered with recollections of his

affectations, that he abandons al I that has meaning

account

taken to Great Britain.

his wife who would not

aligned with the British whom he regards as his
counterparts; immerses himself in the atmosphere
created by the elite educated Africans with similar
to him

part with them

colonial dictates, his

for the film’s production. Such
gestures and attitudes summarise the crisis of the
African film maker and the challenges that lie
ahead in order to indigenise the content and
values that are associated with Africans acting in
films they neither write, produce nor finance.
In the film, the viewers are taken through a
painful colonial experience focusing mostly on
educated African who becomes

never

voluntarily. Heritage Africa demonstrates this
through the futile endeavour by Bosomefi to
fight over the carving that the Governor had

estranged elite African class is
through a series of
humiliating encounters between Bosomefi and

loan him money

an

but non-whites will

well documented in the film,

part of the collateral when one bank agreed to

Bosomefi

European museums. Ironically, these
aesthetically relevant to Africans,

are

The crisis of an

f\\m Lave Brewed inthe African Pot .The negative
attitudes of banks towards the African film makers

as

vaults of

artifacts

demand artifacts, treasures and information that

|

was

looted, and is

currently locked

up

in the

carving which the viewers learn has been
secretly passed from one generation to the other
in the family. This complexity is evident when
Bosomefi is confronted by his ancestor in the
dream and it is

not

clear whether the wound that

subsequently

appears on his shoulder is incurred
from the snake bite in the dream. The film treats
the

spirituality of the African people in a manner
challenges people to unlock certain banks of
locked up traditional knowledge and the
philosophy that informs African religious
practices.
In conclusion. Heritage Africa more than
that

fulfills the ambitions of the

film-maker

contributing towards filling the vacuum in the
existing African sector of the film industry
inspired by the motivation to convey the untold
story which will be African and authentic.Q
Sapem June. IW4

DEBATES AND VIEWPOINTS

THIRD WORLD POLITICAL AND INDUSTRIAL

DEMOCRACY
Albert A. Blum

A

THIRD World country

in order to

purchase democracy, needs on one side,
political democracy and, on the other,
industrial democracy. One without the other
becomes a mockery for the powerless in
developing societies. They both are necessary if
workers and the poor are to secure the
“empowerment” so sought for them by their
leaders.
Labour movements around the world also

fought for both political and industrial
democracy with different emphases at different
times. The fight for indu.strial democracy, for
example, began in Europe in the wake of the
union struggle for political democracy. As
workers secured the vote, they began to focus on

have

government ownership of the means

of

production as the instrument for workers
achieving power at the workplace.
But they gradually recognised that
government-owned fimis such as the po.stal
system in most Western countries and all
industries in the Soviet Union and other

necessarily result in
being better off or wielding more power
at the workplace. Employees could be exploited,

communist societies did not
workers

no matter

who was the owner. As a result, workers

and unions in Western

society have become less

and less concerned with who owns the means of

production, but instead with who is making
decisions concerning their use.
There also has been a change in management
thinking — partially because most managers no
longer own the companies they run, but instead
are professionals who because of their uni versity
education, executive development courses they
pursued, and the magazines and books they read,
now often believe that increased participation in
decision-making by their employees in the firm
is a worthwhile goal for a host of business,
idealistic and manipulative reasons.
What do we, in fact, mean by the term
“industrial democracy”? It consists of a variety
of elements in varying amounts, all of which
involve increased worker participation in
decision-making in the firm. It may include
workers and unions electing representatives to
serve on

the board of directors of

a

firm. It may

discuss

a

host of

topics with plant-level

the

goal is enforced harmony

include collective bargaining with the
product being a contract which regulates
what can take place at the workplace. It may

They are. instead, methods of control by a political
clique, however paternali.stic the clique.
It is surely true that workers elected by fellow
employees to positions of shared power with

It may

end

involve management-inspired employee
participation plans, for example, quality circles,
or work design programmes, which give workers
more autonomy and say over what takes place at
the workplace.
The first two fonns of participation, often
called co-determination, have usually been a
product of legislation — for example, in
Germany. The third, collective bargaining, has
been favoured by unions. The last two are a
product of management thinking. But in any
case, like political democracy, industrial
democracy involves a “state of becoming”. It
arrives slowly and progress toward it has to be
measured against a goal of increasing worker
empowerment, not complete worker power.
Industrial democracy also requires that the
individual employee, not only the group, be
protected as a matter of right, not as a matter of
managerial largesse. It, therefore, demands the
evolution of a workplace jurisprudence,
developed through an arbitration system or labour
court, to protect employees from improper and
unilateral actions on the part of management or
unions.
In order to succeed, industrial
has to

move

democracy also
political

hand-in-hand with

democracy, since democratic decisions made at
the workplace become a sham when the more
basic decisions

are

made at the undemocratic

central state. Moreover. James Madison, the

key

framer of the American Constitution,

argued that
a Republican society to succeed requires that
there must be a number of intere.st groups in
conflict with each other, thereby preventing any
single group from becoming too powerful.
Similarly, for industrial democracy to work it
requires that various interest groups also exist,
such as managers, manual and non-manual
workers and consumers,
to

who will have the right

and should reflect theirown interests in conflict

with other interest groups

and not be squelched
by society in the name of industrial harmony.

management, sometimes to the dismay of those
who elected them, act as if they were managers.

They may not. however, always put on suits, but
they surely often put on ties.
But industrial democracy does bring about
another change frequently ignored by those
disillusioned by worker representatives' change
of attire: managers often forced to take off their
jackets and in their shirt sleeves learnt to
communicate with their employees as fellow
decision-makers. In fact, worker repre.sentatives
and managers, by communicating and sharing
infonnation, dreams and programmes and by
learning how to communicate and negotiate with
each other will have to reach agreements,

satisfactory enough for them to be chosen again
their positions of power.
This will inevitably result in some class

to

collaboration rather than constant class conflict.
But democracy, political or industrial, does
require some forms of conflict management
through some class collaboration, whatever the
public pronouncement to the contrary; otherwise
negotiations will collapse into anarchy.
Thus, political and industrial democracy make
up a strange two-sided coin which has no fixed
value, but grows in value as it incrementally,
though usually slowly, gives more people more
power in government, at the workplace and in
.society. As a result, all will have a voice, even if
only a whisper, in deciding their future.
And the fight in Third World countries,
therefore, has to be not only for the ballot and
guaranteed civil rights for everyone, but also for
legislation or negotiations to provide workers
with a larger share of decision-making power
over that happens at the place where they work.
Without both political and industrial democracy,
democracy can become a meaningless term, and
the resulting coin needed to acquire it. will prove
to be only fool’s gold.Q

Thus participative schemes, which have existed
in fascist and communist countries and in

Albert A. Blum is

often called works councils where

authoritarian and

State

worker representatives, chosen

Sapem June, 1994

they

can

interest

groups, are not examples of industrial democracy.

by different
groups of employees, who will serve on what is
mean

among

management.

paternalistic societies, when

a

Profes.sor

at

the New Mexico

University.
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II..SCeoniorrdinat:

SOUTHERN AFRICA REGIONAL INSTITUTE FOR POLICY STUDIES

(SARIPS)

SAFES TRUST

I.Senior

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
I.
II.
III.

SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS DIVISION
RESEARCH COORDINATOR: GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP: THE SAPES REFLECTIONS PROGRAMME

(1993)

The Southern Africa

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) is the research arm of the Southern Africa Political Economy Series
(SAPES) Trust,
a regional organisation whose main
objectives are to promote and nurture social science research, debate, teaching and publications in Southern Africa. Its
major research programmes (Governance, International Relations, Gender Relations and Economic Policy), which operate on a network
concept, are built
around the current theme of Southern Africa in the Year 2000: Issues on the Post-Colonial State:
Democracy and Human Rights: Peace and Security: and
Regional Cooperation. They all seek to relate academic research to policy issues and public concerns in the region. The Trust also offers, inter alia, research
feliowships to senior scholars In the social science field. This provides individuals with the opportunity to reflect and research on selected themes and, in so
doing, contribute towards the development of intellectual discourse in our sub-region. Besides, such fellowships will help to curtail the exodus of African scholars
to the northern hemisphere. Among its key activities, the SAPES Trust
publishes a monthly journal. Southern African Political and Economic Monthly. SAPEM.
the only one of its kind on the continent.
THE POSTS

Research Fellow: International Relations Division

Projects
i) Regional Cooperation
ii) Southern Africa in the Year 2000: Peace and Security in Southern Africa
iii) Southern Africa Africa in the Year 2000: Southern Africa in the Global context.
Governance

Programme

Projects
1.

The State and

2.

The

3.

The State and Constitutionalism in Eastern and Southern Africa
Information for Development. Democracy and Security in Southern Africa
Social Movements.

4.

5.

Democracy in Southern Africa
History of the National Liberation Movement

6.

Education for Human

7.

National Question,

Rights in Southern Africa
Ethnicity and the State

Research Fellow/Coordinator's Duties
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

[for Posts (I) & (II)]
planning, supervising, monitoring and coordinating the implementation of project activities under the relevant
liaising and collaborating with relevant Committees vis-a-vis the direction of the programme;
creating and/or strengthening linkages with national working groups and national chapters;
promoting research and networking among scholars involved in similar studies;

programme;

preparing programme reports and papers for publications;
writing an article on a monthly basis for the SAPES magazine. Southern Africa Political and Economic Monthly, SAPEM-.
Project development through fundraising
any other duties that may be assigned to the Coordinator by the Executive Director.

Qualifications [for Post (I) & (II)]
senior social science scholar with
-

a post-graduate degree - a doctorate will be an added
advantage;
publication background and strong theoretical grounding in the relevant field:
familiarity with major trends of development and intellectual debates in the region.
an

extensive research and

Research Fellowship Post
fellowship, which is open to senior scholars in the social science field, is tenable at the SAPES Trust Head Office in Harare. The applicants should have
a Phd, majoring in any one of the
following areas: International Relations (Peace and Security); Governance; Economic Policy; Gender Relations; Law; and
History of Contemporary Southern Africa, plus substantial experience in teaching, research and/or policy-related work in the sub-region. Academicians who
have had substantial exposure to public policy work - at national and/or international levels
will, of course, qualify for the Reflections Programme. The
appointee will also be expected to assist in various capacities in teaching, giving seminars and in related activities at research institutes and universities in
the region. Applicants seeking this post must enclose a detailed
project proposal which includes a budget. It is a requirement that such a Senior Research
Fellowship should conclude with a substantive publication, reflecting the work undertaken during the tenure of the fellowship.
The

-

TENURE FOR ALL POSTS
One year but subject to renewal.

REMUNERATION PACKAGE
The Trust offers attractive remunerative
at the interview.

packages similar to those offered in other internationally recognised research institutions. Details to be discussed

Applications with enclosed comprehensive C.V.s including contact address, telephone and fascimile numbers to be addressed

to:

The Executive Director

SAPES Trust
P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe.

Tele 263-4-727875/790815:

Fax 263-4-732735

The

closing date is 30 September, 1994. A Sub-Committee of the SARIPS Academic Council will consider the applications in early October, 1994. and
successful candidates will be informed soon after and expected to take up positions in the new year, but not later than 1st March, 1995.

.“iO
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Compiled by Thomas Deve

CONFERENCE SERVICES

publications and announcements of forthcoming meeting/seminars/
workshops to:
Dr. Patricia McFadden, Head

having problems in convening your
conference in the sub-region?
SAFES Trust regional head office organises
conferences, workshops and seminars in any country
of the sub-region on a commercial basis. We charge
a commission fee of 15 percent of total cost.
Direct all your enquiries to:

SAPES/Gender Division will be ho.sting a two-day conference on

The Administrator

the 23

Are you

Gender Division, SAFES Trust

P.O. Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant, Harare. Zimbabwe

ANNOUNCING THE SAFES BI-ANNUAL GENDER
CONFERENCE 23

Deary Avenue, Belgravia
Regional Office
P.O. Box MP 111, Mt Pleasant
Harare, Zimbabwe

-

24

—

SAFES Trust

—

Tel: 263-4-727875

—

Fax: 263-4-732735

ture)

Telex: 26464 AAPS ZW

Each theme will comprise of papers critically evaluating the state

critique of current approaches/strategies and the policy
implications which can be derived.
All persons interested are invited to attend. Conference organisers
are however unable to provide any financial support to anyone. For
more information about accommodation and registration, kindly
get in touch with:

of the art,

ANNOUNCING THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN
FEMINIST REVIEW (SAFERE)
A Collective of African Feminists based in Zimbabwe have decided

establish

a new

Journal which will be called the Southern

African Feminist Review (SAFERF).
This is in response to a need by African Feminist writers and
activi.sts in Southern Africa (and on the continent) to have a forum
wherein we can write differently as Women, as Social Scientists
and

as

Africans.

SAFERE will also provide a forum

for Young African Feminists
opportunity to acquire
writing skills and develop the confidence necessary to write for
public audiences.

to

make their voices heard, and to have the

The Journal, which will be based at SAFES Trust in the Gender

Division, will be managed by the Harare based Collective. However,

Regional. Continental and Global Collective is in formation
which will be made up of leading African Feminist scholars and
activist writing and working on issues of Gender and Power.
The first issue of SAFERE. which is focusing on The (Jendered
Politics of Land is expected out by mid-1994. The Journal will be
published twice a year for the immediate future.
a

All femini.st scholars and activists

reviews, debates, poems,
Safes Newsletter June, 1994
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September, 1994, to be held in Harare, Zimbabwe. The
following themes will be covered:
Knowledge and issues of epi.stemology (re-conceptualising
gender from an African feminist perspective)
Gendered Violence (raising issues of Women Rights as Human Rights)
The Economics of Gendered Household (focus on Agricul-

4

to

-

Harare, Zimbabwe

are

invited

to

send articles,

advertisements for other feminist

a

Dr Patricia McFadden, Head, Gender Division,

SAFES Trust,

P.O. BoxMPl 11. Mount Pleasant, Harare.Zimbabwe. Fax: 732735
Phone 727875/790815.

CONFLICT PREVENTION, MANAGEMENT AND
RESOLUTION

political, military and diplomatic leaders drawn from all
Egypt from the 7th to the
11 th of May. 1994 for a consultative meeting organised around the
theme "The OAU mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management
Senior

member states of the OAU, met in Cairo,

and Resolution".
was convened with two major objectives in
provided an opportunity to examine how best to make
operational the OAU mechanism for conflict Prevention,
Management and Resolution which had been adopted at the OAU
Summit in June 1993. Secondly the meeting aimed at building a

The consultation

mind. It

constituency of support for the OAU mechanism in particular and
efforts at conflict resolution in Africa in general. The Southern
Africa Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) was
51

represented at the meeting by its Executive Director, Dr Ibbo
Mandaza. The

meeting reflected on how to improve the
understanding and appreciation of peace operations amongst the
participating leaders; an essential imperative at a time of such
fundamental and rapid changes in the international environment
and increasing complexity in peace operations themselves.
Finally, it was noted that the meeting should constitute a
foundation towards bulding of an international network for peace
and security in Africa. This calls for the establishment of po.stconsultation follow-up measures for the exchange of information
to help the OAU and the International Peace
Academy assess the
impact of the consultations.
The participation of SARIPS was facilitated through its links
with the Geneva based Comission

Global Governance

on

co-

chaired

by Ingvar Carlsson and Shridath Ramphal. It is hoped that
the Commission will soon have a meeting in Southern Africa and
SARIPS will be most pleased to be associated with such a venture.
SAFES SEMINAR SERIES
MAY 1994

Dr

Mary Coleman, of Jackson University in the USA, presented a
pol itical representation. The presentation was based on
her forthcoming book on the subject, and dealt with the question of
why, so many years after the civil rights struggle of the 1960s, are
blacks still under-represented in the US administration. The
presentation was interesting in that she put forward ways in whcih
representation could be obtained rather than dealing merely with
the problematique. Parallels, of course, may be derived from this
region, particularly from the situation in the newly independent

16.01.02 In the aftermath ofthe Earth Summit: responsible f>lohal
aetion

for the 21st century: Comments and Documents.
Stiftung Entwicklung und Frieden, 1993
Determinants of Late Development: a study of Turkey's Late
Industrialisation Attempt until 1946, by Mete Pamir. Bergen,
Bonn.

Chr Michefsen Institute, 1993

01.01.06

Project Appraisal and Sustainability in Le.ss Developed
by Arid Angelsen. Odd-Helge Fjeldstad and
Ussif Rashid Sumalia. Bergen, Chr Michelsen Institute.

Countries,
1994

15.04.02 Global Plan, National Strategies an

-

Geneva, ILO. 1994

seminar on

South Africa.

NEWS FROM THE LDC
The CDS-ISIS User

Group has received

a

donation of a computer
and demonstration of

from Unesco, which will be used for practice

CDS-ISIS and will be housed
The LDC is to embark

at

SAPES.

on a new

project

the acquisition of

Recent

Acquisitions
agenda for South Africa, by
Stef Coetzee, Christo de Coning. Pretoria, Africa Institute of
an

01.04.02 Les

Representations de TAfrique Orientale dans les
Geographies UniversellesFrancaisesdesXIXectXXe.siecles,
by Claire Medard. Talence. Bordeaux, Institut d'Etudes
Politiues, 1993

01.04.02 Election Presidentielle de 1992

au Congo: entreprise
politique et mobilisation electorale. by Fabrice Weissmann.
Talence, Bordeaux. Institut d'Etudes Politiques, 1993
01.03.03 African Development Bank 199.1 Annual Report
07.02.01 A Blighted Harvest: the World Bank and African Agriculture in the 1980s. by Peter Gibbon. Kjell J Havnevik and
Kenneth Hermele. London, James Currey. 1993
05.03.03 Mainstreaming Women in Development, by Rounaq
Jahan. Paper presented at an OECD/DACAVID Expert Group.

Paris, 1992
-

equipment and software for Multimedia. This will mean that many
of SAPES’ research projects will be made available to a wider
audience through this media. It can be used as an educational
medium at various levels simultaneously. This project is still at the
propo.sal-writing stage, and we would welcome any suggestions
and advice from institutions and organisations and individuals
already involved in Multimedia.

14.04.03 Towards

07.02.01 The Gender dimension

Zimbabwe: evidence

Africa, 1994
The

Midnight Ride: defence retitructuring and lessons from the
by Rocklyn Williams. Pretoria, Africa Insti-

Understanding reproductive change: Kenya. Tamil
Bertil Egeroand Mikael
Flammarskjold. Lund, Lund University Press, 1994
02.01.01 Proceedings of the Work! Bank Annual Conference on
Development Economics. 1993
04.02.02 Debunking ten myths about democracy in Africa, by
David L Peterson. Extract From Washington Quarterly (SumNadu. Punjab. Costa Rica, sd'itedhy

mer

wa

Ali

Rights and Development: German and Internapublished by RainerTetzlaff.
Bonn. Stiftung Entwicklung und Frieden, 1993

52

VISITORS TO SAPES

tute of South

04.02.01 Human

1994)

During the months of April and May, SAPES Trust regional
office was visited by a number of scholars, academics and
members of the diplomatic community, coming to familiarise
themselves with our work. Notable among these were Dr. Bingu

Erasmus purges,

Africa, 1994

of access and land use rights in

the Land Commission. Harare.

ZWRCN, 1994

South Africa, 1992

Military Forces: origins, composition and .strucby Simon Baynham. Pretoria. Africa Institute of South

to

14.01.01

urban research

The Gold Coast
ture,

Local Initiative - a

study of an AIDS awareness project in Zimbabwe, by Truls
Ivan Skjelbred. Thesis submitted to the degree of Cand Polit,
Dept Media and Communication. University of Oslo, 1993
14.05.02 Abortion
a health and legal issue,
by Salinah
Mumbengegwi. Women's Action Group. 1994
03.02.03 Conference on Rethinking Bretton Woods, June 1994
(Papers)
03.02.04 Enough is enough! For al alternative diagnosis of the
African crisis, by Carlos Lopes. Uppsala, SI AS, 1994
13.06.00 Freedom of association and collective bargaining.

Mutharika. PTA; Moses Banda. EAZ, Zambia; Ambassador

Halimeh.Embassyof Palestine.Zimbabwe;C. A. Mwakwere.
Kenya; A. M. Todd; Morgan Tsvangirai, ZCTU, Dr. Nathan
Shamuyarira and Vincent Chikwari, Zimbabwe; and Jennifer
Davis, The African Fund.
Safes Newsletter June. 1994
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Dawn.

Blue Sky.
Cattle. Tobacco.
Maize.
Heat & Dust.
Wildlife. Safaris.
Hotels. Tourism.
Minerals. Mining.

Industry. Wealth.
Sunset.

Tranquility.
Dusk.

Zimbabwe.
A rich tapestry
of life.
ZIMBANK.
Your Bank.
Professional.

Progressive.
An integral
part of Zimbabwe.
Our people.
Our Government.
Our way of life.
Zimbabwe's bank for your business
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Nordiska afrikainstitutet
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£, 46 SPEKfc AVENUE. HARARE
»cicrnONE,735011, TELEX:24163.
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international division. ZIMBANK HOUSE
26066:26087

P 0 BOX 705 TELEPHONE 794474 TELEX

SYFRETS MERCHANT BANK LIMITED. REGISTERED ACCEPTING HOUSE
ZIMBANK HOUSE
PO BOX 2540 TELEPHONE:794581 TELEX;26292

BAHKER. McCORMAC ZIM 366

